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ABSTRACT
Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) mediated electromagnetic field enhancement play
a vital role in enhancing the performance of bio-molecular sensors, photovoltaic cells and Raman
spectroscopy (e.g., in SERS) etc., to name only a few. It is now well established that the field
amplification factor (mode squared field) ~106 for spherical shaped plasmonic nanoparticle dimers is
significantly higher than the amplification factor of a monomer which is ~103. In this work, a theoretical
and semi-analytical approach based on multipole spectral expansion is used to investigate the electric
field enhancement in the gap region of spherical nanoparticle dimers of Al, Rh, Ag, and Au. The dimer
exhibit rich spectra compared to its isolated counterpart. For example, in contrast to a monomer, the
dimer spectra consists of multiple resonant peaks which can be fine tuned by varying particle size and/or
inter-particle separation. Moreover, the enhancement in dimer is several orders higher than that in
monomers. Rich spectral features in dimer spectra arise from the interaction between particle plasmons
of constituent NPs and their hybridization, which results in the splitting of plasmonic energy levels. We
carry out, systematic investigation of these systems to quantify the effect of particle size, interparticle
separation and metal type (Al, Ag, Au, Rh) on electric field enhancement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The recent explosive progress in Plasmonic Nanostructures has been based on the optical
properties of metallic nanoparticles. The appeal of surface plasmon excitations at metal
dielectric interface due to huge and various applications typically arise due to large
electromagnetic field enhancement near metallic nanoparticles.
Recently the near field enhancement in the vicinity of metallic nanostructures upon
excitations of their surface plasmon resonances have attracted substantial attention and are used
to amplify linear optical effects, such as surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy [1], surface
plasmon enhanced photoluminescence, fluorescence [2] and also support many non-linear
optical process like second/ third harmonic generation [3], two photon absorption induced
luminescence [4].
The optical response or electric field enhancement of Plasmonic nanostructures is
strongly dependent on geometry as well as combination of plasmonic nanostructures. For
example isolated spherical nanoparticle shows electric field enhancement of the order of 103
which is quite insensitive for SERS measurements. Moreover in case of spherical nanoparticle
the spectrum can be tuned by varying the radius of nanoparticle and dielectric constant of
embedded medium. A class of new plasmonic nanoparticle called core@shell or nanoshell
(NSH) which is widely used in medical and spectroscopic measurement due to more tunable
properties. NSH consist of core material coated by concentric thin shell layer [5, 6].
This feature of NSH makes more tunable and adjustable for different applications.
Nanoshell also supports the plasmon resonances and gives a relatively large electric field
enhancement (104) as compared to isolated spherical nanoparticle (103). But for SERS
measurement (detection of single molecule technique), this electric field enhancement is not
sufficient. To amplify this field enhancement, dimer geometry is an appropriate choice for
SERS enhancement. Monomer and dimer geometry shows drastically different optical
response.
This different behavior can be easily understood by hybridization theory [7]. Nanoparticle
dimers are useful for researchers because they have large electromagnetic field enhancements
in the gap region due to particle-particle interaction. The plasmonic properties of nanoparticle
dimers have been studied by various methods [8, 9], but still there is a wide scope to harness
the unexplored potentials in the field of plasmonics.. A quantam mechanical approach is used
to study the plasmon resonances of dimer system as a function of interparticle separation.
It is analyzed that for above 1 nm interparticle separation, classical electromagnetic theory
is obeyed to study the dimer plasmons [10]. Finite element method (FEM) is used to study the
optical response of core shell silver nanoparticle dimer in the visible region as a function of
inter surface gap [11]. Here we consider coupled nanosphere (dimer) placed in uniform electric
field. For proposed geometry, specific multipoles can be choosing according to system
parameters. Inspite of direct solution, we consider Multipole spectral expansion method MSE)
based approach for the present study.
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section II describes the theoretical formulation
of the problem and its implementation to NSP Dimer. Sec. III includes the results discussion.
Finally, Sec. 4 presents summary with significant remarks and future scope of the work.
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2. THEORY
Schematics of the system which consist nanosphere dimer placed in uniform electric field
is shown in Fig. 1. To extend MSE based approach to the nanosphere dimer, an interaction
matrix approach based on using the eigenstates of the single inclusion has been used. In this
picture, we consider a plasmonic system consisting of two nanospheres having interparticle
separation S. The centre of one nanosphere can always be considered at the origin (here Left)
and hence the centre of other nanosphere (here Right) will always be shifted relative to the
origin.
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Figure 1. The schematic of dimer system of coupled spherical nanoparticles (SNPs) under
consideration. Here, left and right NPs are labeled as L and R, their centre as O L and OR and
their radii as RL and RR, respectively. Both NPs are considered embedded in a homogeneous
dielectric medium (εd). The dimer system is exposed to homogenous external electric field Eo
along z-direction which excites localized surface plasmons (LSPs) of NPs.

To analyze such a plasmonic system relative to a common origin, the eigenstates of this
nanosphere will have to be expressed relative to defined common origin. In order to deal with
a nanosphere which is not centered at the origin, we need to make transformation of eigenstates.
In such a case, the function consisting of multipoles has to be expanded about the shifted origin.
Both metallic nanospheres may be described through frequency dependent dielectric function,
ε m (ωω and assumed to be embedded in a host medium characterized by its dielectric permittivity,

E
εd. This system is placed in a uniform external electric field (  E 0 ẑ ) of magnitude E0 and
directed along +z-direction (or, external potential Φ ext  E 0 z  E 0 r cosθ ). The presence
of the nanosphere dimer modifies the potential or electric field. By using proposed numerical
approach which is valid within quasi-static approximation, the general expression for the
potential at point P, outside the inclusion is given by
 induced (r)  
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By solving overlap integrals, calculating dimer matrix element and eigenfunctions of left
& right sphere in above Eq., we get the induced potential,  induced (r ) at a given position r. The
overall electrostatic potential in the gap region is obtained by adding external potential and
induced potential. The evaluation of electric potential is done at two neighboring positions and
electric field is then calculated using basic relation, E    .

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section provides the results of our investigations based on theoretical approach
described in Sec. II. Present study considers plasmonic nanoparticles (PNPs) made of aluminum
(13Al), silver (47Ag), gold (79Au) and rhodium (45Rh) in spherical, core@shell (NSH) and dimer
configuration. Radius of each constituent nanoparticle is denoted by R, aspect ratio (a/R) of
core @shell (NSH) is denoted by x and the interparticle separation (surface to surface) in dimer
configuration is denoted by S. Unless mentioned otherwise, both plasmonic nanoparticles
(PNPs) in the dimer system will be considered spherical in shape and identical in size (R) and
composition (εm()).
The optical response of PNPs is described through photon energy (ħω) dependent optical
constants of Johnson and Christy for Au and Ag [12], A. D. Rakic for Al [13], and Palik for Rh
[14].
The field amplification factor

2

A() 

E(r)
.
E0

as a function of ħω of isolated spherical

nanoparticles of Ag, Al and Au is presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Amplification factor A(ω) as a function of ħω for isolated spherical nanoparticles of
Ag, Al, Au and Rh of nanoparticle radii, R = 20 nm embedded in a medium of dielectric constant
εd = 1.0
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In Fig. 2, shows the field amplification spectrum as a function of energy (eV) of isolated
spherical nanoparticle (NSP) at observation point, r = 1.0 nm away from the particle surface. it
is observed that in case of isolated spherical nanoparticle, the electric field amplification factor
is the order of 103. In case of isolated spherical nanoparticle, silver shows field amplification is
3.27102 at 3.43 eV, aluminium shows field amplification 1.07 103 at 8.79 eV, gold shows
field amplification 1.3101 at 2.32 eV and rhodium shows field amplification 1.54102 at 5.98
eV. It is noticed that the field amplification spectrum in case of isolated spherical nanoparticles
is not sufficient for many applications like SERS measurements. Only single peak is observed
and tuning parameters is very less for isolated nanoparticle.

Figure 3. Amplification factor A(ω) as a function of ħω for core@shell (NSH) nanoparticles
of Ag, Al, Au and Rh of nanoparticle radii, R = 20 nm embedded in a medium of dielectric
constant εd = 1.0.
It is observed that in this case the field amplification is the order of 103 to 104. Silver
shows field amplification is 3.8103 at 2.48 eV, aluminum shows field amplification 2.60102
at 4.80 eV, gold shows field amplification 1.85102 at 1.99 eV and rhodium shows field
amplification 1.7101 at 3.88 eV. NSH geometry has superior to NSP geometry due to more
spectral tuning options. By changing aspect ratio, the spectrum can be tuned in desired spectrum
region. But still, the field amplification in case of NSH geometry is also quite insensitive for
SERS measurements. To overcome this bottle neck, dimer geometry is used to calculate the
field amplification factor which can be used for SERS measurements. Fig. 3. shows the spectral
variation of electric field enhancement with photon energy (eV) of Ag, Al, Au and Rh in dimer
configuration.
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Figure 4. Amplification factor A(ω) as a function of ħω for nanosphere dimer nanoparticles
of Ag, Al, Au and Rh of nanoparticle radii, R = 20 nm embedded in a medium of dielectric
constant εd = 1.0. Surface to surface separation (S) is 1 nm.

The important observations of Fig. 4 are summarized as follows: (I) the multiple peaks
are observed in dimer configuration (II) multiple resonant peaks showing field amplification of
order of 106. (III) It is also found that resonant position for silver is 2.86 eV/ 7.1105,
aluminum is 5.93/1.0105, gold is 2.21 eV/ 7.1103 and rhodium is 4.42 eV/ 1.34103 in dimer.
Silver and gold shows resonant peaks in visible or near infrared region, while resonant
peaks of aluminium and rhodium lies in Deep-UV region of spectrum. The electric field
enhancement is due to the interaction between surface plasmon modes of two nanosphere in the
presence of electric field.

4. CONCULSION
A theoretical model for Electric Field Enhancement or field amplification of Nanosphere
(NSP) dimer is used using Multipole Spectral Expansion method. The proposed model is
efficient to deal with other complex geometry. For the system means NSP dimer
106 order field enhancement is predicted. Role of higher order multipoles are explored.
We have investigated the field enhancement behavior of Al, Rh, Ag, and Au nanoparticle
dimers, covering UV-Vis spectral rang which enables to deal with SERS spectroscopic
measurements due to extensive exhibit tunable optical properties.
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ABSTRACT
In modern era, coding theory has found various applications in almost every field whether it is
theoretical or practical. Such as: digital data transmission, medical science, space science, geographical
sciences etc. It is natural that bursts have different behavior in different channels. But the burst errors
are found to occur mostly in various communication channels. In some of the systems, lightening and
other short term irregular disturbances introduce various types of repeated burst errors. Usually they
operate in such a way that over a specific length, some digits in a message are received correctly, while
all other are corrupted. It is very common in some extra noisy channels that all the digits in a burst are
corrupted. Such type of errors is called ‘solid burst errors’. It may also be mentioned that cyclic codes
play a significant role in error detection and correction. In this paper, we obtain results for cyclic codes
that are capable of detecting 2-repeated solid bursts of length b.
Keyword: Repeated solid burst errors, cyclic codes, burst error detection, parity-check digits

1. INTRODUCTION
It is perceptible that from last few decades, communication devices and computing have
become essential parts of human life. Although current communication devices are very
efficient and reliable yet unlimited usage causes interrupted data transmission. There may be
any cause of that e.g., server fading, call-drop, dynamic noise, jamming multi access
interference etc. These problems arise due to the occurrence of various types of multiple burst
errors in the channel in use.
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Among the various types of errors, known so far, repeated solid burst error is much more
frequently occur in a very busy channel. The study of this particular error was introduced by
Das [6]. Basically repeated solid burst error can be considered as an extension of the solid burst
error [1] combined with repeated burst error [5]. Under specific consideration, repeated solid
burst error is a generalization of random errors.
The study of burst errors, respective of cyclic codes, has always been centre of attraction
for researchers as cyclic codes have very interesting mathematical structure and can easily be
implemented using shift registers. Following this fact, Jain [4] obtained results for cyclic codes
detecting Moderate-density open-loop burst error detection for cyclic codes.
In this paper, our study is précised to cyclic codes detecting 2-repeated solid burst errors.
The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents basic definitions related to our study.
In section 3, results on cyclic codes for the detection of 2-repeated solid bursts are obtained.
In section 4 represents the conclusion of the paper. Some future scope for the study is also given
in this section.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 1: A solid burst of length b is a vector with non-zero entries in some b consecutive
positions and zeros elsewhere.
Example 1: (000111111) is a solid burst of length 6 over GF (2) .
A 2-repeated burst of length b may be defined as follows:
Definition 2: A 2-repeated burst of length b is a vector of length n whose only non-zero
components are confined to two distinct sets of b consecutive components the first and the last
component of each set being non zero.
Example 2: (011010100110111) is a 2-repeated burst of length 6 over GF (2) .
Definition 3: A 2-repeated solid burst of length b is a vector with non-zero entries in some b
consecutive positions of two distinct sets and zeros elsewhere.
Example: (0011000011) is a 2-repeated solid burst of length 2 over GF (2) .

3. 2-REPEATED SOLID BURST ERROR DETECTING CYCLIC CODES
Theorem 3.1: Any 2-repeated solid burst-error, each of length up to n-k digits, can be detected
by an (n, k) cyclic code.
Proof: It is clear that a 2-repeated solid burst will have two segments each having b consecutive
non-zero entries. Let, the first segment starts from ith position where 1  i  n  2b and is of the
form x i T1 ( x) , where T1 ( x ) is a polynomial of degree (b  1) . The second segment then will start
from (i  j  b)th position where 1  j  n  b and will be of the form x i  j bT2 ( x) , where
T2 ( x) is a polynomial of degree (b  1) .
-45-
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So let,

T ( x)  x iT1 ( x)  x i j bT2 ( x),

(3.1)

be a 2-repeated solid burst, each burst having length b  1 . If  (x) is the codeword transmitted,
then with T (x) as error, the received n-tuple  ' ( x) is given by

 ' ( x)  T ( x)   ( x) ,

(3.2)

or

 ' ( x)  ( xiT1 ( x)  xi j bT2 ( x))   ( x)
Thus,

{ ' ( x)}g ( x)  {(x iT1 ( x)  x i j bT2 ( x))   ( x)}g ( x) .

(3.3)

where: { ' ( x)}g ( x) is the remainder polynomial that is obtained after dividing the n-tuple by the
generator polynomial g (x) .
Now the syndrome, obtained in (3.3) must be zero. For this g (x) must divide

( xiT1 ( x)  xi j bT2 ( x)) . But g (x) is not divisible by

x

because g (x) divides x n  1 . This

concludes that x i and x i  j b both are relatively prime to g (x) . Hence g (x) must divide both
T1 ( x) and T2 ( x) . But it is impossible because
deg g ( x)  n  k ,

(3.4)

and

deg T1 ( x)  deg T2 ( x)  b  1  n  k  deg g ( x) .

(3.5)

Therefore, T (x) cannot be a codeword and it will be detected.
This proves the theorem.
Theorem 3.2: The fraction of 2-repeated solid bursts of length b> n-k that can go undetected
by any (n, k) cyclic codes is


2q 2( n  k 1)

 (n  2b  1)(n  2b  2)(q  1) 2

2

q  2( n  k )
 (n  2b  1)(n  2b  2)
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Proof: Let us consider 2-repeated solid bursts of length b  1 . Each such burst will be of the
form

T ( x)  ( xiT1 ( x)  xi j bT2 ( x)),

(3.7)

where: T1 ( x) and T2 ( x) have degree b  1 each. There are (q  1) choices for the each
component of both sets. Thus there are (q  1) 2b distinct polynomials T1 ( x) and T2 ( x).
The error will go undetected if and only if T1 ( X ) and T2 ( X ) have g ( X ) as a factor, that
is

T1 ( x)  g ( x) R1 ( x),

T2 ( x)  g ( x) R2 ( x).
Since g (x) has degree n  k  , R1 ( x) and R2 ( x) both must have degree b  1  (n  k ) . If
b  1  (n  k ) , then R1 ( x) and R2 ( x) are nonzero constants and there are (q  1) 2 values they
may take. The ratio of undetected 2-repeated solid bursts to the total number of 2-repeated solid
bursts is, refer [6],

2q 2( n  k )
(q  1)2
q 2(b 1)

.

(n  2b  1)(n  2b  2)
(n  2b  1)(n  2b  2)
(n  2b  1)(n  2b  2)
2b
(q  1)
2
2
Now if b  1  (n  k ) , T1 ( x ) may have any of the (q  1) non- zero field element as its
each coefficient. There are therefore, (q  1) b choices of T1 ( x ) which give undetected error
patterns. Similarly, there are (q  1) b choices of T2 ( x) which give undetected error patterns.
The ratio in this case is

(q  1)2b
2

.
(n  2b  1)(n  2b  2)
(
n

2
b

1
)(
n

2
b

2
)
2b
(q  1)
2
This proves the result.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results, presented in this paper, are inspired by the study of cyclic codes detecting
burst errors by Peterson and Weldon [3].Such type of errors generally occurs in channels like
super computers, space communication and semiconductor devices. By developing such codes,
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the number of parity-check digits required can be economized and hence the efficiency of the
transmission of the code through anoisy channel can be increased.
Moreover, results obtained in this paper are with the consideration of Hamming weight.
One can do similar study in a more generalized manner by considering other types of weight
such as Lee weight, Sharma- Kaushik weight, Euclidean weight, generalized Hamming weight
etc.
Remark 1: Technique used here to prove the results is based on [2].
Remark 2: It is clear from results obtained here that if we consider bursts of length 1 then the
error pattern is same as of random errors. This verifies that repeated solid burst errors are
generalization of random errors.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

A green building is one which uses less water, optimizes energy efficiency,
conserves natural resources, generates less waste, and provides healthier
spaces for occupants as compared to a conventional building. Considering
the tremendous benefits that it offers, green building concept is gaining
major importance in India. A common man wants an affordable house to
live in which may fit in his pocket whereas the demand of the society is
to go green as the pollution is increasing day by day. Affordable housing
refers to housing units that are affordable by that section of society whose
income is below the median household income. Though different countries
have different definitions for affordable housing, it is largely the same, that
is, affordable housing should address the housing needs of the lower or
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middle-income households. Affordable housing becomes a key issue especially in developing nations where a majority of the population is not able to
buy houses at the market price.
To go green with green building is a bit costlier for common man somehow
in the short run but studies say that a green building uses less water, optimizes energy efficiency, conserves natural resources, generates less waste,
and provides healthier spaces for occupants, as compared to a conventional
building which becomes quite cheaper in long run. Hence, there are four
basic elements of the green building that is smart design, energy efficiency,
eco-materials, water conservation (Cleveland, 2012).
According to urban Economist Mark Smith and architect Deborah
Weintraub, green building “includes three important components: resource
conservation during design and construction, resource conservation during
operations, and protection of occupants’ health, well-being, and productivity.” Others emphasize the protection of more ephemeral things like
“community and cultural sensitivity,” saying that green projects “blend in
with the natural environment and protect open space, increase a sense of
community, and address cultural issues.”
The Government of India has already taken too much initiative toward Go
Green. The green buildings are identified by the environment ministry on the
basis of the use of water\energy conservation methods, recycled materials,
solar power, natural lighting, and energy self-sufficiency under “Go Green”
initiatives. Apart from this, The Indian Green Building Council (IGBC), part
of the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) offers a wide array of services
which include developing new green building rating programs, certification
services, and green building training programs. In spite of having so many
facilities and services, the real estate world, as well as the residents, are still
not so much concerned about the urgent need for green housing. Keeping this
in view, the present study is focused on the following:

1. This chapter aims to highlight the said three issues related to green
housing and to identify why affordability of such house becomes
unreachable due to higher upfront cost. An analysis is proposed for its
long-term benefits against the inclusive higher cost of green housing.
2. A systematic review of green housing is discussed with a review
of related literature. Primary data is analyzed which was collected
through personal interview with 300 respondents from Ghaziabad, Raj
Nagar Extension, Vasundhara, Sahibabad of Uttar Pradesh (India).
3. This study reveals that India is still lagging behind in the effective
implementation of green housing concepts due to the high cost
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involved in construction. This may be justified that “if the intention is to construct a new home to live in, it is advisable to go for
a green home rather than the ordinary conventional home. Because
the percentage increase of 12.94% in the total cost is not a negligible
amount when the intention is just to renovate or retrofit an old home.”
4. The research is based on original thought and views collected from
respondents and reliable resources.
5. This research will benefit the researchers, academicians, innovators,
real estate business, residents, and so forth.

The environment is not only a huge area in which we keep on living but
also a huge ecosystem in which millions of creatures live. The environment
provides raw materials for the economy. This raw material gained through
the production process turns out to be a consumer product. Then, these raw
materials and the energy used in production return to the environment as
pollution. Therefore, sustainability of environment is reasonably important
with regard to economic development (Kolukisa, 2012).
In relation to the environment, the first comprehensive arrangements
concerning international cooperation have been considered in the early
1970s. In 1972 in Stockholm “United Nations Human Environment
Declaration” (Stockholm declaration), the first global evaluation of many
countries whose socioeconomic structures and development levels differ
from one another was accepted. Sustainable development concept was
first defined in 1987 with the Brundtland Report, prepared by World
Commission on Environment and Development and since then began to
be widely used.
One of the important developments which support the sustainable
development vision has come into effect with the 1992 Rio Earth Summit.
Rio Earth Summit, the largest meeting including 172 countries as well as
India, was an important meeting in which the said countries have approved
of the economic and global issues to be achieved in accordance with the
environmental values and sustainable development principles.
At this summit conclusion regarding sustainable development were
declared in a declaration called “Agenda 21.” In spite of not being legally
bounding, with this declaration, the countries’ political responsibilities
about the environment are defined. In Agenda 21, some basic principles of
sustainable development which focus on the environmental dimensions are:
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•

Humankind is the center of sustainable development. She/he has the
right to have a healthy and efficient life in accordance with nature.
On condition that they are not disturbing other countries’ environment,
all countries have the right to use their natural resources according to
their own politics.
In view of “right to development for current and forthcoming generations,” it is required to acknowledge the environment and mankind.
Environmental protection should be seen as a complementary part of
the development process.
In terms of ecosystem protection and development, countries shall
cooperate in global association spirit.
In environmental protection, countries have common but different
levels of responsibility.
National authorities, in terms of “the one who pollutes pays it” principle, should make the environmental costs international and the use
of economic devices improved.

•

•

•

•

•
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As to activities, which have effects beyond borders, the activist country
should inform the related countries in time and provide them with necessary
information.
Briefly, the living environment provided by sustainable development
means using of water resources so carefully that current and forthcoming
generations can benefit adequately, keeping the weather clean in order to
breath fresh air, making use of the benefaction of nature, and living in good
health today and in the future (Taylor, 2012).
Providing sustainable development is not only limited to management of
natural resources, supplying equipment, or controlling them but also to their
proper utilization and allocation. Individuals should fulfill their duties as
responsible citizens in order to achieve sustainable development with regard
to environmental protection. Therefore, it is compulsory that individuals be
taught in the subject of sustainable development education beginning from
primary school, as well as making them aware of the environment.
UNESCO (2003) has declared the vision of sustainable development
education as “societies should work in order to improve their level of
civilization and economical power while being aware of the value of
natural resources.” Sustainable development education improves the
ethical attitudes, which are necessary for lifetime learning, and encourages
us to use the natural resources necessary for our planet according to our
needs. The aims of sustainable development education in terms of the
environment are:
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Improving the perception in accordance with economy and environment, and resulting in social peace.
Encouraging the studies for the protection and improvement of the
values of people living in the ecologic and social environment.
Altering the daily behavior of individuals for supporting sustainable
development.
Preparing individuals as active and participant citizens working for
their society and environment.
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There are additional urgent needs associated with the investments in infrastructure. The first is the global challenge to the Earth’s environment including
the long-term availability of nonrenewable resources, concentrations of pollution and waste from human activity, and global climate change. For example,
the recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on climate change could
not have been clearer regarding the impact of human activity on global climate
change and its potential impact on the planet. People may disagree on the causes
of climate change and the exact nature and severity of the impact, but there
is a near-universal acknowledgment that the planet is warming, the climate is
changing, and resources are being depleted. The impact of human activity upon
the environment is not limited to climate change alone. For example:
Poor land management and the overuse of fertilizer are causing land
degradation, soil erosion, and desertification on a massive scale in
agricultural areas from the Amazon to the Yangtze.
One-third of the world’s population does not have access to adequate
sanitation.
Armed conflict affects more than 20 of the world’s 34 poorest countries, mainly in Africa.
Almost half the world’s population will be living in areas of high
water stress by 2030.
Irrigation accounts for 70% of the world’s water demand. More than
half the water distributed by irrigation systems is lost due to leaks and
wasteful practices.

Clearly, the action is required if we intend to sustain a planet that can
support a human society in perpetuity that provides the opportunity for all
people to realize the quality of life enjoyed in the developed world. The
choice is ours that we go for a global society in regard to infrastructure
investments that will directly affect the level of the quality of human life and
the long-term health of the planet.
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Indian construction industry is one of the largest in terms of economic expenditure, the volume of raw materials/natural resources consumed, the volume
of materials and products manufactured, employment generated, environmental impacts, and so forth. A large variety of materials are manufactured
and consumed in the construction industry (UNESCO, 2003). Production
levels and energy expenditure of some of the building materials consumed
in bulk quantities are given in Table 10.1. Total energy expenditure on
bricks, cement, aluminum, and structural steel consumed in bulk quantities
is 1684 × 106 GJ per annum. It has been estimated that 22% of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions are contributed by the construction sector in India.
There is an ever-increasing demand for building materials. For example,
demand for houses has doubled in about two decades from 1980. Projected
demand for the building materials like bricks, steel, and cement consumed
in bulk quantities is given in Table 10.2. Compounded growth rates of 2.5,
5, and 5% have been assumed for bricks, steel, and cement, respectively, to
compute the projected demand. In case of brick making activity, at present
topsoil equivalent of 300 mm from 100,000 ha (1000 sq km) of fertile land,
22 × 106 t of coal and 10 × 106 t of biomass are consumed annually. We
have an arable land area of 1.62 × 106 sq km comprising alluvial, black, red,
laterite, and desert soils. Alluvial, laterite, and red soils are suitable for brick
making. The area under the soils suitable for brick making may not exceed
50% of the arable land. Brick-making activity to meet the present and future
demand can result in consuming the 300 mm depth fertile topsoil of arable
land in about 90 years (assuming 2.5% compounded growth rate).
TABLE 10.1 Volume and Energy Consumption of Building Materials in India.
Material

Volume of materials
manufactured per annum

Thermal energy
(MJ per kg)

Total energy
(GJ)

Bricks

160 × 109 nos.

1.5

650 × 106

Cement

98 × 106 t

4.25

410 × 106

Structural steel

14 × 106 t

45.0

476 × 106
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Similarly, the pressure on raw materials like limestone to manufacture
cement and energy requirements to produce these materials has to be addressed.
Production of building materials has slowly and steadily moved from highly
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decentralized and labor-intensive methods and processes to centralized,
machine-dependent industry mode. Centralized mode of production necessitates hauling of raw materials and distribution of finished materials over
great distances. These activities again require the expenditure of fossil fuels
for transportation. Transportation of raw and finished building materials is
another key issue that can contribute to the cost of materials, increased energy
requirements, and environmental issues. Energy (fossil fuel energy) spent in
the transportation of some of these building materials using trucks is given in
Table 10.3. Sustainability of the present mode of production, consumption,
and distribution of building materials and currently adopted construction
practices are questionable.
TABLE 10.2 Projected Demand for Building Material (the Years 2000–2020).
Material

2000

2020

Bricks (Nos.)

160 × 10

Structural steel (t)

12 × 106

Cement (t)

98 × 106

256 × 109

9

40 × 106

265 × 106

TABLE 10.3 Energy in Transportation of Building Materials.
Building material

Unit

Energy in transportation for 100 km (MJ)

Bricks

3

m

210

Sand

m

3

180

Cement

t

110

Steel

t

110

10.4 NEED FOR SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVES
Steel, cement, glass, aluminum, plastics, bricks, etc. are energy-intensive
materials, commonly used for building construction. Generally, these materials are transported over great distances. Extensive use of these materials
can drain the energy resources and adversely affect the environment. On
the other hand, it is difficult to meet the ever-growing demand for buildings
by adopting only energy efficient traditional materials (like mud, thatch,
timber, etc.) and construction methods (TEDDY, 1990). Hence, there is a
need for optimum utilization of available energy resources and raw materials
to produce simple, energy efficient, environment-friendly, and sustainable
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building alternatives and techniques to satisfy the increasing demand for
buildings. Some of the guiding principles in developing the sustainable
alternative building technologies can be summarized as energy conservation, minimize the use of high energy materials, concern for environment,
environment-friendly technologies, minimize transportation and maximize
the use of local materials and resources, decentralized production and
maximum use of local skills, utilization of industrial and mine wastes for
the production of building materials, recycling of building wastes, and
use of renewable energy sources. Building technologies manufactured by
meeting these principles could become sustainable and facilitate sharing the
resources, especially energy resources, more efficiently, causing minimum
damage to the environment.
10.5 APPLICATION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR
RURAL AREAS (ASTRA)’S INITIATIVES AND DEVELOPMENTS IN
SUSTAINABLE BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES

Centre for ASTRA (Application of Science and Technology for Rural
Areas) was formed in 1974 at Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore,
to cater to developing technologies for sustainable development. Recently,
this center has been renamed as “Centre for Sustainable Technologies.”
Developing environment-friendly, energy efficient, simple and sustainable
building technologies utilizing maximum local resources and skills is one of
the thrust areas of ASTRA’s activities. R&D and dissemination of building
technologies became an interdisciplinary work, where the Department of
Civil Engineering actively pursued this work since over 2.5 decades of time.
Large number of building technologies were developed and successfully
disseminated. ASTRA’s approach to develop sustainable building technologies was not confined to laboratory work. Field trials and laboratory work
went hand in hand to develop viable technologies. ASTRA’s made its sincere
efforts in alternative building technologies since 1976 on issues of R&D,
dissemination, training and establishing mechanisms for spreading the technologies, and the recent developments. The table indicates that considerable
amount of time has been spent initially at the Ungra Extension Centre (UEC)
in field experimentation of building technologies initially. There was a need
for some buildings at UEC for carrying out other activities of ASTRA and
this need had thrown up an open ground for the buildings research group to
experiment. This opportunity gave scope for experimenting and monitoring
long-term performance over a period of several years. Important lessons on
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building technologies were learned during the initial period. Some of these
building technologies are: stabilized mud blocks, steam cured blocks, fine
concrete blocks, rammed earth blocks, mud concrete blocks, lime-pozzolana
cements, soil-lime plaster, composite mortars for masonry, composite beam
and panel roofs, Reinforced brickwork/tile-work roof, ferrocement and ferroconcrete roofing systems, unreinforced masonry vaults and domes, ribbed
slab construction, filler slab roofs, rammed earth foundations, reinforced
block-work lintels and precast chajjas, solar passive cooling techniques and
containment reinforcement for earthquake-resistant masonry. A large number
of buildings (> 12,000) have been built using these alternative building
technologies.

The green building movement in India was triggered off when CII-Sohrabji
Godrej Green Business Centre building in Hyderabad was awarded the first
and the prestigious platinum-rated green building rating in India. Since then,
green building movement in India has gained tremendous impetus over the
years. With a modest beginning of 20,000 sq. ft green built-up area in the
country in the year 2003, today (as on 31 December, 2016) more than 3921
green buildings projects coming up with a footprint of over 4.48 Billion
sq. ft are registered with the IGBC, out of which 942 projects are certified and fully functional in India. This growth has been possible with the
participation of all stakeholders in the green building movement. Today, all
types of buildings are going the green way—government, IT parks, offices,
residential, banks, airports, convention center, institutions, hospitals, hotels,
factories, SEZs, townships, schools, metros, and so forth.
10.7 THE INDIAN GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL (IGBC)

IGBC, part of the CII was formed in the year 2001. The vision of the council
is “to enable a sustainable built environment for all and facilitate India to be
one of the global leaders in the sustainable built environment by 2025.” The
council offers a wide array of services which include developing new green
building rating programs, certification services, and green building training
programs. The council also organizes green building congress, its annual
flagship event on green buildings. The council is committee-based, memberdriven, and consensus-focused. All the stakeholders of construction industry
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comprising architects, developers, product manufacturers, corporate, government, academia, and nodal agencies participate in the council activities through
local chapters. The council also closely works with several state governments,
central government, world green building council, bilateral multilateral agencies in promoting green building concepts in the country.
IGBC has about 1700 members, 1200 accredited professionals, and
15 vibrant chapters in all major metros. Now, all types of buildings are
going the IGBC “greenway” including airports, banks, colleges, convention
centers, factories, government buildings, hospitals, hotels, institutions, IT
parks, malls, metros, offices, residential buildings, schools, SEZs, townships, etc. varying from 1200 sq. ft to 120 million sq.ft. Any IGBC-rated
green building mirrors India’s rich architectural heritage blending with
modern technological innovations. IGBC-rated green buildings ensure that
energy is saved to the tune of 40–50% and water is saved by 20–30%, and
intangible benefits like enhanced ventilation, daylighting, and good design
with eco-friendly materials improve the productivity of the occupants
(https://igbc.in/igbc/redirectHtml.htm?redVal=showAboutusnosign&id=a
bout-content).

Features and basic requirements of a green building are given below:
Basic requirements of green buildings are to reduce or eliminate negative
environmental impacts of development, conserve energy, conserve water,
reduce usage of natural resources and construction materials, and improve
workplace environmental quality.

1. Challenge for architects, a green building: It is, indeed, a challenge
for both architects and developers. However, considering the rapid
global warming taking place and depletion of natural resources,
we cannot sustain ourselves too long. Therefore, it only requires
concern for the environment, commitment to social responsibility,
and application of mind and passion to do something to conserve
resources to help future generations.
2. The cost involved in green compared to a nongreen structure: It
really does not cost extra to develop a green building. It is a simple
application of conventional wisdom, the orientation of the building,
concern for our neighborhood, and application of mind to minimize
the use of materials, best described by reduce, reuse, recycle. Even
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

ITC Green Centre, Gurgaon
Patni Knowledge Centre, Sahibabad
Olympia Tech Park, Chennai
Infinity Benchmark, Kolkata
CRISIL House, Mumbai
Indira Paryavaran Bhawan, New Delhi
ITC Maurya Hotel, New Delhi
Infosys Hyderabad
CISCO Building, Bangalore
CII building, Hyderabad
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the platinum green buildings of IGBC that used to cost 15% more
about 8 years ago, now cost just around 9–12% more than nongreen
buildings.
3. Top green buildings in India: Some of the best green buildings
in India are the buildings designed to house the new Tamil Nadu
Legislative Assembly at Chennai (now converted into a hospital),
IGP Office at Gulbarga, Suzlon “One Earth” at Pune, ITC Hotel–The
Royal Gardenia at Bangalore, Godrej Plant II-IT Park at Mumbai,
Infosys Pocharam at Hyderabad and Bearys Global Research
Triangle at Bangalore. Energy efficiency, water use reduction,
construction waste management, and use of local materials are
some of the salient features of these projects. Bangalore is in the
forefront of the green building movement and the construction
community represented by CREDAI has taken it very seriously
and soon it could be in their DNA. Bangalore has some of the
highest rated buildings of India. NCR, Chennai, Hyderabad, Pune,
and Mumbai are doing well in popularizing the green building
movement and registering buildings for green certification.
With the concept of green buildings gaining prominence in India,
developers are now focusing on developing structures that are ecofriendly and use energy efficient techniques. Some other top green
buildings in India are as below:

10.9 COMPARISON OF MATERIALS USED IN CONVENTIONAL
BUILDING AND GREEN BUILDING
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The table below shows the materials used in the conventional and green
home, respectively for different items:
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TABLE 10.4 Comparison of Materials used in Conventional Building and Green Building
S. Materials
No.

In conventional building

In green building

2

Lighting fixtures

Tube lights and CFLs

Low Watt LED tube
lights and bulbs

3

Plumbing fixtures

Conventional fixtures

Special green fixtures

4

Flooring

Vitrified and glazed tiles and
China mosaic

PVC flooring, glazed
tiles, and China mosaic

5

Doors

Pinewood

Engineering Wood

6

Paints

Plastic VOC

Plastic non-VOC

7

Bricks

Clay bricks

Fly ash bricks

8

Cement

OPC

PPC

9

Installation of rainwater Not provided
harvesting system

Provided

Author Copy

Windows and openings Aluminum paneled plain glasses Insulated glass (IG units)
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1

LED: light emitting diode; PVC: polyvinyl chloride; VOC: volatile organic compounds;
PPC: Portland pozzolana cement; ODC: ordinary Portland cement

10.9.1 THE PRIME MATERIALS USED IN GREEN BUILDINGS
(VENKATARAMA REDDY AND LOKRAS, 1998)
1. LED fixtures:
•

•
•
•

In green buildings, the only type of the lighting fixtures used is LED
(light emitting diode) fixtures.
These types of lighting fixtures are somewhat costly, approximately 4
times higher price than the normal ones.
These are solid lights which are extremely energy-efficient.
A significant feature of LEDs is that the light is directional, as opposed
to conventional bulbs which spread the light more spherically.

2. Plumbing:
•

•

In the green plumbing, the plumbing fixtures discharge ranges from
5 to 15 l p m.
Green plumbing includes the fixtures as below:
- Faucets discharge ranges between 5 and 8 l p m.
- Showers discharge ranges between 10 and 15 l p m.
- Water closet discharge ranges between 7 and 12 l p m.
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3. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) flooring:

•
•
•

4. Green paints:
•
•

Paints with reduced levels of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are
more eco-friendly than conventional paints, some house paints have
an even lower environmental impact.
Homeowners can select premium-grade zero-VOC paints that also
use VOC-free colorants, are free of vinyl and other plasticizers and
include no toxic biocides.

5. Bricks:
•
•

Fly ash bricks are considered as the green material of construction.
So, in this case, it is used in the green construction.

6. Cement:
•

Author Copy

PVC flooring is a type of synthetic flooring.
Floors such as wood and marble are made from natural materials,
but PVC flooring is made from a synthetic plastic called polyvinyl
chloride.
It is easy to install.
PVC flooring is affordable, water resistant, and very durable. Due
to its synthetic nature, PVC flooring is also more customizable than
natural flooring.
To keep PVC flooring in optimal condition, regularly vacuum and
polish the floor. Never use any rough-surfaced cleaning tools on the
floor as they often result in scratches.
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•
•

If PPC (Portland pozzolana cement) is used in construction, it will
be green material because PPC contains the fly ash as the main
ingredients.

10.10 CHALLENGES TO BUILDING GREEN AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
Notwithstanding the motivations for a community-based nonprofit in green
housing development, barriers remain that hinder the ability of communitybased organizations (CBOs) to successfully build green housing development projects. Such barriers include the following:
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1. Perceived risk: CBOs have little room for risk or project failure.
There is a reluctance to use new materials and methods for publicly
funded projects. Anything new is considered risky, innovative, or
untested green features can reduce confidence. Many developers,
funding sources, and contractors fear that following a green agenda
will delay project schedules and raise costs. This has led to the widespread perception in the nonprofit affordable housing community that
it is difficult to retain the full developer’s fee if a project is going to
concern itself with environmental issues. Developer’s fees are crucial
to CBOs’ abilities to finance future projects.
2. Multiple funding sources: Affordable housing projects often have
many funding sources, making it difficult for all parties to agree to
and negotiate the inclusion of new and innovative ideas. In addition, funding sources are becoming more and more difficult to find
even for conventional projects, and it follows that innovative green
development projects face stiff competition.
3. Many players: There are often more players in an affordable housing
project than in a conventional market-rate private development (e.g.,
underwriters, development consultants, builders, maintenance staff,
residents, and the surrounding community), all requiring buy-in. Moreover, new affordable housing projects often face local opposition.
4. Regulatory burdens: Affordable housing projects which include
public financing having even a harder time building green than
privately financed projects. In addition to per unit cost caps, they are
often subject to local design requirements that limit the opportunity
for green design.
5. Lack of documented success: With the exception of energy efficiency, green building principles have not been widely applied to
affordable housing, and actual experience in terms of incremental
costs and benefits has not been well documented.
6. Contracting constraints: CBO construction contracts must often be
granted to the lowest bidder, making it difficult to select a contractor
with specialized training and knowledge in green building.
7. Limited institutional capacity: Low salaries, high turnover, lack
of experience drafting green specifications, limited construction
supervision expertise, and limited resources to adequately document
innovative projects are common problems at CBOs.
8. Learning curve: There is a significant learning curve required of
leaders in any field, and that is especially true with green development. Many CBOs that would like to develop projects that are more
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environmentally responsible lack readily available information on
green contractors and consultants, materials, systems, techniques,
and technologies.
9. Short-Term Cost Focus: Developers and funders often think frontloaded planning and design for green projects will cost more and
delay project schedules.

10.11 PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

Author Copy

In the present study, the following problems have been identified:

1. People having low income even dare to dream for a self-owned
house.
2. Urban poor people are not able to get the good environment neither
for themselves nor for their children.
3. There is a lack of awareness regarding greenhouses.
4. Greenhouses are much costlier than conventional houses.
5. It is a general belief that a green home will cost much more than a
conventional home, but some middle way is required to be found
by analyzing the real situations and conditions in the market.
6. In these days, when everyone is talking about the green construction,
there is a need for a way by which a common person can afford a
green home.

10.12 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The present research primarily focuses on residents of West UP, India. The
judgmental sampling method has been used to select the sample. Primary
data has been analyzed through a personal interview conducted with 300
respondents from Ghaziabad, Raj Nagar Extension, Vasundhara, Sahibabad
of West Uttar Pradesh, India with the help of the scheduled questionnaire.
Various statistical tools are applied to analyze and conclude the study. The
secondary data has been collected from various research journals, periodicals, research reports. The research methodology used in the present study
is divided into the following subparts:
•
•
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Sample size:300 (Persons having own houses or wish to buy own house)
Sampling method: Judgmental sampling
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Data collection:
• Primary: Through a structured questionnaire
• Secondary: Books, journals, magazines, and internet
Mode of the survey: Personal interview
Tools: Tabulation, graphical presentation as pie chart, bar graph, line
graph, and so forth
Places of the survey: West Uttar Pradesh, India (Ghaziabad, Raj
Nagar Extension, Vasundhara, Sahibabad)
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•
•
•

10.13

HYPOTHESIS

This research is based on the following hypotheses:
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•

H0: Greenhouses are much costlier than conventional houses.
H1: Greenhouses are not much costlier than conventional houses.

10.14 ANALYSIS OF CONVENTIONAL BUILDING AND GREEN
BUILDING THROUGH COST COMPARISON
The table below shows the cost comparison of each item:
TABLE 10.5
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cost Comparison of Conventional Building and Green Building.

Item Name

Windows and openings
Lighting fixtures
Plumbing fixtures
Flooring
Doors
Paints
Bricks
Cement
Rainwater harvesting system
Total

Cost in conventional
home
140,800
15,800

Cost in green
home
217,350
46,150

45,885
230,540
79,830
166,380
60,175
976,000
0
1,715,410

108,300
295,295
165,510
168,880
40,105
995,250
90,700
2,127,540
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Difference
76,550
30,350

62,415
64,755
85,680
2,500
(20,070)
19,250
90,700
412,130

Total development costs for the green buildings reviewed in this study
ranged from 9 to 18% above the costs for comparable conventional affordable housing.
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FIGURE 10.1

Response toward owning or buying house.

Interpretation:
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1. Question: Do you have your own house or are you interested in
buying a new house?

52% persons showed interest in buying a new house, 38% already have their
own house, whereas 10% were not interested to buy.
2. Question: Are you aware of green housing?

For Non-Commercial Use
FIGURE 10.2

Response toward awareness about the greenhouse.
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Interpretation:
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The above graph presents that out of surveyed 300 persons, 90 are aware of
the concept of green housing, 75 had little bit information whereas the rest
of 135 respondents did not have any idea about this. The researcher made
them aware of this concept.

FIGURE 10.3

Response toward environment status.

Interpretation:
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3. Question: Is the environment good in the society due to building
construction?

We can see in the above graph that the from surveyed 300 persons 50% feel
that the environment of the society is not good to live, 32% said that they are
just compromising, whereas 18% did not have any complaint.
4. Question: Why you don’t want to go for a greenhouse?
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FIGURE 10.4

Response toward greenhouse.
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The above graph presents the feedback of 300 persons about the factors
which stop them to purchase a greenhouse. It showed that 215 persons feel
that greenhouses are very much costlier then general conventional houses,
the rest, 85 respondents feel that it is difficult to construct.

The present study has the following findings:
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10.16 FINDINGS

1. If the home is constructed as identified in this study, the total cost
increases by 402,130 in addition to the total construction cost of the
conventional home which is found to be 3,107,415.
2. The percentage increase in total construction cost is 12.94% (say,
12–15%).
3. The saving in money, which is about 10,000, will be the clear saving
after the payback period of LED fixtures is completed.
4. Water saving is about 444 (say, 440) l/day.
5. Payback period, considering savings only in the electricity bills, is
found to be 35 years.

Now, this may be justified that “If the intention is to construct a new
home to live in, it is advisable to go for a green home rather than the ordinary
conventional home. Because the increase of 12.94% in the total cost is not
a negligible amount when the intention is just to renovate or retrofit an old
home.”
10.17 CONCLUSION

1. The following points may be concluded as:
Creating an infrastructure that sustains human society: As we have
outlined here, infrastructure is absolutely vital to realize the global
sustainability objectives for society at large, specifically as it relates to
meeting the basic human needs of all people on our planet. The basic
needs of all people will not be met without investments in infrastructure.
2. Creating an infrastructure that sustains the global environment:
Infrastructure assets mediate the impact of human activities on
the environment. Infrastructure assets themselves impact the
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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environment. The impact in both cases can be either sustaining or
destructive. Infrastructure can remediate the destructive impact of
past activities and even increase the regenerative capacity of the
planet. Therefore, the nature of our investments in infrastructure will
have a direct impact on sustaining our planet
Sustaining the world’s infrastructure so that it can continue to provide
critical services to society and the environment:
Infrastructure assets are long-lived, but they are subject to entropy
and degradation as well. In order to continue providing the services
to sustain society and the environment, these assets must themselves
be sustained.
Sustaining the environment (World Development Report, 2010):
The second sustainability challenge is to become good stewards of
our planet including its environment and its resources. One element
of sustaining the environment is increasing the sustainability
factor above 1.0 and then keeping it there, maintaining sufficient
bio-capacity to continue renewal while accommodating current and
future activities by humans. Approaches include increasing biocapacity, reducing ecological footprint, and more efficient use of
nonrenewable resources.
Increase bio-capacity:
This includes not only increasing the bio-capacity of the earth per
se but taking advantage of the existing, untapped bio-capacity of the
earth. Finally, this would include initiatives to increase the bio-capacity
of the infrastructure itself such as buildings that are net producers of
power or factories that emit clean water as a by-product.
Take advantage of natural energy potential:
The earth provides many natural energy potentials such as solar, wind,
geothermal, ocean temperature gradients, hydroelectric, nuclear, and
so on. The technology for taking advantage of these potentials for
commercial energy production has long been a reality.
Expandability to absorb waste:
This refers primarily to increasing the natural ability of the earth
to absorb GHG by increasing green space through the recovery of
waste sites, plankton growth in the oceans, reforestation, recovery
of arid land, increased urban green space, green building roofs, and
so on.
Remediate impact of human activity:
The bio-capacity of the earth can be increased by recovering biocapacity lost to prior human activity. This includes solutions such as
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hazardous waste recovery and disposal, treatment of polluted water,
cleaning polluted air (with urban forests, for example), recovering
green spaces lost to activities such as mining and landfills, mining
landfills for resource recovery, and so on.
9. More efficient use of nonrenewable resources:
Given the current global dependence on many nonrenewable
resources, consumption of nonrenewable resources continues for
the foreseeable future. More efficiently extracting, processing, and
consuming these resources will extend the window for replacing
them with renewable sources. Infrastructure projects that result in
the more efficient use of resources have the potential of improving
both the numerator and denominator of the sustainability factor.
10. More efficient consumption:
The obvious initiative in regard to nonrenewable resources is to
consume them more efficiently. This involves, for example, greater
energy efficiency, alternate modes of transportation (such as mass
transit), elimination or replacement of unnecessary activities (by
telecommuting, video conferencing, and so on), and use of new
materials that require less energy to produce and transport. These
are all examples of more efficient consumption. Likewise, designs
which result in products that are more readily and efficiently
recycled, including “Cradle to Cradle” certified products, are further
examples of more efficient consumption.
11. Expand global resource supplies:
Given the ultimate limits on nonrenewable resources, expanding
the global resource supplies is also an approach to extending
the availability of nonrenewable resources, and ensuring their
continuing availability even as they are being replaced for some
uses by renewable sources. These approaches could include more
complete and efficient extraction methods, more effective and
accurate exploration, more eco-friendly exploration and extraction,
and so on.

The environmental issue is not a new issue. Even it is not limited to
global warming, climate change, pollution, chronic hunger, unsafe bridges,
public health, or contaminated water—it is all of these and more. It is not
a problem that we will solve and then move on—it will require constant,
continuing, and unrelenting attention. The issues and challenges surrounding
environment are broad, complex, and interrelated.
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To completely satisfy our objectives will mean more investment in
infrastructure, not less. It will mean more economic development, not
less. If our goal is for all people to be concerned with global sustainability, then the prerequisite is to enable all people to enjoy a quality
of life which affords them that luxury. This is a significant challenge
for society, a significant challenge for the world’s infrastructure, and
a challenge for all of us as members of the infrastructure professions.
Currently, R&D efforts in developing green building technologies are
limited in the Indian context. There is a large scope for R&D efforts in
developing alternative building technologies, addressing the following
issues.
A clear understanding of the sector-wise demand and growth of the
Indian construction scenario.
Estimating current building stock and the contribution of unorganized
sector in manufacturing and supply of energy-intensive building
materials.
Assessing the availability (region wise) of local resources, raw materials/traditional materials for developing and manufacture of building
products.
Developing alternative building technologies to meet the regionspecific needs/demands for buildings.

The null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that greenhouses are
costlier than conventional houses but only in short run. As per the need of
society and livelihood, greenhouses are very much required and will surely
be much cheaper than conventional houses in long run.
KEYWORDS
••
••
••
••
••
••

green housing
affordability
real estate companies
green housing policies
technology
cost
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Abtract: This paper includes details about a project to

[10] A remote village has limited access to electrical

build a human powered generator with the help of a bicycle.

power and, as a result, the village homes are lit with

This can be used for upto 120watts DC. This project will

candles and kerosene lamps after dark. Narrow

help to develop a clean way of generating electricity. It is

mountain paths limit the access to neighbouring

intended to be both achievable and affordable.

villages and limits the supply of diesel for the

Keywords: portable generator, clean electricity, low cost

village’s generators. The task is to develop a small

power generation

and sustainable source of electricity for the village. [7]
The intention is to create a system that can be used to

I. INTRODUCTION

generate and store enough energy to light an LED or
any other small appliance for about 10

The purpose of this project is to build a human
powered generator with the help of a bicycle which is

minutes.It is intended to be both achievable and

also portable and can be used to power small

affordable. [1] The chemical energy in a person’s

appliances such as dc fans, light bulbs etc. This

body is converted into mechanical energy with the use

project will help to develop a clean way of generating

of bicycle and then further into the electrical energy

electricity. It is intended to be both achievable and

with the motor. By hand-cranking the bicycle pedal at

affordable. By using principles of energy conversation

different speeds we will discover that at higher speeds

a small amount of power source can be developed

the lamp will get brighter. We shall also discover that

which can be used in rural and remote areas. The

the sound emitted by the speaker gets higher in

chemical energy in a person’s body is converted into

frequency and amplitude (volume) as the pedaling

mechanical energy using a bicycle and then further

speed is increased. If the speaker or lamp has weak

into the electrical energy with the motor. This energy

output, we will connect one at a time. An oscilloscope

is stored in a battery for further use.

can also be connected to the dynamo to show the
sinusoidal waveform. The loads provided should be
appropriately matched to the dynamo’s output. This

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

energy can be measured by using a microcontroller
and LCD display to display instantaneous power.
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circuit after the capacitor has charged to its full value

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

otherwise it can charge to a higher voltage level. This
The various components which are required to build

could be dangerous to the operator as well as for the

this project are mentioned below [2] A bicycle which

LED. A sudden very high peak current will most

can be of any size, the dynamo will be fixed at the hub

likely destroy the LED or change its color. [9] By

of its rear wheel, Dynamo, bridge rectifier, voltage

revolving the bicycle pedal at different speeds, we

regulator and a LED bulb. [8] Its working can be
explained

as

follows.

The

AC

from

will find that at higher speeds the lamp will get

the

brighter. We will also discover that the sound emitted

dynamo(present at the hub of the rear wheel) passes

by the speaker will be higher in frequency and

through a full-wave rectifier and feeds the LED bulb

amplitude. If the output of the speaker or lamp is

through the connected circuit elements. The current in

weak, we will connect one at a time. An oscilloscope

the LED is limited by the dynamo to about 0.5Amps -

can also be connected to the dynamo to show the

0.6Amps.LED should be capable of handling this

output

much amount of current without getting fuse. [6] The

a voltage

voltage source in a circuit may have fluctuations and

Capacitors offer infinite reactance to zero frequency

would not give the fixed voltage output. The voltage

so they are used for blocking DC components or

regulator IC maintains the output voltage at a

bypassing the AC signals. The capacitor undergoes

constant value. The xx in 78xx indicates the fixed

through a recursive cycle of charging and discharging

output voltage it is designed to provide. 7805 provides

in AC circuits where the voltage and current across it

+5V regulated power supply. Capacitors of suitable

depends on the RC time constant. For this reason,

values can be connected at input and output pins

capacitors are used for smoothing power supply

depending upon the respective voltage levels.

The instantaneous voltage produced by

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is an electronic

about 14 volts when

display module and find a wide range of applications.

measured through a multi meter. The light flickers

A 16x2 LCD display is very basic module and is very

when pedaling is done at low speed. Hence a

commonly

smoothing capacitor is used to reduce the flicker at
low speed and also to

7805 is

series of fixed linear voltage regulator ICs. The

capacitance (C) value and the voltage (V) applied to it.

pedaling at normal speed is

waveform.

regulator integrated circuit. It is a member of 78xx

charge (q) stored in a capacitor is the product of its

variations.

sinusoidal

used

circuits.A 16x2

increase a little bit of

in

various

LCD means

devices

and

it can display 16

characters per line and there are 2 such lines. In this

brightness. Capacitor C1 used has a high value so as

LCD each character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix.

to reduce the flickering caused at low speed. A small

This LCD has two registers, namely, Command and

value of capacitor C1will increase the flickering at

Data.

low speeds. The capacitor should withstand at least
4V.Its value is limited by the size & its cost hence
these factors should be kept in mind while choosing a
capacitor. LED should be disconnected from the
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IV. WORKING METHODOLOGY

This

energy

microcontroller

can
and

be

measured

LCD

display

by
to

using

a

display

instantaneous power. The chemical energy in a
person’s body is converted into mechanical energy
with the use of bicycle and then further into the
electrical energy with the motor. This electrical

Figure1: Block diagram of small power generation.

energy is stored in a battery which can be used to
A PMDC motor which is used as a generator is

drive LED light and some other small appliances. If

fixed at the hub of the rear wheel of the cycle.It is

we want to use AC power than a inverter can also be

then connected to any dc appliance to which it gives

used with this apparatus. VCO is used for constant

power.[5] The generated electrical power could be

output voltage. In this project we are using 7805

used to charge a battery and could be stored or could

voltage regulator which has an output of 5V.For an

be

appliances.The

average adult cycling at a normal rate it would take

instantaneous voltage developed is around 14 volts

around 1 hour to store approximately 150W of

which can be checked with the help of a multimeter.

power .Several cycle generators can be connected in

We could design an energy storage device that can be

parallel and connected to a battery which can store

hooked up to the bicycle and is portable. It should be

power or to an appliance which consumes more

easily removable, compact, durable and capable of

amount of power.More the cycling speed more is the

illuminating the LED via a current limiting resistor

instantaneous power developed.But a smoothing

for at least 10 minutes.

capacitor is to connected in the circuit which removes

used

to

directly

power

the ripples or the spikes from the voltage or current
waveform produced.This can also be used to power
AC

appliance

by

connecting

an

inverter

in

intermediate stages.The PMDC motor selected should
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Abstract—In this paper, we compare the performance of
symmetrical dual material double gate (SDMDG) SOI MOSFETs
and asymmetrical dual material double gate (ADMDG) SOI
MOSFETs. We investigate the influence of gate engineering on
the analog performances of both the device structure for systemon-chip applications using a 2D device simulator (Silvaco TCAD).
The gate engineering technique used here is the dual metal gate
technology. The SDMDG structure shows better immunity to
DIBL, near ideal Sub-threshold Slope (SS), high Ion/Ioff ratio and
improved analog performance like trans conductance generation
factor, TGF (gm/Id), output conductance (gd).
Keywords— SDMDG, ADMDG, DIBL, trans conductance
generation factor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As the bulk MOSFET is scaled down, the control of short
channel effects becomes increasingly difficult leading to
increased sub-threshold leakage current.[1] This is because the
source/drain influence over the channel potential becomes
significant relative to the gate control. Advanced transistor
structures such as the UTB and the DG-MOSFET eliminate
sub-surface leakage paths and extend the scalability of Si
CMOS technology.[2] In the DMDG SOI MOSFETs
structure, the surface potential is characterized by a step
function, due to this potential profile the drain voltage is
screened, reducing the drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL).
The step potential profile is achieved by the use of different
gate materials.[3] The use of DMG also increases the carrier
transport efficiency and in turn increases the Ion of the
device.[4] In the DMDG MOSFETs structure, P+ poly is close
to the source end, named M1, and N+ poly is close to the drain
end, named M2. In conventional single metal gate device, the
electric field near the source is lowest and reaches the peak
value at the drain end. Due to this reason, the hot electron
injection between the gate and drain makes the device
unreliable, and reduces its lifetime. Thus, the primary
intention is to keep the peak electric field under the gate, and
not near the drain end, without degrading the Ion. Hence,
DMDG architecture is implemented for which the carriers will
be accelerated more rapidly and the hot electron injection
problem is also avoided. This architecture will thus improve
the average carrier velocity which in turn enhances the Ion. The
improvement in Ion and DIBL suppression is achieved for

lower work-function metal near the drain side (M1 > M2). [59]
In this paper, the parameters considered for the comparison
between SDMDG and ADMDG SOI MOSFETs are drain
induced barrier lowering (DIBL), the Sub-threshold Slope
(SS), the Ion/Ioff ratio, the threshold voltage (Vth), the trans
conductance (gm), the trans conductance generation factor
(gm/Id) and the intrinsic gain (Av). For ultralow-power, high
gain analog/RF circuits, the gate oxide thickness, (tf = tb = tox)
and the silicon body thickness, tsi are optimized with the help
of ATLAS 2-D numerical device simulator and a comparison
is performed between these devices.
The model used in the simulation are the inversion-layer
Lombardi constant voltage and temperature (CVT) mobility
model, that takes into account the effect of transverse fields,
along with doping and temperature dependent parts of the
mobility and the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) model simulates
the leakage currents that exist due to thermal generation. The
Gummel’s method (or the decoupled method) which performs
a Gummel iteration for Newton solution.
II. DEVICE STRUCTURE
Depending upon the way the gate material used, DMDG
MOSFETs may be categorized as following:
A. Asymmetrical DMDG (ADMDG)
An asymmetric DMDG-MOSFET consist of front gate
having P+ poly and N+ poly Si material contacting laterally
whereas the back gate have N+ poly Si material only. The
device structure is shown below as:

III. SURFACE POTENTIAL AND ELECTRIC FIELD

The unique feature of ADMDG and SDMDG SOI
MOSFET device is the step function in the surface potential
along the channel. Due to this the area under the P + poly in the
gate of the DMDG structures is essentially screened from the
drain potential variations. Hence, DIBL is reduced.

B. Symmetrical DMDG (SDMDG)
A symmetric DMDG-MOSFET consist of front gate and
back gate having P+ poly Si and N+ poly Si material contacting
laterally.

Surface Potential, V

Fig.1. Structure of ADMDG SOI MOSFET.
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Fig.3. Surface-potential profiles of ADMDG and SDMDG SOI MOSFETs for
a channel length L = 20nm, Vgs = 0V, Vds = 0V, 0.5V and 1V.

TABLE I
TYPICAL PARAMETER VALUES
DMDG SOI MOSFETs
S. No.
1.

Channel Length, L

ADMDG /
SDMDG
20nm

2.

Front gate oxide, tf

2nm

3.

Back gate oxide, tb

2nm

4.

Film thickness, tsi

4nm

5.

Body doping, NA

1x1021m-3

6.

Source / drain doping, ND

5x1025 m-3

7.

Length of source/drain regions
Distance between S/D contact and
gate
Work function P+ poly

10nm

8.
9.
10.

Parameters

+

Work function N poly

5nm

Surface Potential, V

Fig.2. Structure of SDMDG SOI MOSFET.

Fig.3 shows the variation of surface potential along channel
length. It can be seen from fig.3 that as the drain voltage
increases (Vds= 0V, 0.5V and 1V) the surface potential
increases at the drain end and the source side is screened by
the N+ poly gate. Further it can be observed from fig.3 that the
gate control over the surface potential is more in case of
SDMDG compared to ADMDG. Hence, the SCEs are reduced
in case of SDMDG.
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Fig.4. Surface-potential profiles of ADMDG and SDMDG SOI MOSFETs for
a channel length L = 20nm, Vds = 0V, Vgs = 0V, 0.5V and 1V.
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Fig.4. Shows the variation in the Surface potential along with
the channel length for different value of gate voltage (Vgs =
0V, 0.5V and 1V ) and drain voltage ( Vds =0V) for both the
structures, we can observe that as the gate voltage is increases
the surface potential curve shifted upwards because of the
vertical electric field increases. The surface potential curve is
more deeper which shows that the SDMDG structure has more
control over the channel in comparison to ADMDG structure.
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Fig.6. Drain current versus Gate voltage for SDMDG and ADMDG SOI
MOSFET with Vds = 0.1 V and 1 V. Vgs = 0.1 V and 1 V. Channel length
L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.
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Fig.5. Shows the variation in the Electric field along with the
channel length for gate voltage (Vgs = 1V ) and drain voltage
( Vds=1V) for both the structures, we can observe that in case
of SDMDG SOI MOSFET the electric field at the source and
in the middle of the channel where the two gate material
(P+ poly and N+ poly) contacted laterally, is higher than the
ADMDG SOI MOSFET. Therefore, the average electric field
along the channel is high for SDMDG SOI MOSFET. This
results in better carrier transport efficiency along the channel.
IV. I-V CHARACTERSTICS
A. ID-VGS CHARACTERSTICS

ADMDG

Drain Current

Fig.5. Electric-field variation along the channel length of the ADMDG and
SDMDG SOI MOSFETs for Vds = 1V and Vgs = 1V. Channel length, L =
20nm, L1 = L2.
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Fig.7. Drain current versus Drain voltage for SDMDG and ADMDG SOI
MOSFET with Vds = 0V to 1 V and Vgs = 1 V. Channel length L = 20 nm,
L1 = L2.

In fig.6 and fig.7, the comparison of current–voltage
characteristics is shown for both the structures. We find that
the drivability of SDMDG SOI MOSFET is not as good as
that of ADMDG SOI MOSFET.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Ion/Ioff RATIO
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Fig.9. (a) Threshold voltage versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) Threshold
voltage versus Silicon body thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V and
1V). Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

ADMDG

8

Fig.9. shows that as we increase the body thickness (Tsi) the
threshold voltage (Vth) of both the device increases but Vth is
higher in case of SDMDG SOI MOSFET. That results in a
decrease in leakage current.
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C. SUBTHRESHOLD SLOPE (SS)
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4nm
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6nm

Tsi (nm)

The Sub threshold Slope (SS) is the major parameter for
calculating the off state current. Furthermore, SS is calculated
as:

(b)

ss =

(

(1)

)

Fig.8.

(a) log (Ion/Ioff) versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) log (Ion/Ioff)
versus Silicon body thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V and 1V).
Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.8. shows that the Ion/Ioff ratio of SDMDG is far better than
the ADMDG SOI MOSFET. As the body thickness decreases,
both Ion and Ioff decreases but the Ioff current decreases to a
great extent. That results in an increase in the Ion/Ioff ratio.

The SS value is extracted by calculating the inverse of
maximum slope of Vgs versus log(Id) curve.
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Fig.10. (a) Subthreshold slope versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) Subthreshold
slope versus Silicon body thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V and 1V).
Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.11. (a) DIBL versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) DIBL versus Silicon body
thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V and 1V). Channel length L = 20
nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.10. shows that for Tsi=4nm and Tox=2nm we got near
ideal value of subthreshold slope in case of SDMDG SOI
MOSFET. As Tsi decreases, SS will also decreases. We got
better SS for SDMDG SOI MOSFET.

Fig.11. shows that the DIBL effect is low in case of SDMDG
SOI MOSFET. This is because of the symmetry in the gate
electrode material used. The n+ poly will screened the source.
Hence there is very less effect of drain voltage variation on
surface potential near source.

D. DRAIN INDUCED BARRIER LOWERING (DIBL)
E. TRANSCONDUCTANCE (gm)
As we know:

The value of DIBL is calculated as per the relation:

=

=

(2)
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and trans conductance generation factor (Gm/Id) also helps the
analysis of Analog response of the Device of the device.
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Fig.12. (a) Trans-conductance versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) Trans
conductance versus Silicon body thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V
and 1V). Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.12. shows that as Gm is lower in case of SDMDG SOI
MOSFET. Because of the high threshold voltage the drive
current doesn’t attain its saturation value for Gate voltage,
Vgs=0V to 1V.
TABLE II
OPTIMIZED S IMULATION R ESULT
For a Channel length, L=20nm and Tox=2nm & Tsi=4nm
DMDG SOI MOSFETs
S.No.
Parameters

ADMDG

SDMDG

1.

Vt1 (at Vds=0.1V)

0.280006

0.858033

2.

Vt2 (at Vds=1.0V)

0.357699

0.822379

3.

Subthreshold
Slope (mV/dec)

76.2044

4.

gm (S)

2.62x10-05

1.88x10-05

5.

Ion/Ioff

2.72x104

1.51x1011

6.

Ion (A/um)

1.69x10-05

3.34x10-06

7.

Ioff (A/um)

6.19x10-10

2.21x10-17

8.

DIBL (mV/V)

86.3256

39.6156
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Fig.13. Transconductance versus Gate voltage. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 1V).
Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.13. demonstrates the variation in the transconductance
(Gm) with respect to applied gate voltage (Vgs) for both the
structures. It can be observed that due to higher threshold
voltage trans conductance (Gm) has been reduced for the
SDMDG structure than ADMDG SOI MOSFETs. The lower
trans-conductance is an advantage instead of a drawback,
because it stands for smaller sub-threshold swing or faster
current turning off.
B. OUTPUT CONDUCTANCE (Gd)

61.473

III A NALOG PERFORMANCES
Transconductance (Gm) and output conductance (Gd) are the
parameters mainly analyses the Analog performance of any
Device. Other two derived parameters intrinsic gain (Gm/Gd)
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Fig.14. Output Conductance versus Drain voltage. (Vds = 0V to 1V & Vgs =
1V). Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.14. demonstrates the variation in the output conductance
(Gd) with respect to applied drain voltage (Vds) for both the
structures. It can be observed that the value of output
conductance (Gd) decreased in case of SDMDG structure over
ADMDG SOI MOSFETs.

C. INTRINSIC GAIN, (Gm/Gd)

Fig.16. shows that the trans-conductance generation factor
(TGF) or Gm/Id ratio is viewed as the available gain per unit
value of power dissipation. We got better Gm/Id ratio for
SDMDG SOI MOSFET.

Intrinsic Gain, (Gm/Gd)
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CONCLUSIONS
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The SDMDG SOI MOSFET shows better suppression
of SCE’s than ADMDG SOI MOSFET. We got improved
Ion/Ioff ratio, DIBL, reduced leakage current, Ioff and near ideal
sub-threshold slope. The drivability, Id and trans conductance,
Gm of the SDMDG device are not as good as that of the
ADMDG device. But the Transconductance Generation
Factor, TGF is high in case of SDMDG device.
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Fig.15. Intrinsic Gain versus applied gate voltage (at Vds=1V). Channel
length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.15. demonstrates the variation in the intrinsic gain
(Gm/Gd) with respect to applied gate voltage (Vgs) for both
the structures. Because of a decrease in the Trans conductance
and a decrease in the drain conductance, the voltage gain of
the SDMDG structure is lower when compared with that of
the ADMDG structure.

TGF, Gm/I d

D. TRANSCONDUCTANCE GENERATION FACTOR, TGF
(gm/Id )
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Fig.16. Trans-conductance generation factor versus Gate voltage. (Vgs = 0V
to 1V & Vds = 1V). Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.
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Abstract
In the recent decades, there has been a huge energy demand due to the exponential increase
of the human population and consequently, the depletion of non-renewable energy sources. This
creates the need to explore alternate routes for renewable energy resources. The solar energy was the
best alternative of the conventional energy system in last few decades, but because of intermittent
energy and huge land area requirement it is the need of the hour to look for an alternate solar energy
system. Space-based solar power (SBSP) is a step towards this technology to overcome the limitation
of intermittent supply as solar energy is always available in the space. SBSP is the concept of
collecting solar power in outer space and distributing it to Earth. Potential advantages of collecting
solar energy in space include a higher collection rate and a longer collection period due to the lack of
a diffusing atmosphere, and the possibility of placing a solar collector in an orbiting location where
there is no night.
1.

Introduction
Energy generation to meet the demand is a very big issue, and almost 10-15% of the total
economic expenditures in the world are used for meeting this supply and demand [1]. The total
resources which can be used for energy generation in the world can be broadly categorized into fossil
fuels, renewable sources and nuclear resources. The fossil fuels and nuclear sources comes under the
category of non-renewable sources further[2]out of these three sources of energy, fossil fuels are the
conventional sources which are used to meet the major portion of the energy requirements in the
world but they are depleting with time and also have adverse consequences such as global warming.
Nuclear sources are also harmful for the living beings. This lead to shift towards renewable sources
which is the best promising alternative of energy generation as compared with the above two
categories of energy sources. The renewable energy source includes solar energy, wind energy, and
hydel energy. Out of these solar energy was used and researched in last few decades, but because of
its intermittent supply, it is not a very efficient energy generation system. So, the researchers thought
to overcome this limitation by generating the energy directly in space where the availability of
sunlight is always there using satellite and then transmit it to the earth. SBSP is an effort related to
this initiative. Although the proposed system is in research state and not in use anywhere till now, but
the researchers are targeting to achieve it till the end of 2025. In the present system which converts
solar energy in to electrical energy, a considerable fraction of incoming solar energy (55–60%) is lost
on its way through the Earth's atmosphere by the effects of reflection and absorption. But in Spacebased solar power, the system convert sunlight to microwaves outside the atmosphere, avoiding these
losses and the downtime due to the Earth's rotation, but at great cost due to the expense of launching
material into orbit. SBSP is considered a form of sustainable or green energy, renewable energy, and
is occasionally considered among climate engineering proposals. It is attractive to those seeking largescale solutions to anthropogenic climate change or fossil fuel depletion (such as peak oil).

1.1 History
In 1941, science fiction writer Isaac Asimov published the science fiction short story
"Reason", in which a space station transmits energy collected from the Sun to various planets using
microwave beams. The SBSP concept, originally known as satellite solar-power system (SSPS), was
first described in November 1968[6]. In 1973 Peter Glaser was granted U.S. patent number 3,781,647
for his method of transmitting power over long distances (e.g. from an SPS to Earth's surface)
using microwaves from a very large antenna (up to one square kilometer) on the satellite to a much
larger one, now known as a rectenna, on the ground[7]. Glaser then was a vice president at Arthur D.
Little, Inc. NASA signed a contract with ADL to lead four other companies in a broader study in
1974. They found that, while the concept had several major problems – chiefly the expense of putting

the required materials in orbit and the lack of experience on projects of this scale in space – it showed
enough promise to merit further investigation and research[8]. Between 1978 and 1986,
the Congress authorized the Department of Energy (DoE) and NASA to jointly investigate the
concept. They organized the Satellite Power System Concept Development and Evaluation
Program[9][10]. The project was not continued with the change in administrations after the 1980 US
Federal elections. In 1997 NASA conducted its "Fresh Look" study to examine the modern state of
SBSP feasibility. In assessing "What has changed" since the DOE study, NASA asserted that the "US
National Space Policy now calls for NASA to make significant investments in technology (not a
particular vehicle) to drive the costs of ETO [Earth to Orbit] transportation down dramatically. This
is, of course, an absolute requirement of space solar power"[30]. On Nov 2, 2012, China proposed
space collaboration with India that mentioned SBSP is a Space-based Solar Power initiative so that
both India and China can work for long term association with proper funding along with other willing
space faring nations to bring space solar power to earth[32].
2. Space Solar Power Exploratory Research and Technology program
In 1999, NASA's Space Solar Power Exploratory Research and Technology program (SERT) was
initiated for the following purposes:
•
•
•
•
•

Perform design studies of selected flight demonstration concepts.
Evaluate studies of the general feasibility, design, and requirements.
Create conceptual designs of subsystems that make use of advanced SSP technologies to benefit
future space or terrestrial applications.
Formulate a preliminary plan of action for the U.S. (working with international partners) to
undertake an aggressive technology initiative.
Construct technology development and demonstration roadmaps for critical Space Solar Power
(SSP) elements.

SERT went about developing a solar power satellite (SPS) concept for a future Gigawatt space power
system, to provide electrical power by converting the Sun's energy and beaming it to Earth's surface,
and provided a conceptual development path that would utilize current technologies. SERT proposed
an inflatable photovoltaic gossamer structure with concentrator lenses or solar heat engines to
convert sunlight into electricity. The program looked both at systems in sun-synchronous
orbit and geosynchronous orbit. Some of SERT's conclusions:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The increasing global energy demand is likely to continue for many decades resulting in new
power plants of all sizes being built.
The environmental impact of those plants and their impact on world energy supplies and
geopolitical relationships can be problematic.
Renewable energy is a compelling approach, both philosophically and in engineering terms.
Many renewable energy sources are limited in their ability to affordably provide the base load
power required for global industrial development and prosperity, because of inherent land and
water requirements.
Based on their Concept Definition Study, space solar power concepts may be ready to reenter the
discussion.
Solar power satellites should no longer be envisioned as requiring unimaginably large initial
investments in fixed infrastructure before the emplacement of productive power plants can begin.
Space solar power systems appear to possess many significant environmental advantages when
compared to alternative approaches.
The economic viability of space solar power systems depends on many factors and the successful
development of various new technologies (not least of which is the availability of much lower
cost access to space than has been available); however, the same can be said of many other
advanced power technologies options.

•

•

Space solar power may well emerge as a serious candidate among the options for meeting the
energy demands of the 21st century. Space Solar Power Satellite Technology Development at the
Glenn Research Center—An Overview. James E. Dudenhoefer and Patrick J. George,
NASA Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
Launch costs in the range of $100–$200 per kilogram of payload to low Earth orbit are needed if
SPS are to be economically viable[11].
.

3. Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
The May 2014 IEEE Spectrum magazine carried a lengthy article "It's Always Sunny in Space" by Dr.
Susumu Sasaki[33]. The article stated, "It's been the subject of many previous studies and the stuff of
sci-fi for decades, but space-based solar power could at last become a reality—and within 25 years,
according to a proposal from researchers at the Tokyo-based Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA)."
JAXA announced on 12 March 2015 that they wirelessly beamed 1.8 kilowatts 50 meters to a small
receiver by converting electricity to microwaves and then back to electricity. This is the standard plan
for this type of power.[34][35] On 12 March 2015 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries demonstrated
transmission of 10 kilowatts (kW) of power to a receiver unit located at a distance of 500 meters (m)
away[36].
4.

Design

Space-based solar power essentially consists of three elements[2]:
(1) Collecting solar energy in space with reflectors or inflatable mirrors onto solar cells
(2) Wireless power transmission to Earth via microwave or laser
(3) Receiving power on Earth via a rectenna, a microwave antenna
The space-based portion of collecting solar energy will not need to support itself against gravity (other
than relatively weak tidal stresses). It needs no protection from terrestrial wind or weather, but will
have to cope with space hazards such as micrometeors and solar flares. Two basic methods of
conversion have been studied: photovoltaic (PV) and solar dynamic (SD). Most analyses of SBSP
have focused on photovoltaic conversion using solar cells that directly convert sunlight into
electricity. Solar dynamic technology uses mirrors to concentrate light on a boiler which is not
suitable to use in the space. The orbital location also matters a lot for placing a satellite in the
space. According to the researchers, the SBSP satellite should be place in the geostationary
orbit. The main advantage of locating a space power station in geostationary orbit is that the
antenna geometry stays constant, and so keeping the antennas lined up is simpler. Another
advantage is that nearly continuous power transmission is immediately available as soon as the
first space power station is placed in orbit; other space-based power stations have much longer
start-up times before they are producing nearly continuous power.
Wireless power transmission was proposed early on as a means to transfer energy from
collection to the Earth's surface, using either microwave or laser radiation at a variety of
frequencies.The wireless power transmission via Microwave is based on the conclusion of
demonstration done by William C. Brown demonstrated in 1964, during Walter
Cronkite's CBS News program, a microwave-powered model helicopter that received all the
power it needed for flight from a microwave beam. Between 1969 and 1975, Bill Brown was
technical director of a JPLRaytheon program that beamed 30 kW of power over a distance of 1
mile (1.6 km) at 84% efficiency[43].

Microwave power transmission of tens of kilowatts has been well proven by existing tests
at Goldstone in California (1975)[43][44][45] and Grand Bassin on Reunion Island (1997)[46].

Figure 1.

Comparison of laser and microwave power transmission. NASA diagram

More recently, microwave power transmission has been demonstrated, in conjunction with solar
energy capture, between a mountain top in Maui and the island of Hawaii (92 miles away), by a team
under John C. Mankins[47][48]. Technological challenges in terms of array layout, single radiation
element design, and overall efficiency, as well as the associated theoretical limits are presently a
subject of research, as it is demonstrated by the Special Session on "Analysis of Electromagnetic
Wireless Systems for Solar Power Transmission" to be held in the 2010 IEEE Symposium on
Antennas and Propagation[49]. In 2013, a useful overview was published, covering technologies and
issues associated with microwave power transmission from space to ground. It includes an
introduction to SPS, current research and future prospects[50]. Moreover, a review of current
methodologies and technologies for the design of antenna arrays for microwave power transmission
appeared in the Proceedings of the IEEE [51]
Laser power beaming can also be used for the transmission of electricity generated from the space to
the earth. It was envisioned by some at NASA as a stepping stone to further industrialization of space.
In the 1980s, researchers at NASA worked on the potential use of lasers for space-to-space power
beaming, focusing primarily on the development of a solar-powered laser. In 1989 it was suggested
that power could also be usefully beamed by laser from Earth to space. In 1991 the SELENE project
(Space Laser Energy) had begun, which included the study of laser power beaming for supplying
power to a lunar base. The SELENE program was a two-year research effort, but the cost of taking the
concept to operational status was too high, and the official project ended in 1993 before reaching a
space-based demonstration[52].
In 1988 the use of an Earth-based laser to power an electric thruster for space propulsion was
proposed by Grant Logan, with technical details worked out in 1989. He proposed using diamond
solar cells operating at 600 degrees to convert ultraviolet laser light.

The designing receiver for receiveing the electricity generated in the space on the earth is one of
the major hurdle in this project. Such receivers are called Rectennas on the earth. The Earthbased rectenna would likely consist of many short dipole antennas connected via diodes.
Microwave broadcasts from the satellite would be received in the dipoles with about 85%
efficiency[54]. With a conventional microwave antenna, the reception efficiency is better, but its cost
and complexity are also considerably greater. Rectennas would likely be several kilometers across.
5. Launching costs
One problem for the SBSP concept is the cost of space launches and the amount of material that
would need to be launched.
Much of the material launched need not be delivered to its eventual orbit immediately, which raises
the possibility that high efficiency (but slower) engines could move SPS material from LEO to GEO
at an acceptable cost. Examples include ion thrusters or nuclear propulsion. Power beaming
from geostationary orbit by microwaves carries the difficulty that the required 'optical aperture' sizes
are very large. For example, the 1978 NASA SPS study required a 1-km diameter transmitting
antenna, and a 10 km diameter receiving rectenna, for a microwave beam at 2.45 GHz. These sizes
can be somewhat decreased by using shorter wavelengths, although they have increased atmospheric
absorption and even potential beam blockage by rain or water droplets. Because of the thinned array
curse, it is not possible to make a narrower beam by combining the beams of several smaller satellites.
The large size of the transmitting and receiving antennas means that the minimum practical power
level for an SPS will necessarily be high; small SPS systems will be possible, but uneconomic. To
give an idea of the scale of the problem, assuming a solar panel mass of 20 kg per kilowatt (without
considering the mass of the supporting structure, antenna, or any significant mass reduction of any
focusing mirrors) a 4 GW power station would weigh about 80,000 metric tons[58], all of which
would, in current circumstances, be launched from the Earth. Very lightweight designs could likely
achieve 1 kg/kW[59], meaning 4,000 metric tons for the solar panels for the same 4 GW capacity
station. This would be the equivalent of between 40 and 150 heavy-lift launch vehicle (HLLV)
launches to send the material to low earth orbit, where it would likely be converted into subassembly
solar arrays, which then could use high-efficiency ion-engine style rockets to (slowly) reach GEO
(Geostationary orbit). With an estimated serial launch cost for shuttle-based HLLVs of $500 million
to $800 million, and launch costs for alternative HLLVs at $78 million, total launch costs would range
between $11 billion (low cost HLLV, low weight panels) and $320 billion ('expensive' HLLV, heavier
panels. To these costs must be added the environmental impact of heavy space launch missions, if
such costs are to be used in comparison to earth-based energy production. For comparison, the direct
cost of a new coal[60]or nuclear power plant ranges from $3 billion to $6 billion per GW (not including
the full cost to the environment from CO2 emissions or storage of spent nuclear fuel, respectively);
another example is the Apollo missions to the Moon cost a grand total of $24 billion (1970s dollars),
taking inflation into account, would cost $140 billion today, more expensive than the construction of
the International Space Station.
6. Potential and Drawbacks
Potential
The SBSP concept is attractive because space has several major advantages over the Earth's surface
for the collection of solar power:
•
•

•

It is always solar noon in space and full sun.
Collecting surfaces could receive much more intense sunlight, owing to the lack of obstructions
such as atmospheric gasses, clouds, dust and other weather events. Consequently, the intensity in
orbit is approximately 144% of the maximum attainable intensity on Earth's surface.
A satellite could be illuminated over 99% of the time, and be in Earth's shadow a maximum of
only 72 minutes per night at the spring and fall equinoxes at local midnight[37]. Orbiting

satellites can be exposed to a consistently high degree of solar radiation, generally for 24 hours
per day, whereas earth surface solar panels currently collect power for an average of 29% of the
day[38].
• Power could be relatively quickly redirected directly to areas that need it most. A collecting
satellite could possibly direct power on demand to different surface locations based on
geographical baseload or peak load power needs. Typical contracts would be for baseload,
continuous power, since peaking power is ephemeral.
• Elimination of plant and wildlife interference.
• With very large scale implementations, especially at lower altitudes, it potentially can reduce
incoming solar radiation reaching earth's surface. This would be desirable for counteracting the
effects of global warming.
Drawbacks
The SBSP concept also has a number of problems:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The large cost of launching a satellite into space
The thinned-array curse preventing efficient transmission of power from space to the Earth's
surface
Inaccessibility: Maintenance of an earth-based solar panel is relatively simple, but construction
and maintenance on a solar panel in space would typically be done telerobotically. In addition to
cost, astronauts working in GEO (geosynchronous Earth orbit) are exposed to unacceptably high
radiation dangers and risk and cost about one thousand times more than the same task done
telerobotically.
The space environment is hostile; panels suffer about 8 times the degradation they would on
Earth (except at orbits that are protected by the magnetosphere)[39].
Space debris is a major hazard to large objects in space, and all large structures such as SBSP
systems have been mentioned as potential sources of orbital debris[40].
The broadcast frequency of the microwave downlink (if used) would require isolating the SBSP
systems away from other satellites. GEO space is already well used and it is considered unlikely
the ITU would allow an SPS to be launched[41].
The large size and corresponding cost of the receiving station on the ground.
Energy losses during several phases of conversion from photons to electrons to photons back to
electrons[42].
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Abstract–High information rate applications in smart grid can
incredibly increase energy consumption, which has incited to an
emerging trend of addressing the energy efficiency aspect of
communication technology. Green energy powered cognitive
radio (Green-CR) network is important technology to meet the
high information rate prerequisites as well as to improve
spectrum and energy efficiency. However, designing Green-CR
networks for smart grid is challenging as it requires not only the
optimization of dynamic spectrum access but also the optimal
utilization of green energy sources. In this paper, spectrum aware
and energy efficient Green-CR network model is introduced to
overcome spatio-temporally varying spectrum characteristics
and harsh environmental conditions for smart grid applications.
Subsequent to presenting fundamental outline standards
potential advantages and network architecture of Green-CR, a
multi layered approach with small cells for efficient design
methodology is proposed to provide energy efficient CR network
at the smart grid utility.
Keywords–green cognitive radio network, smart grid, energy
harvesting, green communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication plays an imperative part in
realizing all essential features of smart grid such as, efficiency,
reliability, resilience, sustainability and security [1], as it can
offer smart grid a much greater degree of freedoms for
information accumulation, dissemination, and processing than
wired communication infrastructure. With the unique features
of dynamic spectrum access technique, CR networks have the
potential to make best utilization of scarce spectrum and
support increasing demand for wireless applications including
smart grid.
CR networks are context-aware reconfigurable wireless
networks consisting two frameworks: the primary user (PU)
framework and the secondary user (SU) framework. PUs are
licensed users i.e. the have selected benefit to get to the
licensed bandwidth, while the SUs are the unlicensed users in
cognitive radio, which can just get to the bandwidth that is not
utilized by the PUs [2]. Proposed CR framework based
communications infrastructure guarantees to use possibly all
spectrum resources efficiently in the smart grid. The idea of
applying CR technology to smart grid was first proposed by A.
Ghassemi et al. [3] in which the authors proposed to utilize
CR based IEEE 802.22 standard in wireless regional area
networks (WRANs) for smart grid backhaul data streams.
Different from current CR systems powered by the reliable
on-grid energy source, continuous advances in green energy
978-1-5386-6472-8/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE

motivated us to concentrate on green energy powered networks.
On the off chance that the green energy source is ample and
stable in the sense of accessibility, CR system can be powered
to opportunistically exploit the underutilized spectrum by
harnessing free energy without requiring energy supplement
from external power grid or battery [4]. As the smart grid
advances and develops, green power farms that harvest energy
from green sources can substantially reduce carbon footprints.
The need for adopting green communication has been realized
worldwide. There is a focus on following holistic approach for
power optimization. The next generation architectures focus on
developing new technology, cell deployment strategies and
resource allocation policies to improve the energy efficiency of
a wireless communication network. Akshita et al [5] surveyed
various techniques for power optimization of the next
generation wireless networks. Further, [6] developed green
communication model for next generation wireless networks,
which considers both the access and backhaul network
elements. So far, a green communication architecture for smart
grid communication architecture has not been premeditated.
The aim of this paper is to offer a comprehensive review on
the recent works on the applications of CR network technology
in smart grid, based on which we want to show an evolutional
path of smart grid development based on spectrum aware and
energy efficient Green-CR networks.
The rest of this paper is outlined as takes after Section II
expounds energy challenges in cognitive radio. Section III
presents the Green-CR network technology in the smart grid
communication infrastructure. In the same segment, energy
efficient CR systems with small cells are additionally talked
about. Step by step instructions to green energy utilization in
the smart grid environment, is examined first, in which only the
energy dynamics is considered. This will provide some insights
for the information transmissions in the CR system. At that
point, with the introduction of spectrum dynamics, the energy
utilization is discussed in Green-CR networks. Section IV
discusses system model for smart grid communication
infrastructure, followed by the conclusion drawn in Section V.
II. COGNITIVE RADIO ENERGY CHALLENGES

A CR system must make real-time decisions on continuous
choices about which spectrum hole to sense, when, and for what
surviving. The detected range data must be adequately sufficient
to achieve exact conclusions with respect to the radio
environment. Besides, spectrum sensing must be quick so as to
track the transient varieties of the radio environment. Such
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prerequisite of spectrum sensing does not put CR energy
challenges stringent prerequisites on the equipment usage of
CRs as far as the detecting data transfer capacity, the handling
speed, and the RF hardware, additionally speak to the
fundamental energy-hungry segment of a CR. In what tails,
the energy consumption challenges in CR transceivers and
CRNs are examined, which are outlined in Fig 1.
A. CR Hardware High Energy Consumption
There exist various factors that altogether adds to the energy
utilization of spectrum sensing in CR system. In any case, the
CR transceiver hardware is required to accomplish adequately
high affectability for a wide range (e.g., various GHz) while
precisely identifying assorted and frequency-dependent
primary signals at various received power levels. These spots
serve necessities on the affectability, linearity, and element
scope of the hardware in the RF front-end, and all the more
particularly, the receiving wires, power enhancers and the
analogue-to-digital transformation units [5], [6].
Moreover, preparing powers necessities of the signal
processing units that investigate the detected range are high all
together for the subjective radio to settle on a choice with
generally low defer. Note that the environment is dynamic and
the obstruction is adjusted both by the bursty traffic of primary
clients and channel fading. Such stringent execution and
preparing prerequisites require the CR transceiver hardware be
power-hungry, and consequently, not green.
For example, the energy consumption of the High Power
Amplifier (HPA) of a radio handset is ordinarily 70% of the
aggregate energy utilized amid transmission - in any case the
communication standard [1]. On the off chance that the energy
utilization of the HPA in CR terminal can be proficiently
overseen, e.g., by means of Peak to Average Power Ratio
(PAPR) sensor, it can fundamentally lessen the energy
utilization of the CR. This requires the configuration of
adaptive HPA that can be tuned on the fly to increase
distinctive signs that have a place with various communication
benchmarks [1].

B. Listen-Before-Talk Idle Sensing
Talk Idle Sensing Existing range detecting systems rely upon
identifying the exercises of the primary transmitters. Primary
transmitter recognition plans are divided into matched filter
detection, energy detection, feature detection, and interference
temperature estimation. Right now, there does not exist any
feasible way that permits CR terminals to estimate the
interference at primary network receivers [5], [6] since primary
clients are uninvolved and do not offer data with the CRN
terminals. Despite the fact that there exists spectrum detecting
procedures that adventure the bidirectional behavior of some
primary systems or the weak leakage power of primary recipient
RF circuits to surmise the presence or the non-attendance of a
neighboring primary collector [7], such plans do not give an
approach to quantify the cumulative interference at the primary
recipient.
The basic component of all above spectrum detecting strategies
is that they just think of one form or another of the conventional
Listen-before-talk (LBT) methodology to identify primary
transmitters. LBT procedures normally has the CR consistently
listening to the distinctive range groups keeping in mind the end
goal to get to the accessibility of spectral opportunities. While
the CR is not really accepting information amid the unmoving
listening process, regardless it still utilizes power that is
comparable to the power consumed amid data reception. Since
idle listening used as a part of LBT plans is constantly run by
the CR over the spectrum bands of interest, it altogether adds to
the energy utilization of the CR. Broad estimations in [8] have
demonstrated that 60% of the energy utilized in real-world
wireless innovations that utilize LBT is utilized in idle listening,
even with the use of power saving modes. So as to diminish the
energy utilization of CRs, LBT should be visited again to
permit the CR to recognize the spectral opportunities taking into
account the liminal measure of non-gainful idle listening.
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Fig.1 Energy challenges of CR sytem. The CR hardware and the LTB idle listening are the key energy consumption sources in CRNs. In the interim, the incessant
range coordination message trade is the primary donor to the CO2 outflow.
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It merits saying that the limited detecting length of CR
likewise restrains the precision of spectrum detection. Given a
constrained detecting period, just a specific detecting precision
can be ensured. As the sensing span expands, the
dependability of the sensing data may increment. In any case,
longer spectrum sensing windows are not as a matter of course
helpful since the environment is dynamic and the energy on a
given channel is regulated both by the bursty traffic,
asynchronous initiation and end of packet transmissions, and
channel fading.
C. Spectrum Coordination Messaging CO2 Emission
In multi user CR systems, the coordination between numerous
CR clients is a noteworthy challenge from networking
perspective as well as from energy utilization viewpoint. In
the event that legacy Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocols intended for traditional networks were to be used as
a part of CRNs, all CR clients that construe spectral
opportunity will greedily endeavor to exploit the sensed
opportunity. Review that legacy MACs frequently receive
greedy procedures that attempt to best use a channel access
(e.g., by using the most astounding transmission rate or
picking the best channel). Such greedy methodologies
disintegrate the good put of the CRN as the quantity of CR
clients increment because of expanded blocking probability
[4]. Moreover, such greedy MACs known to suffer from
unfairness issues that may bring about some cognitive senderreceiver pairs sets to dominate different sets. A few
centralized and distributed helpful MAC approaches have
been as of late created for CR systems [9]-[11].
In any case, such plans depend on the explicit coordination
between various transmissions which is a principle challenge
in CRNs as it requires assembling and circulating spectrum
information over the CRN and/or synchronizing the exercises
of various flows. The use of a typical control channel for
between stream coordination (and additionally for the
coordination between a sender and its individual recipient)
makes it the bottleneck of a CRN and the single point of
failure for the whole framework [4].
Besides, the trading of spectrum coordination messages
essentially adds to the CO2 outflow of CRNs. This is because
of the gigantic number of messages exchanged so as to gather
the spectrum information from various CR terminals and after
that to disseminate the joint spectrum access discussion among
them. With a specific end goal to diminish the measure of
CO2 outflow of CRNs, spectrum sharing and access
algorithms ought to minimize the explicit information sharing
by either depending on local choices as much as possible or
exploiting, learning and forecast techniques.
III. GREEN-CR NETWORKS WITH SMALL CELLS
As opposed to depending on cautious arrangement of
ordinary CR systems, heterogeneous systems (HetNet's),
which are comprise of a macrocell network overlaid by small
cells, are proposed to determine the capacity demand issue.

The small cells prompt higher spatial frequency reuse and lower
power consumption. Furthermore, proposed green energy
powered CR network is capable of liberating the wireless access
networks from spectral and energy constraints. The limitation of
the spectrum is alleviated by exploiting CR technology and
dependence on the traditional unsustainable energy is assuaged
by adopting energy harvesting (EH).
Green-CR network imposes more challenges than a regular
CR system because the nodes with available spectrum, the nodes
with sufficient power and the ones with data traffic to serve may
all be different [5]. As compared with cellular networks powered
by distributed green generators or green power farms, the
operation of Green-CR network is more perplexing, because
various framework architectures require different energy
distribution within the network, e.g., the centralized controller
needs more energy in the spectrum sensing phase while
secondary systems demand more energy in the information
transmission phase. Besides, Cognitive functionality relies on
upon the energy availability while spectrum availability in turn
affects the energy consumption. In our proposed model energy
harvesting is applied to address the problem of tapping energy
from readily available ambient sources that are free for users,
including wind, solar, biomass, hydro, geothermal, tides, and
even radio frequency signals.
Contingent upon whether there is a storage capability for the
power output of the harvesting system, the generic system model
is ordered into:
 Harvest-use modeling: Mandates that the instantaneous energy
harvesting rate should always be no less than the energy
consumption rate.
 Harvest-store-use modeling: Provides a storage component, e.g.
rechargeable batteries, to hoard the harvested energy for future
utilization.
The energy harvesting procedure and energy consuming
procedure i.e., sensing, transmission, reception, etc, can be
scheduled simultaneously, or in a time switching manner.
Energy Harvesting

Sensing

Transmit

t

⋯

Transmit

Wait
(a)

⋯

t

t

⋯

α

1-α

(b)
Fig. 2. The harvest-store-use mechanism of cognitive device
(a) Simultaneous energy harvesting and consuming (b) Time switching
between energy harvesting and consuming

The unified model of the energy collecting method of these
structures is given in Eq. (1).
Eh = αηE

(1)
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where Eh represents the energy harvested, E is the green power
source. 0 < α ≤ 1 is the time switching ratio that is consumed
for energy harvested, and 0 < η < 1 is the energy conversion
efficiency.
Except for the isolated energy harvester and information
recipient like Fig. 2(a), helped to establish energy harvester
and information beneficiary can grasp two valuable designs:
power splitting and time switching. As delineated in Fig. 3(a),
when the RF signal achieves the recipient, some portion of it
is used for power extraction and the rest for the concurrent
data detection. Note that Fig. 2(b), which requires just one
arrangement of antenna for both energy and information, is a
special example of Fig. 1(b). The unified model of the RF
energy harvesting process of these structures is given below in
Eq. 2.
Eh = α η |h2|E

(2)

where h is the channel condition between the RF energy
harvester and the RF energy source. |h2|E gives the energy of
the recipient RF signals.

α
1-α

Energy
Harvesting

Sensing Transmit Transmit

⋯

Wait

⋯

t

IV. GREEN-CR BASED SMART GRID SYSTEM MODEL
The communication architecture based on Green-CR for
smart grid is comprised of three tired hierarchical structure
counting Home Area Network (HAN), Neighborhood Area
Network (NAN), and Wide Area Network (WAN) [7].
A. Cognitive Home Area Networks
HAN is basically a heterogeneous system with small
cognitive cells, to give energy efficiency administration and
demand reaction. In cognitive HAN, there is a key segment
called cognitive home gateway (HGW) which can be
coordinated into smart devices to provide two-way
communications for smart grid by establishing a contact with
various devices within the HAN to collect power-related data
occasionally.
B. Cognitive Neighborhood Area Networks
As indicated in Fig. 4, a cognitive gateway in a NAN unites
several HGWs together. The cognitive neighborhood gateway
(NGW) is an information combination point, which is by and
large a utility pole-mounted gadget, a power substation, or a
communication tower. To inadequate the expense of obtaining
spectrum bands, the NGW and the HGWs bestow in approved
bands using CR innovation. The NGW circulated available
spectrum bands to each HGW as indicated by the transmission
request. The circulated generation frameworks offer advantages
to electricity transmission since they are nearer to clients than
traditional centralized power frameworks and facilitate demand
response management in a NAN.

t

(a)
⋯

t

(b)
Fig. 3. The RF energy harvesting mechanism (a) Power splitting in the
receiver (b) Time switching in the receiver

Energy harvested in the current time slot can only be
utilized in subsequent time slots, inferable to the energy halfduplex constraint as indicated in Fig. 2(a) and Fig 3(a). Thus,
before performing the cognitive functionality, the available
residual energy is observable in all of the architectures.
Proposed Green-CR is different in the sense of the dynamic
nature of energy supply, i.e., opportunistic energy harvesting
makes the energy-arrival rate no longer constant [6].
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Fig. 4 Heterogeneous CR networks powered by Green energy
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advancement, and enhance the spectrum usage proficiency
by means of spectrum awareness at low energy utilization
and lessened CO2 release to environment. We presented a
system that can provoke move towards the green vision for
smart grid by significantly reducing operational expenditure
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2 emissions.
C. Cognitive Backhaul Networks in Wide Area Networks
WAN comprises of two interconnected systems, i.e., the
center systems and backhaul systems. The center systems
provide connection to the control center and commonly use
fiber optics or cell systems to guarantee high information
rates and low latency. The backhaul systems handle the
broadband connection to NANs and monitoring devices.
Applying CR technology in backhaul systems contributes to
reducing the expanse for investment and enhancing the
C. Cognitive Backhaul Networks in Wide Area Networks
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Abstract— Energy generated from either conventional or nonconventional resources are generally not fully utilized in
efficient way results in overconsumption, reduced energy
efficiency & increased cost. Effective energy scheduling
through energy audit results in smart & efficient energy
consumption. Energy auditing had been conducted based on
one year KWH consumption in KIET Group of Institutions
Ghaziabad and various recommendations through this paper
will be necessarily helpful for all educational buildings to
minimize energy consumption & improving energy
conservation.
Keywords-- Energy audit, energy scheduling, energy
consumption

I.

INTRODUCTION

Krishna
Institute
of
Engineering
and
Technology (KIET) is a private engineering institute
affiliated to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University,
situated in Ghaziabad in the National Capital Region of
India 30 km from Delhi. The institute is ISO certified and
NBA accredited. The institute was started in 1998 under the
aegis of the Krishna Charitable Trust. The institute has 8
academic departments, 3 boys hostels, 3 girls hostel,
Auditorium, TBI, Central Library, a Multi-Purpose
Complex with a focus on education in engineering, sciences,
pharmacy and management. As on the date, the student
strength of the institute is about 5341 with total faculty plus
staff strength of about 529 and over an area of about 21
acre. The institute connected load is 1112 KVA and annual
electricity bill keeps up in several (Cr). This huge electricity
bill attracts the attention naturally. Making the institute
energy efficient will not only concern with reduction in
electricity expenses but also helps us to remind our moral
responsibilities of not wasting this precious resource which
may be used by people of the country in need.
A. Objective of the work
The objective of Energy Audit is to promote the idea of
Energy Conservation in the Campus of KIET Ghaziabad.
The purpose of the energy audit is to identify, quantify,

XXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/$XX.00 ©20XX IEEE
978-1-5386-6472-8/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE

describe and prioritize cost saving measures relating to
energy use in the Hostels, Departments and Institute Central
Facilities [3].
The work eligible for Energy Audit Study should be
directed towards:
•Identification of areas of energy wastage and estimation of
energy saving potential in Hostels, Departments and Central
Facilities.
• Suggesting cost-effective measures to improve the
efficiency of energy use.
• Estimation of implementation costs and payback periods
for each recommended action.
• Documenting results & vital information generated
through these activities.
•Identification of possible usages of co-generation,
renewable sources of energy (say Solar Energy) and
recommendations for implementation, wherever possible,
with cost benefit analysis, and to reduce environmental
effects.
B. Audit Methodology
The methodology adopted for this audit was a three step
process comprising of:
1. Load Calculation & Testing of measuring devices In
preliminary load calculation phase, exhaustive data
collection was performed using different tools such as
observation, interviewing key persons, and measurements.
Power analyzer, lux meter used for this purpose is well
tested by Lamp Load methods [14].
Following steps were taken for Load collection:
•
•
•
•
•

The team walk through each department, center, hostel
etc.
Information about the general electrical appliances
was collected by observation and interviewing.
The power consumption of appliances was measured
using power clamp meter.
The details of usage of the appliances were collected
by interviewing key persons e.g. Warden (in case of
hostels), caretaker (in case of departments) etc.
Light intensity was measured using lux meters at
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•

the places where light intensity was either very low
or very high.
Approximations and generalizations were done at
places with lack of information.

• These two costs were compared to calculate the
capital cost recovery time which defined as the total
time by which the saving in energy bill balances the
capital cost involved.

Fig.1. Testing of power clamp meter

2. Load Analysis & interpretation-- is divided into two
parts• Time Schedule-Working hours in each block and
rooms with reference to time table provided.
• Load Analysis- it is basically energy utilized in KWH
for whole year is tabulated.
• In data analysis, the data collected is processed to draw
significant conclusions to pinpoint loopholes and
identify the areas to focus upon. Analysis of the power
consumption observations obtained was used to obtain
the power consumption pattern and also to get the
information about the points where electric power is
wasted.
2.1-Time Schedule•

Working hours of each room in every block of the
institute, hostels, central library, multipurpose
complex, laboratories, auditorium, TBI, streets etc.
were observed.

Fig.2. Flow chart of the proposed work

II. POWER CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
A. The power consumption by each block per year is shown
in Fig. 3.

2.2-Load AnalysisLoad of each electrical equipment like tube lights,
CFL, Air Conditioners, Refrigerators, Microwave
Ovens, Fans, Projectors, Computers, Laboratory
equipments, etc. were calculated of each room in each
block and the power consumption was analyzed and
then compared with total energy consumption of last
year.

•

3. Recommendation –
On the basis of results of Load calculations and
observations, some steps for reducing power consumption
without affecting the comfort and satisfaction were
recommended along with their cost analysis and finally
payback period is calculated.
Following will be the steps involved in this process:
• The capital cost involved in replacing an appliance
and/or process will be estimated.
• The energy saving by the move will be calculated in
terms of price of energy per year.

Fig.3 comparative analysis of different blocks

B. Overall campus consumption analysis:
In the above chart maximum consumption is observed in
Boys and Girls Hostels because there are 6 hostels
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altogether. Second largest consumption was seen in Block
A because it is the Administrative block and works
continuously carried throughout the year. It was observed
that huge amounts of Air conditioners (split and windows)
together with centralized one consumes power
significantly. E Block was third highest consumption area
as it has 4 departments including CSE, CIVIL, IT, MCA.
The reason was clear that more numbers of Fans, FTLs
with more time duration of use, also blocks open for 5
days generally but it was not the case of Hostels which
were open all over the week.
C. Equipment wise consumption:
Fig.5. Comparative analysis of different hostels

E. Equipment wise hostel consumption:
As far as hostels are concerned, summer cooler loads were
found to be 27% as almost all the room there is cooler and
in operation during the summers. Second largest
consumption was seen in heating elements which only used
120 days nearby but its wattage value is very high and
attracts the attention to replace by some other mode of
heating e.g. solar etc. Fans are in larger quantity with higher
wattage value, however used only 200 days per year and it
consumes third highest 20% of all hostels energy.
Fig.4 Percentage consumption of different equipment

It was observed from above pie chart that maximum
consumption of energy per year due to AC which was 17%
and it might be due to the large numbers of AC in A Block
classes and in all the faculty cabins of various departments.
Fans, tube lights, summer coolers and geysers share about
equal energy per year and that is about 12-15% each. 5%
energy is consumed by water coolers and exhaust Fans due
to high wattage consumption, mainly in toilets, and also by
motors that are used in Sewage plants, Fountains, etc. Rest
of loads are very negligible as seen in figure 4.
D. Overall Energy Consumption of Hostels:
There are 3 boys’ hostel and 3 girls’ hostel in KIET with
separate Mess for each. Most of rooms are triple seater with
three Tube lights, two Fans and single seated with one fan
and two tube lights. In winter season warm water facility is
available through electric geysers in each boys’ hostel. In
girls’ hostel also electric geysers of 2KW in each washroom
are provided. Here we compare per year electricity
consumption of individual hostel. Girls’ hostels together
with mess load is compared with boys’ hostel.

Fig.6. Equipment wise hostel consumption

F. Overall acedemic block energy consumption:
In KIET, there are 7 academic blocks and 1 academic cum
administrative Block A. Block A consumes maximum
energy per year and it is due to the fact that this block
utilizes maximum number of Air conditioners (split &
windows) along with centralized AC. Large quantities of
Fans, FTLs and Water coolers. Second largest consumption
was seen in Block E where CSE, CIVIL, MCA, IT
departments classes run weekly along with Laboratories and
Faculty cabins. Third highest consumption is of C Block as
it takes the considerable share of energy consumption due to
the college cafeteria, machine labs and mechanical
workshop. Fourth largest is the MBA Block in which CRPC
and Soft Skill departments are present including MBA
classes.
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Fig.9. Power consumption by other equipments
SEWAGE PLANT MOTOR

Fig. 7 Comparative analysis of academic blocks

G. Equipment wise acedemic block consumption:
Maximum energy consumption per year was found by Air
conditioner and second largest by Fans and tube lights
equally. However it is easily noticeable point that working
period for Air conditioner is about 120 days and for Fans it
is 140 days during summer days, of course it dominates Fan
load due its high wattage consumption of AC’s. Third
largest consumption area was Desktops due to abundance
of computer labs. Water cooler, Central AC, Exhaust Fans
and LED and CFL were sharing the load equally with 4%
each.

S.N

Motors

Measured Power
rating in watt

Quantity

hours
/day

1

3 HP

2138

2

12

2

5HP

3360

2

12

3

7.5HP

4600

1

12

4

7HP

4220

1

8

5

3HP

2138

2

8

6

10HP

5300

2

6

7

5HP

3360

1

6

Table 1. Power consumption by different facilities

I. Equipment wise consumption of other facilities:

Fig. 8 Equipment wise academic blocks consumption

H. Other facilities consumption:
Motors take the highest amount of energy in the other
facilities provided in the college campus in which the most
prominent motor which take highest energy are Water
Sewage Plant motors. It consumes huge electricity whole
the year which is really the matter of discussion. In sewage
plant, there are 11 motors of different HP ratings.

Fig.10. Equipment wise consumption

III. RECOMMENDATION
There are various ways of improving present situation.
Based on previous analysis it is quite clear that as far as
overall campus & hostels are concerned, if Fans of low
rating is used it may be very useful in reducing the
electricity bill. However during block wise load
analysis it was found that UPS and Air conditioners
cannot be underestimated as these areas seems to be
having a lot of potential of improving energy
efficiency.
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A. Installation of bio gas plant:
Calorific value of biogas = 19.5 MJ/m3
Calorific value of LPG = 46.1 MJ/m3
Observed food wastage of 190 kg per day
Total LPG
consumption in boys
and girls hostel
=
14 per day
Weight of one LPG
(commercial cylinder)
= 19 kg
Cost (varies time to
time) of one LPG
cylinder = 1200 Rs.
1 m3 biogas = 0.45 kg
of LPG
40 kg food waste
produces 20 m3 biogas
per day
190 kg food wastage produces 95 m3 biogas per day
95 m3 biogas = 42.75 kg LPG or 2 LPG cylinder per day
Total cost of LPG per year (assume 280 days in a year
working) = Rs.4704000
Cost of biogas produced per year = Rs. 756000 Per year
Installation cost = Rs. 600000
Annual saving = Rs. 756000
Payback period = 600000/ 756000 = 0.79 years (Approx.)
B. Lightning saving:
As per the Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC) –
2006, published by the Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE),
Govt. of India, and the recommended luminance are as
given below in Table 2.
Table 2. Recommended Illuminance

Type of Interior Or Activity

Minimum Illuminance
Required ( Lux)

General

200

Reading room

200

Reading tables

200

Bathrooms

200

Computer workspace

300

Interior parking area

20

Music rooms

200

Sports hall

200

Corridors, cafeterias, mess

150

Food , cooking

300

Table 3. Observed Illuminance in campus (Lux meter reading)

Different areas
Hostel rooms

Measured Lux
250

Reading areas

300

Class room

250

Corridor

220

The lighting that is currently used in most of the hostels is
T8 FTL with conventional ballast. It consumes 40 watt
approximately measured by power meter. According to
ECBC standard it was clearly observed that everywhere
lighting standard violates and higher so first of all numbers
of lighting elements are supposed to be reduced such that it
may come within the specified region specially corridors.
B.1 FTL calculation
NO of T8 FTL in KIET = 2800
Observed working days = 250
Total KWH = 250*40*2800 = 28000
Total energy consumption cost per year = Rs. 231000 per
year
Recommended T5 LED e.g. SYSKA 18 W LED more
lumens (1880 lumens) and more hours life (50000 Hrs.)
Cost of each LED after discount (purchase in large amount)
= Rs 300.
Total installation cost =2800*300 = Rs. 840000
Total payback period = 840000/231000 = 3.6 years
B.2 Recommendation for Metal Hallide
Currently, 30 Metal halide are placed throughout the college
premise and some additional halides are also used time to
time and it consumes 32850 KWH per year which cost Rs.
261157 per annum. Recommendation is to use LED in place
of halide. We recommend 180 Watt LED e.g. Wipro LED
180 Watt with Lux luminous near about this particular
Halide. It reduces electricity charges about less than 50%.
C. Low wattage ceiling fans:
Audit Team found that more than thousand Fans in college
consumes approximately 60-70 watt power depending upon
their ages (old) and due to after some maintenance also
some Fans in mess were found in the range of 90 watt also.
One biggest bottleneck was seen in some academic class
rooms was that all Fans run without speed regulator and
further one switch starts 3 Fans simultaneously ( similar
case for FTL also) which consumes energy unnecessarily
without need. First of all, audit team suggest that every fan
should be operated with electronic regulator so that Fan
would run at required speed and a saving of 8-10 W per fan
can be achieved and second for individual Fan separate
switch is required.
One important point here must be discussed is that if all Fan
is replaced by new one with 40-50 watt e.g USHA 43 watt
ceiling Fans, large energy saving would be achieved per
annum.
During data collection it was observed that old Fans are in
the range of 90 Watt and some Fans consumes more than 75
which was undergone maintenance and winding
replacement. Thus, efforts should be to minimize repair
work and should be done, if needed, by expert worker only
D. Use of motion sensors in corridor:
Corridors and toilets have large potential of saving energy
as we discussed earlier that these area crosses the ECBC
standard lighting criteria and energy may be saved by use of
automation tools. Motion sensors automatically switched on
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the light when there is any movement appears and switch off
if not. This work greatly reduce the consumption in
corridors and toilets. According to IIT Roorkee report on
Audit [16], total cost of installation will be 750 Rs. Only in
single corridor and payback period approximately one year.
Hence, the capital cost recovery time for installing motion
sensors in corridors is 0.95 years. Toilets are also having
comparable capital cost recovery time. Hence, this is a
highly recommended step to largely reduce the consumption
in corridors and toilets.
E. Guidelines for better use of Air conditioner:

Litre

Area (m2)

100
200
300
500
1000

2
4
6
8
16

Table 3 Typical standard data (MNRE)

There is also some incentive schemes provided by
government of India for SWHS users.
1) Capital subsidy@3300 per m2FPC

The institute has in total 212 window type ACs and 117
split type ACs which make a very large part of total energy
consumption of the campus. But, at many places it was
found that AC is not used with best recommended
practices. Even simple things, such as insulation, are not
taken care of. Window panes were found broken at many
places. Also, at certain places ACs were found to be used
without keeping curtains. These poor practices account for
increase in AC load and thus consumption [14].
Summarized below are some guidelines for most efficient
use of ACs:
Proper Insulation – Good quality insulation must be
maintained in the air conditioned rooms by keeping all
doors and windows closed properly so as to prevent cool
air go out and hot air come in.
Curtains – Always keep curtains on windows to prevent
direct sunlight inside the room to avoid heating of cooled
air. This reduces AC load significantly.
Maintenance – Proper maintenance and cleaning of ACs
is required at regular intervals to make it work at highest
efficiency. Any dirt in filter may reduce efficiency of ACs
very significantly.
Operating – The ACs should be switched on 15 minutes
before actual use and should be switched off before
leaving the room.

2) Soft loan @5% per annum from IREDA, New Delhi

Use of master switch outside the room:
Installation of Master switch outside a room is essential [14]
especially Hostel rooms where students generally forget to
switch off while leaving the room. Second, it was observed
in faculty cabins that unnecessarily all FTLs and Fans
switched on whole day irrespective of presence of faculty in
their cabin. Implementation of Master switch is not feasible
in faculty cabin as in most of the places there is no
individual seating arrangement and improvement can only
be achieved by proper awareness and instructions.
F.

G. Installation of Solar Water Heating System:

Calculation for all the boys and girls hostels was done and
payback period was calculated. According to Department of
Renewable energy and ministry of New & Renewable
Energy (MNRE) as well as Indian Renewable Energy
Development Agency (IREDA) few important points
regarding solar water heater and size and cost of Flat Plate
Collector (FPC) was collected and summarized below.
A typical 100 liters insulated tank with 2 m2collector area
will supply water at a temperature of 60-80°C.

3) For 100 litre 2m2 FPC area is required
4) Cost of FPC = 22000 Rs. and subsidy 3300*2 = 6600 Rs.
5) Cost of FPC after subsidy = 22000-6600 = 15400 Rs
Let us calculate payback period for all the hostels
combined• Total no. of users (students) = 1450
•

Total amount of hot water used per user = 14 litres / day

•

Total amount of water used per day in Hostel = 20300
litre

•

2 m2 FPC area provides 100 litres hot water per day

•

FPC area required = 406 m2

•

Cost of 2 m2 FPC after subsidy = 22000-6600 =Rs.
15400.

•

Total capital cost required for installation of SWHS =
Rs.3126200

•

Total electricity bill due to heating elements
=Rs.2426880 Per year

•

Payback period = 3126200 /2426880 Per year = 1.29
Years

Results shown above are very optimistic and also beneficial
for society as according to MNRE report SWH of 100 litre
capacity can prevent 1.5 Ton CO2 emissions per year.
H. Formation of student community:
There has to be college level student community that keeps
track record of all energy consumption parameters and
wastages. Its duty should be to spread the awareness
program to save the energy throughout the institute.
I. Some hidden Loads:
Audit team noticed that there are about 150 electric kettles
used mainly in boys’ hostel having high wattage value near
to 1.5 KW, in some cases, which moves on here and there.
Further about 50 electric iron of very high wattage is used in
both boys and girls hostels. Girls are provided a separate
kitchen with induction heater and it is recommended to
provide the same in boys’ hostel to save huge amount of
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wastages unnecessarily. There are about 550 laptops in boys
hostels and 430 laptops in girls hostels along with 50 for
faculty members used per day but it is not considered in
load but it also consumes a lot of energy and mainly
students are advised to use economically and avoid its usage
whole night without shut down although Master switch
installation reduce these wastages in large extent.
IV

MEASURING TOOLS USED

A. Lux meter:
Digital Lux meters are the devices used to measure
luminous level at different points. This device is really
helpful for light intensity measurement due to its good
portability, robustness and accuracy. For light intensity
measurement placement of lux meter is very important
which is always the point of interest e.g. in study room it
is placed on reading table and similarly various
measurements were recorded.

Fig. 11. Typical Lux meter

B. Three phase clamp meter:
It is used to measure all kind of power e.g. active, reactive
and apparent power along with the voltage L-N & L-L,
current in phase and power factor. In our project, we used
three phase clamp type meter which is easy to handle and
measure the power at very complex points also. Frequency
range between 20Hz to 200 Hz and voltage range upto 600
V with current range of upto 100 ampere. Power upto 750
KVA or KW or KVAR can be measured.

Fig. 12. Typical clamp meter
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Abstract—Solar Photovoltaic array is non-linear power
source and under varying environmental conditions it is
time consuming and extravagant to obtain operating
characteristics. In order to overcome these restrictions
an improved model of solar module/array has been
proposed, this paper presents a step-by-step method for
the
simulation
of
SPV
panels/arrays
in
MATLAB/Simulink. The governing curves of SPV array
are also investigated for vast range of environmental
conditions,
substantial
parameters
and
array
configurations. The proposed method gives an exact
decisive and easy to tune model of SPV array. Moreover,
it provides an improved analysis of SPV array for
various substantial parameters (series, parallel
resistance, diode factor etc.) and environmental
conditions (irradiance, temperature and partial shading)
aspects.
Keyword—photo-voltaic
array,
photo-generated
current, solar irradiance, ambient temperature, singlediode model, series and parallel resistance

I.

INTRODUCTION

Solar power is a fast-growing industry in India and as of
December 2016, the country's solar grid had a total capacity
of 9 giga watts (GW). In January 2016, the Indian
government expanded its solar plans to 100 GW of
capacity, including 40 GW directly from solar rooftop, by
2022. The infinite, renewable, clean and noiseless nature of
the solar energy makes it the most preferred sources of
renewable energies which are increasingly finding
application areas in today’s human life [1]. However,
despite of the mentioned advantages, this clean energy
source has some disadvantages which should be overcome

for an efficient use. High production costs of Photo Voltaic
panels, less availability of efficient energy storage devices
and dependency of energy production on the environmental
conditions is some of the main issues which comes while
production of solar energy[2,3,4].
The elemental entity responsible for the conversion of solar
energy directly into electrical energy in a Solar Photo
Voltaic (SPV) system is referred as SPV cell [6, 7]. The
congregation of these SPV cells generally connected in
series forms a SPV module. In order to get desired voltage
level these modules are connected in series and to get
desired current level modules are connected in parallel or
surface area of each cell is increased. A SPV array can be a
module or combination of modules in series and parallel
configuration [8].
There are two ways to use output of SPV array 1) using DC
output of array without any processing 2) using Power
electronics converter for further processing of output power
[16, 21]. The second method helps operates SPV array at
optimal point by altering parameters at load side and
controlling flow of power in grid connected system [4]. In
order to study the performance of SPV system we require
model that correctly stand for SPV cells, modules and
arrays.
The main work in this paper is improved mathematical
modeling of SPV cell/module/array and development of
simulation model of module as well as array that correctly
represents prevailing modules/array.
II.

IDEAL PV CELL

When PV cell is exposed to light (photon), electrons are
pushed out creating electron-hole pair in semiconductor
material. If positive and negative terminals are connected to
the conductors, having a closed electric network, constitutes
photon generated current IPh. Therefore PV cell is PN

junction diodes that operate as a current source which is
compelled by solar irradiance. The PV cell is ineffective in
darkness and it work as PN junction diode, it will generate
current Id when large supply voltage is connected across this
diode during darkness that is reason why it is known as dark
current(Id). The Shockley diode equation represents this
current as described by equation (1) [2].

 qVd

I d  I S  e kTc  1



practically both have finite values that would change the
characteristics. The equivalent considered is single diode
model as shown in figure 2 of a PV cell includes a current
source, diode, and series and shunt resistances.

(1)

Where, Vd is the voltage across the diode (D).For the ideal
case, this voltage is equal to the cell voltage, VC, k is
Boltzmann constant (1.38 × 10-23 J/oK), q is electron charge

Figure 2 Single diode equivalent circuit of a Photovoltaic cell.

(1.602 × 10-19 C), I S is reverse saturation current of diode
(0.000025 A), TC is typical cell operating temperature (25
°C).
The simple (Ideal) equivalent circuit of PV cell is
represented in figure.1. It consists of current source (IPh) and
diode connected in antiparallel.
IC
R
A
D
I
A
T
I
O
N

VC

Figure 3 Equivalent circuit of a Photovoltaic array

IC

Five parameters model of PV cell is represented by figure 2,
The cell current can written as [1]:

Id
Iph
PV

Load

Isc

Vd VC

L
o
a
d

(3)

Figure 1 Ideal equivalent circuit of PV cell.

The Photon generated current flows in reverse direction of
dark current and its value is independent of external voltage
and this is reason why it is called as short circuit current(I SC
= IPh). This current is linear function of solar irradiance as
increased irradiance causes incremented charge carriers. It
can be seen from figure.1 that output cell current is the
difference between photon generated current and dark
current. As per standard convention photon generated
current is reversed to represent the current from
semiconductor theory. Mathematically Current-Voltage
characteristics of a PV cell can be written as [9,10]:

I C  I Ph  I d
III.

(2)

MODELING OF PV CELL

Current-Voltage characteristics of a PV cell described by
equation (2) are derived for ideal condition (internal
resistance is zero and shunt resistance is infinite). However
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(4)

Where: a is called as the “ideality factor of junction” (“a” is
also represented as “n”). After rearranging the equation (4)
we can write i-v equation as shown below.
VC 

akTC  I Ph  I S  I C
ln
q
IS
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  I C RS


(5)

In order to get practically utilizable power output, PV cells
are connected together to form PV module and further
series, parallel connection of modules form a PV array. PV
module is obtained by connecting number of PV cells in
series. The equation 1 gives relation of module current and
voltage at given insolation S [21].

 q  VPV  I m RS  


 V  I m RS
akT

I m  I Ph  I S e 
 1   PV

 
RP







(6)

PV module described by equation (6) is also known as five
parameter model with parameters as IPh, IS, q, a, Rsand Rp.
Model parameters can be obtained either from
manufacturer’s data sheet or determined experimentally.
These model parameters are variable and dependent with
solar insolation and temperature. The photon generated
module current is dependent on solar insolation and
temperature given by equation (7).
(

)

(7)

Where IPh,typis typical photon generated module current at
1000 W/m2 (Styp) and 25 °C, ∆T is temperature difference
between typical/standard temperature and module
temperature, S is irradiance on the module and CI is current
coefficient.
The temperature dependence of diode saturation current is
represented by equation 8 [11-13]:
(

)

[

(

)]

(8)

Such that Eg being energy gap of the semiconductor (for Si,
which has energy gap of 1.1eV at 25 °C and IS,typ is the
typical saturation current:

(

)

(9)

Where Vt,typ is called as the voltage equivalent of
temperature at standard temperature Ttyp.
The PV cell’s saturation current I S has dependence on cell’s
active area and the density of saturation current of
semiconductors that forms device (Jo, [A/cm2]). The
saturation current density (Jo) further depends on various
intrinsic parameter of semiconductors. This set of data is
mostly unavailable for commercial PV modules. From the
available experimental data, we indirectly acquired the
typical saturation current IS,typ (9) and that is accessed by
examining equation (6) at standard open circuit of PV
module, having V= Voc,typ, I=0 and IPv= ISC,typ. The initial
value of diode ideality constant “a” can be arbitrarily
selected. Various researchers addressed methods to estimate
the accurate value of this constant.[2,16]. Generally 1 ≤ a≤

1.5 and choice rely upon the other parameters of the I-V
model. An empirical analysis (R) may be used to get certain
values of “a”. “a” is completely empirical since represents
ideality of diode. Some initial value of constant may be
taken which can further modified based on curve fitting and
its alteration improve model accuracy as represented by
equation 10.
(10)
IV.

UPGRADING THE MODEL

The reverse saturation current follows complex relation
given by equation 8. Last section presents a PV model,
which can be upgraded if equation (8) is changed by:

(

)

(11)

Where Isc,typ[A] is typical short circuit current, Voc,nis
typical open circuit voltage at the standard condition
(usually 25 ◦C and 1000 W/m2),CV is the voltage
coefficient.
The purpose of correction is to co-relate with experimental
results of VOC (open-circuit voltage) for very wide range of
temperature. The current coefficient (CI) and voltage
coefficient (CV) is taken into account to get equation (11)
from equation (8). The temperature surely effects the
reverse saturation current and there is unlike way suggested
by equation (11) to represent the dependence of I S on the
temperature. The above equation facilitate the PV model
and wipes out model error around the open-circuit voltage
and following different domains of the I-V curve.
The validity of upgraded model has been verified from
computer simulation and from resemblance with
experimental results. The voltage coefficient CV
incorporated in equation (11) can be obtained from the
manufacturer’s data sheet. For the temperatures different
from the standard values it is now possible to get excellent
I-V curve fitting by including voltage coefficient (CV).
If one urge to use conventional equation (8) [14, 15, 16],
rather than equation (11), it is likely to get the correct value
of band gap Eg for the model such that VOC obtained by
model and VOC of actual PV array must be similar in the
extent Ttyp≤T ≤ Tmax..
TABLE – 1
Parameters of PV module at standard conditions
(1000W/m2, 25°C)[23]

Maximum power output
Current at maximum power
Open circuit voltage
Voltage at maximum power
Short circuit current
Number of cell connected in series

200.143 W
7.61 A
32.9 V
26.3 V
8.21 A
54

V.

STEPWISE METHOD FOR MODELING OF
PV MODULE/ARRAY WITH TAGS
PV array’s mathematical model containing basic elements
as current source, diode, parallel and series resistors is
modeled with tags in Simulink. The PV module is simulated
on the basis of equations presented in previous section and
accomplished in the trailing steps.

Figure.4. Simulation of Photon generated module current.

Step1
Specify input parameters for modeling:
ISC,typ is short circuit current of the PV module at 1000W/m2
and 25°C= 8.21 A; VOC,typ is open circuit voltage of the PV
module at 1000W/m2 and 25°C = 32.9 V; RS is series
resistance, generally it has a small value = 0.221Ω; Rp is
shunt resistance, generally it has a large value = 414.405Ω;
Ttyp represent standard temperature = 298 K; A represents
diode ideality factor = 1.3; K represent Boltzmann constant
=1.38*10^-23.
Step2
The Photon generated module current is expressed by
equation (7) and simulated as figure 4.

Figure.5. Simulation of saturation current.

Step3
Module Saturation current is expressed by equation (11) and
simulated as figure. 5
Step 4
Modeled current is expressed by equation (6) and simulated
as figure. 6
Step 5
Modeled circuit for PV array subsystem is as expressed by
equation (6) as figure.7
Step 6
The PV module/array simulation process is presented from
figure 4 to 7. The PV simulation presented in this section
can be used for a single PV module or a PV array having
NSS number of modules connected in series and Npp number
of parallel strings of modules as shown in Figure7.

Figure 6 Simulation of PV array.

VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The array characteristics of presented PV model are
assessed as:
1.

With changing solar insolation and fixed temperature IV and P-V characteristics as shown in figure 10 and11.
Available insolation varies from 400 to 600 to 800 and
1000 W/m2 whereas temperature remains fixed at 25°C.
I-V and P-V characteristics indicates with increase in

solar insolation, there is increment in output current,
voltage which finally results boost in power output.
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Figure.10. I-V characteristics at variable Sx.
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Figure .7. Simulation of PV array having Solar Insolation(S) and
Temperature (T) as input parameter
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Figure.8. I-V characteristics at standard condition

With changing temperature and fixed solar insolation, IV and P-V characteristics are plotted as shown in figure
12 and 13. Available temperature changes with values
of 25°C, 35°C, 45°C and 55°C while insolation level
remains fixed at 1000W/m2. I-V and P-V characteristics
indicate with increase in temperature, there is
insignificant increment in output current whereas the
output voltage reduces greatly. This results in
decrement of output power with increase in
temperature.
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Figure.11. P-V characteristics at variable Sx.
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Figure.12.I-V characteristics at variable temperature.
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Figure.9. P-V characteristics at standard condition.

I-V and P-V characteristics are plotted for variable RS
(Series resistance) and constant RP (Parallel resistance),
insolation, temperature as shown in figure.14 and 15.
Available RS changes with values 0.055, 0.110, 0.221,
0.442 and 0.884Ω respectively.

Table: 3.2
Response of RS on maximum power output,
Voltage at maximum power and Current maximum
power.
VMP(V)
IMP(A)
RS (Ω)
PMAX(W)
27.44
7.64
0.055
209.7
26.98
7.65
0.110
206.5
26.31
7.61
0.221
200.1
25
7.5
0.442
187.6
22.41
7.284
0.884
163.34
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Figure.13.P-V characteristics at variable temperature.

It can be seen from I-V and P-V characteristics as value of
series resistance increases from standard value (at which
experimental maximum power output is equal to maximum
power output evaluated from equation 6) maximum power
output decreases whereas when value of R S decreases from
standard value then there is increment in maximum power
output.
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Figure.16. I-V characteristics of array at standard condition.
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4.

I-V and P-V curves for PV array having N SS & NPP =
10 are obtained as shown in figure 16 and 17. PV
modules are connected in series to increase the voltage
level of array and series strings of PV modules are
connected in parallel to increase the current level of
array. The module considered has 54 series connected
cells. The PV array having 10 modules connected in
series i.e. NSS=10, the value of array voltage is 10 times
that of single module and there are 10 such series
strings connected in parallel so, the output current of

array is 10 times that of single string, so the output of
array will be 100 times of single module.
VII.

[15]

CONCLUSION
[16]

A step wise simulating procedure is presented for PV
module/ array. The presented modeling technique helps to
serve people in understanding I-V & P-V characteristics of
PV modules. Further it can be used as powerful tool to
anticipate the performance of SPV cells, panels and array
under fluctuating environmental conditions (irradiance,
temperature and partial shading) and substantial parameters
(series, parallel resistance, diode factor etc.). The effect of
change in solar irradiance and operating temperature are
also presented. The typical value of series and shunt
resistance (RS and RP) are also evaluated in iterative manner
so that the MATLAB/Simulink model parameter matches
with the practical PV array.
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A Bibliographical View on Research
and Developments of Photovoltaic
and Thermal Technologies
as a Combined System: PV/T System
Anmol Gupta, Sourav Diwania, Sanjay Agrawal, Anwar S. Siddiqui
and Yash Pal
Abstract In this hybrid photovoltaic thermal (PV/T) system, air or water is utilized
as a circulating fluid which helps in maintaining electrical efficiency as well as utilization of thermal energy (space heating, crop drying, etc.) at the output. In this
article, a review of innovative work in the field of PV/T system and thermal modelling of PV/T collector is presented. The thermal model having different equations
for PV-integrated flat plate collector, energy balance for air or water heating system stored thermal energy, the instantaneous energy efficiency and the instantaneous
exergy efficiency has been presented. Analytical articulations for different thermal
parameters and electrical parameters, considering energy balance for several segments or components of PV/T collector is obtained. Various optimization techniques
used in the field of PV/T collector, in view of the exergy concept is also presented.
Keywords Exergy efficiency · Photovoltaic thermal · Optimization · Genetic
algorithm
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Area of the solar cell (m2 )
Solar radiation intensity (W m−2 )
Efficiency of the solar cell (%)
Specific heat of air/water (J kg−1 K)
Mass flow rate of air/water in the channel (kg/s)
Useful heat gain for N no. of channels (kWh)
Penalty factor due to the presence of solar cell material, glass and EVA
Ambient temperature (°C)
Solar cell temperature (°C)
Temperature of the back surface (°C)
Temperature of air/water (°C)
Absorptivity of solar cell
Packing factor of solar cell
Heat transfer coefficient of tedlar (W/m2 K)
Transmittivity of glass
An overall heat transfer coefficient from the solar cell to ambient (W/m2 K)
Convective heat transfer coefficient through the tedlar (W/m2 K)
Penalty factor due to the presence of an interface between tedlar and working
fluid

1 Introduction
Hybrid PV/T technology is a combination of both solar thermal and solar photovoltaic
technology. A solar photovoltaic system changes sunlight into electric power while
solar thermal changes sunlight into heat yet a PV/T system converts sunlight into
heat and electricity simultaneously. The temperature of the PV module increases
tremendously when light radiations of certain intensity fall on it, causing reduction
in electrical efficiency. It is found that for every 1°C rise in temperature of PV surface,
it will cause 0.4–0.5% decrement in its electrical efficiency.
PV/T system has gained greater attention in the last four decades because of
its quality to generate both electric power/energy and thermal energy all the while
and joins the electrical and thermal parts in one element over the conventional PV
system and solar thermal system. The application areas of PV/T technology are space
heating, water heating, drying, integration of photovoltaic thermal in buildings, etc.
[1] (Fig. 1).
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PV/T System

Type of PV Cells

1. Monocrystalline c-Si
2. Polycrystalline pc-Si
3. Amorphous a-Si
4. Thin film solar cells

Air based PV/T
On the basis
of design
1. Single Channel
2. Dual Channel

Type of Concentrator

Type of covered panel

1. Low- Flat plate, Compound
parabolic concentrator (CPC)
2. Medium- Linear parabolic reflector, linear Fresnel reflector
3. High- 3D Fresnel lens

On the basis of approach
to enhance cooling effect
(types of absorber)
On the basis of arrangement of WHE
(water heat extraction)

Modified design

1. Natural flow
2. Forced flow
3. Laminar flow

Water based PV/T

PV/T Combi

1. WHE underneath the
PV module
2. WHE in between AHE
3. WHE at bottom surface

1. Attached fins underneath PV panel
2. V –groove absorber
3. Rectangular tunnel
4. hexagonal honeycomb heat exchanger

1. Glazed
2. Unglazed

Type of fluid flow

On the basis of arrangement of AHE
(air heat extraction)
1. AHE underneath the
PV module
2. AHE in between WHE
3. AHE at bottom surface

1. PV/T dual TMS model
2. PV/T dual FIN model
3. PV/T dual TMS/RIB model

On the basis of
design/ type of
absorber
1. Aluminium hollow tube
shape
2. Copper hollow tube shape
3. Single glazed flat plates
with fins
4. Square/rectangular shape
5. Direct flow design
6. Serpentine flow design
7. Oscillatory flow design
8. Spiral flow design
9. Web flow design

Fig. 1 Classification of PV/T system in view of various literatures

2 PV/T Air Collector
A considerable number of researches have been conducted in the designs of PV/T air
collector because its performance is affected by several parameters such as position,
dimensions of air duct, input temperature, velocity of flowing air into channel and
surface roughness of air duct. A channel or duct is applied below the PV panel
in which air is used to absorb the heat energy from the solar cell by conductive
or convective process so as to improve the electrical efficiency of the system. The
critical factor about the popularity of PV/T is the low efficiency of the cell that
varies from 6% to 16% at the temperature of 25 °C but in some of the countries,
the ambient temperature rises up to 35 °C. The rising of temperature decreases the
module efficiency, hence heat removal from the module is necessary [2].
Hegazy [3] presented four different designs of PV/T collectors based on airflow
and investigated the thermal, electrical and overall performance as shown in Fig. 2.
The comparative study shows that system-(c) gives appropriate result as it converts
solar energy in the form of high-grade electrical energy and low-grade thermal energy,
and also it is simple to install in rural areas. Wolf [4] performed the analysis of PV/T
system and individual solar PV and solar thermal system and concluded that exergy
analysis is a valuable method for the evaluation and comparison of various solar
systems.
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(a)
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AIR DUCT

AIR DUCT

INSULATION

INSULATION

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional view of common designs of PV/T air collector

(a)
Air
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SOLAR PV

Glazing

AIR CHANNEL

Air
Out

Air
in

UPPER CHANNEL

Upper
glass
cover

SOLAR PV
Air
out

LOWER CHANNEL

INSULATION
INSULATION

Fig. 3 Cross-sectional view of single-pass and double-pass PV/T air collector with fins

2.1 Effect of Glazing
The overall energy output or thermal energy output can be maximized by using
glass cover above the PV surface to trap the extra heat energy which will increase
the thermal energy output almost double that of unglazed PV/T, but decreases the
electrical energy output [5] (Fig. 3).

2.2 Effect of Adding Thin Metallic Sheets (TMS) and Fins
Tripanagnostopoulos et al. [6] presented a study of PV/T air collectors and suggested that the surface roughness and thin metallic sheets (TMS) used in the air
channel are the cost-effective and simple methods for heat removal from the PV
panel. Mojumdera et al. [7] experimentally observed the electrical and thermal efficiencies of the system with TMS as 13.75 and 56.19%, respectively.
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2.3 Effect of Packing Factor
Packing factor refers to the area of the module covered by the solar cell to the left
blank and it affects the output power and operating temperature of the photovoltaic
module. Vats et al. [8] found that with an increase in packing factor, the temperature
at the output of the channel increases by absorbing the higher amount of thermal
energy. Hence, the temperature of the PV module increases which causes a decrease
in electrical efficiency. At lower packing factor, the absorber area is less, hence the
electrical efficiency if further reduced.

3 PV/T Water
PV/T air has the main problem of temperature issue because an air-based system
cannot work effectively at high-temperature areas as there are constraints of low
heat capacity, low density, etc.; instead of air, water can carry maximum heat so
researchers work in the field of PV/T water. In some areas, during summer season
the ambient temperature is very high and for the PV/T air standard, operating is at
20 °C temperature so PV/T water is preferred due to its higher density [9] (Fig. 4).
Huang et al. [10] relate the performance of conventional solar water heater system
with a new design which is a combination of the photovoltaic and thermal solar
system and evaluated electrical efficiency of 9%. Ji et al. [11] fabricated a flat box
aluminium alloy PV for large contact area with a circulation water heating system
and the experimental results are obtained with its electrical efficiency of 10.15%,
thermal efficiency of 45% and daily total energy of 52%. Chow et al. [12] designed
and presented a PV/T system having aluminium alloy flat box collector. In this work,
electrical efficiency of the system is 10% with a thermal efficiency of 45–48% for
closed circuit and thermal efficiency of 49–52% for open circuit.
The logical articulation of PV/T water heater in steady flow rate of hot water
is acquired by Tiwari et al. [13]. Ibrahim et al. [14] executed simulation on seven
types of water absorbers. The spiral flow configuration indicates the best result, it
has the highest thermal efficiency and parallel cell efficiency of 50.12% and 11.98%,
respectively. Dupeyrat et al. [15] investigated the impact of water flow in a flat plate
PV/T having single glazing and found thermal efficiency as 79%, electrical efficiency
Glass cover
PV cell
Water in

Water out
Graphite layer
Insulation

Fig. 4 Cross-sectional view of PV/T water system
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Fig. 5 Comparison of thermal and electrical efficiency for PV/T water system

as 8.8% and in totality, the efficiency is 88% for the propelled configuration. Liang
et al. [16] composed a PV/T water collector combined with graphite; it produced
the highest electrical efficiency of 7.2% and essential energy saving efficiency of
45%. Yazdanpanahi et al. [17] numerically estimated exergy efficiency of PV/T
considering pressure drop in flow channels and maximum efficiency of 13.95% is
observed experimentally. Yazdanifard et al. [18] presented mathematical modelling
and simulation of flat plate PV/T water system with and without glass cover. It is
found that PV/T system with glazing has better energy efficiency (Fig. 5).

4 PV/T Combi
To improve the absorption process on photovoltaic and to get maximum performance
of the overall system, the combination of various types of coolant media are utilized
(Fig. 6).
PV/T combi achieved better overall energy efficiency, particularly in the generation of electrical energy since heat is removed from the photovoltaic module by
integrating both air and water media [19]. Six PV/T combi system designs based on
Transparent PV
Air in
Air out
Water tubes

Insulation layer

Fig. 6 Cross-sectional view of PV/T-combined system
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Fig. 7 Cross section of PV/T/dual solar system with TMS modification and with fins
PV cell

Water tubes
Air out

Air in
Insulation

TMS
Rib

Fig. 8 Combination of TMS with ribs on opposite air channel

the arrangement of air-type and water-type absorber are presented and their performances are observed by Tripanagnostopoulos [20]. Tripanagnostopoulos et al. [21]
worked on PV/T combi unit with slight modifications in the air heat extraction unit.
A thin metallic sheet (TMS) is placed between the air channel and the modification
is named as PV/T/dual-TMS. This result in a temperature rise of TMS leads to
an increase in temperature of the circulating air and hence the thermal efficiency
improves (Fig. 7).
A fin plate element is used throughout the length of the air duct and the modification is named as PV/T/dual-fin. This results in increasing the temperature of
the air at the output which will further help in improving the thermal efficiency. In
the PV/T/dual-TMS/RIB model, ribs are used on opposite channel wall. This model
combines the advantages of the above two models mentioned (Fig. 8).

5 Modelling of PV/T Collector
The transfer of heat can take place by means of three mechanisms: conduction,
convection and radiation. Heat transfer coefficients of different modes are essential
for analysis [22, 23].
Energy balance for solar cells of the PV module (for glass—tedlar PV module)—
τg [αc βc + αt (1 − βc )]Isl bd x = [Uca (Tc − Ta ) + Ut (Tc − Tbs )]bd x + ηc αc τg βc Isl bd x
(1)
Energy balance for the back surface of tedlar—
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Ut (Tc − Tbs )bd x = h t (Tbs − Taw )bd x

(2)

Energy balance for air/water flowing below the tedlar—



d
m a/w Ca/w Taw .d x + [Uwa (Taw − Ta ) ∗ bd x] = h t (Tbs − Taw )bd x
dx

(3)

Thermal efficiency of PV/T collector—
ηth =

Q u,N
bL Isl

(4)

Electrical Efficiency of PV/T collector—
ηel = ηo [1 − β0 (Tc − To )]

(5)

where ηo —efficiency at standard test condition, β0 —temperature coefficient, To —
outlet temperature
Overall thermal energy gain—


Q overall,ther mal =




Q ther mal +

Q Electrical
ηc, power

(6)

Overall Exergy gain—



E xgther mal = Q ther mal 1 −

Exergy Efficiency η E X G


Ta + 273
Tawout + 273


E xgout f low
× 100
=
E xgin f low

(7)
(8)

6 Optimization Using Soft Computing
Optimization using soft computing techniques is proved to be very efficient to evaluate the design parameters of PV/T air and water collector. Singh et al. [24] optimized
the parameters of a single-channel hybrid photovoltaic thermal air collector using
the genetic algorithm (GAs). The overall exergy efficiency of the system is found to
be 16.88% at the optimized value of parameters. Singh and Agrawal [25] work on
improving the results of GA approach by using the fuzzy-based rules. The overall
exergy efficiency with GA–FS approach is observed as 15.82% which is much better
than an optimized system with GAs and an unoptimized system. Singh et al. [26]
used Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) for parameter optimization of glazed SCPV/T.
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An annual carbon emission reduction of around 88% is observed than unoptimized
system. Sobhnamayan et al. [27] presented an optimized PV/T water collector system in view of the exergy concept. To optimize exergy efficiency, genetic algorithm
is utilized for the given PV/T water collector system. Maximum exergy efficiency of
11.36% is experimentally obtained with optimum inlet velocity and pipe diameter.

7 Conclusion
The PV/T system is in the emerging phase and at present, there is vast acceptability
for facilitating development as well as advancement in the presently available PV/T
system. Numerous researchers are in this field to enhance the performance of the
ordinary air and water PV/T system; whereas, some researchers have presented a
small number of innovative ideas in the field of PV/T as heat pipe, nanofluid and
phase change materials. The purpose of the review of traditional PV/T systems, so
that bibliophile will be assessed advancement in the field of PV/T. Summary of
essential PV/T methods and additional attributes of thermal and electrical systems
like efficiency, exergy and energy is obtained towards the finish of each section, in
order to obtain real facts with respect to technical improvement in PV/T systems
initially. Apart from the advantages, further research is required to optimize cost,
improvement in efficiency and technological design development.
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Exergetic Analysis of Glazed
Photovoltaic Thermal (Single-Channel)
Module Using Whale Optimization
Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm
Sourav Diwania, Anmol Gupta, Anwar S. Siddiqui and Sanjay Agrawal

Abstract Photovoltaic thermal (PV-T) system gains greater attention in the last four
decades because of its quality to produce both electrical and thermal energy simultaneously and unites the electrical and thermal components in a single unit over the
conventional photovoltaic system and solar thermal system which are capable of
producing electricity and thermal energy, respectively. There are various parameters
which affects the performance of the PV-T system such as dimensions of the channel (duct), depth of the tedlar, thickness of insulation layer, solar cell fabrication
technology, velocity of fluid flowing through the channel, temperature of the fluid
at the inlet and outlet of the channel ,and cell temperature but in this paper, only
four of the above parameters have been considered for optimization study. But in
the proposed work, only four parameters such as air channel length (L M ), depth of
the air duct (d), fluid velocity through the duct (V F ), and temperature of the air at
the inlet of duct (T in ) have been considered for optimization using two dissimilar
optimization algorithms such as whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and genetic
algorithm (GA). The outcomes show that an improvement around 31.147% in exergy
efficiency and 41.29% in thermal efficiency of glazed PV-T (single-channel) module
is observed using WOA technique when compared with GA. Furthermore, WOA
is better in contrast to GA because of faster rate of convergence in identifying the
parameters.
Keywords Exergy efficiency · Photovoltaic thermal (PV-T) · Whale optimization
algorithm (WOA)
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1 Introduction
In today’s scenario, the demand for renewable energy is increasing day by day because
the energy generated from conventional energy sources is not pollution-free. Apart
from all the renewable energy sources available, solar photovoltaic is most popular
because of the availability of sunlight in most part of the globe. A PV system converts
sunlight into electricity while solar thermal converts sunlight into heat, but a PV-T
system converts sunlight into heat and electricity simultaneously. A channel or duct
is used below the PV panel in which air/water is used as a circulating fluid or cooling
medium to assimilate the heat energy from the PV panel by conductive or convective
process in order to enhance the electrical efficiency of the system. It was reported
in the literature that electrical efficiency of the solar cell decreases with increase in
temperature of upper surface of solar cell. The crucial factor about the popularity
of PV-T collector is the low efficiency of the solar cell that varies from 6 to 16% at
the temperature of 25 °C but in some of the countries the ambient temperature rises
up to 35 °C. The rising of temperature decreases the module efficiency therefore,
the extraction of heat energy from the backend surface of PV module is necessary.
Depending upon the type of cooling medium, PV-T system is classified as PV-T
air collector, PV-T water collector, and PV-T combi system in which both air and
water are used as cooling medium. From the last three decades, a lot of research and
development is done in this field in order to reduce the cost and complexity of the
PV-T system. In this direction, Wolf [1] performed the experimental investigation on
PV-T system and individual solar PV and solar thermal system. The PV-T is installed
in Boston, USA to supply a single family residence. The area of designed collector
is 50 m2 and the collector is of non-concentrating type as shown in Fig. 1.
Crystalline silicon technology is used in the fabrication of solar PV array. From
the outcomes obtained from the experimental investigation, it was concluded that that
PV-T system is technically feasible and cost-effective as compared to the individual
system used for electricity and thermal production. An active cooling system was
designed by Teo [2] in which parallel array of cooling ducts was attached with
back side of PV panel. The results obtained from the experimental analysis show

Glass layer
Solar cell
Tedlar
Air In

Air Out

Insulation

Fig. 1 PV-T air collector
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Absorber

Paraffin wax as PCM

Fins

Water tubes

Fig. 2 PV-T water collector system with PCM

that the electrical efficiency of the system was enhanced by 4–5% with the active
cooling system. Kalogirou et al. [3] reviewed the applications of various solar thermal
collectors. The author discussed the latest advancement in the PV-T technology,
i.e., application of phase changing materials (PCM) in the channel so that better
thermal and electrical performance of the PV-T system is achieved. PCMs are used
in the cooling medium due to its high latent heat of fusion, it increases the thermal
absorbing capacity of cooling medium and keep the temperature fluctuations under
the controlled range. Stropnik et al. [4] discussed the advantage of using PCM in
the cooling medium as shown in Fig. 2. It was concluded that the average electricity
production in the city of Ljubljana was enhanced by around 7.3% by mixing PCM
in the cooling medium. Certain design modifications such as use of additional glass
cover (upper glaze), use of thin metallic sheets and fins in the channel, etc., were also
adopted by various researchers around the globe because these design modifications
help in achieving the better the performance of the PV-T system. An additional glass
cover (glaze) is used above the PV surface in order to trap more heat energy due
to which thermal efficiency of the system improves significantly. It was reported
that thermal output of the glazed PV-T system is almost double that of unglazed
PV-T but decreases the electrical energy output [5]. Apart from this, there are certain
disadvantages of the glazing such as edge shedding and increased temperature of the
surface which leads to reduction in electrical output [6] and increases the sensitivity
of photovoltaic module toward reflection losses and leads to the formation of hot
spots.
The reflection losses are then reduced by using antireflective coating and hence
improves the electrical efficiency of the system as compared to an ordinary glass
cover [7]. Since there are a lot of design parameters which affect the performance
of PV-T system. Therefore, optimization of parameters using soft computing techniques proved be very efficient in the designing of the system. In this direction,
Singh et al. [8] use the genetic algorithm (GA) approach to optimize the parameters
of single-channel photovoltaic thermal air collector. The outcomes demonstrate that
the thermal and electrical performance of the system enhances significantly when
the parameters were optimized using GA as compared to un-optimized system. In
another study, the author [9] investigates the performance of the system with multiobjective function using genetic algorithm for the climatic conditions of New Delhi
(India). Singh and Agrawal [10] implemented the hybrid GA-FS approach to the
single-channel PV-T and the performance is compared with GA and un-optimized
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system. The objective function during the course of optimization is exergy efficiency.
The conclusions drawn from the outcomes showed that the exergetic performance of
the PV-T system is significantly enhanced using GA-FS approach as compared to GA
and an un-optimized system. Singh et al. [11] worked upon evolutionary algorithm
approach to optimize the parameters of glazed PV-T module and concludes that the
performance of the system is improved when compared with un-optimized system.

2 System Description
In the proposed work, two different algorithms such as whale optimization algorithm
(WOA) and genetic algorithm (GA) have been implemented on a single-channel
glazed hybrid PV-T air collector system to find out the optimum value of parameters
in order to maximize the exergetic performance of the system. There are various
parameters which affect the performance of the PV-T system such as dimensions of
the channel (duct) below the panel, depth of the tedlar, thickness of insulation layer,
type of solar cell fabrication technology, velocity of fluid flowing through the channel,
temperature of the fluid at the inlet and outlet of the channel, and temperature at the
upper surface of the PV panel but in this paper, only four of the above parameters
have been considered for optimization study. These four parameters were air channel
length (L M ), depth of the air duct (d), fluid velocity through the duct (V F ), and
temperature of the air at the inlet of duct (T in ). The overall exergy efficiency is
considered as an objective function. The exergy efficiency, thermal efficiency, and
electrical efficiency of the system are calculated according to the thermal modeling
given by Agrawal and Tiwari [12].

3 Tool Used for Optimization
In this paper, two dissimilar optimization algorithms such as whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and genetic algorithm (GA) have been used to optimize the parameters
of glazed PV-T (single-channel) module. WOA is a recently developed algorithm
which was based upon the hunting behavior of humpback whales. WOA is introduced in 2016 by Mirjalili and Lewis [13]. For feeding themselves, humpback whale
kills the little fishes close to the upper water surface. During this process, they formed
a spiral or nine-like structure of bubbles in order to encircle its prey. They go down
to 12 m and formed spirals of water bubbles to confuse the fishes and then swim up
toward the surface as shown in Fig. 3.
This foraging behavior of humpback whales is called bubble-net feeding method.
The movement of whale is classified in two ways, one in which whale goes down,
make bubbles, and then goes up and second method includes different stages: coral
loop, lobtail, and capture loop. When one of the whales updates its position to reach
an optimal location, other whales are also attracted toward that and updated their
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Fig. 3 Bubble-net feeding
behavior of humpback
whales [13]

positions according to Eq. 1.


−
→
 =  P · Y ∗ (t) − Y (t)
D

(1)

−
→
−
→
·Q

Y (t + 1) = Y ∗ (t) − D

(2)

→
 are coefficients, −
P and Q
Y ∗ is the position vector of best position obtained so
far, and Y is the position vector. The P and Q vectors are calculated as follows:
 = 2 · ar − a
Q

(3)

P = 2 · r

(4)

where a decreased from 2 to 0. The searching location dimension of whale is based
upon the number of tuning variables. Since four design parameters have been considered for optimization, so a hypercube for searching space can be considered in which
either optimal position or area around optimal position is the target of whale. The
optimal location for whale will be that for which value of exergy the set of searching
space parameters will be highest among nearby searching space positions. The flow
chart which explains the proposed work is shown in Fig. 4.

4 Result and Discussion
The optimization is performed on the data for a day taken from Indian Meteorological
Department, Pune for New Delhi India climatic conditions as shown in Table 1. We
have compared the results obtained by optimizing the parameters with WOA with
the results obtained when the parameters were optimized using genetic algorithm
(GA) using the same input data.
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Fig. 4 Flow chart for WOA algorithm
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Daytime (h)

Intensity of sunlight
(W/m2 )

Ambient temperature
(°C)

08:00

132.99

7.90

09:00

355.56

7.90

10:00

554.69

7.90

11:00

680.73

6.60

12:00

726.74

6.40

13:00

733.85

7.70

14:00

656.08

10.60

15:00

500.00

13.00

16:00

311.46

15.00

17:00

106.42

16.50

The optimization techniques are used to solve nonlinear complex programming
problems as in this work and good optimization is validated only if the iterations
convergence reaches earlier and no further variation in the results is observed.
The results show that the iterations converge at a faster rate when WOA is used
as an optimization technique and also it takes very less time for the identification of
optimum value of design parameters for the Glazed PV-T module. The convergence
curve is shown in Fig. 5. WOA optimization is best in terms of convergence rate when
compared with GA. The optimization curve shows that the iteration is converging
after 32 iterations in case of WOA whereas, in case of GA, it is converging after 60
iterations.
For the proposed study, exergy efficiency is considered as an objective function.
Exergy efficiency is high-grade electrical energy obtained from the PV-T system.
Figure 6 demonstrates that pattern for exergy efficiency is increasing from 08:00
to 13:00 h and maximum when the intensity is maximum. When the intensity of

Fig. 5 Convergence curve of WOA and GA at 13 h
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Fig. 6 Overall exergy efficiency of glazed PV-T module using WOA and GA

sunlight is decreasing, i.e., from 13:00 to 17:00 h, the exergy efficiency is decreasing.
From the optimization curve, it is observed that exergy efficiency obtained when the
parameters were optimized using WOA is 15.0119% and by using GA, the exergy
efficiency is 11.58211%. Hence, from the results, significant improvements in the
exergy efficiency of the system were observed using WOA.
The variation in thermal performance of the glazed PV-T system with time is
shown in Fig. 7. The observations from the plot demonstrate that the thermal efficiency is maximum when the intensity of sunlight is maximum (i.e., around 12–
13 pm) and thermal efficiency is minimum when the intensity of sunlight is minimum. The outcomes show that significant improvement in thermal efficiency was
observed when the parameters were optimized using WOA.
The deviation in overall thermal efficiency with time is shown in Fig. 8. The outcomes demonstrate that the calculated value of overall thermal efficiency of the PV-T
system is 43.67272% by using WOA while the calculated value of overall thermal
efficiency is 33.30057% by using GA at the optimized values of parameters. The

Fig. 7 Thermal efficiency of glazed PV-T module using WOA and GA
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Variation in overall thermal efficiency with time
70
Overall thermal efficiency using
WOA

60
50

Overall thermal efficiency using
GA

40
30
20
10
0

Fig. 8 Comparison of thermal efficiency using WOA and GA

outcomes demonstrate that an improvement of around 31.147% in overall thermal
efficiency was observed when the parameters of glazed PV-T were optimized using
WOA.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, two different optimization techniques have been implemented to glazed
PV-T (single-channel) module to optimize its four variable parameters. For this purpose, the exergy efficiency of the system is considered as objective function. The
outcomes of the proposed analysis demonstrate that exergy efficiency and thermal
efficiency of the PV-T system were significantly enhanced by optimizing the parameters using WOA. The optimum value of exergy efficiency at the optimized value of
parameters is shown in Appendix. The results show that an improvement of around
31.147% in overall thermal efficiency and 41.29% in exergy efficiency was observed
when the parameters were optimized using WOA. The proposed work concludes that
WOA is proved to be an efficient technique for optimizing the parameters of glazed
PV-T (single-channel) module as its convergence rate is faster as compared to GA.

Appendix: Optimized Value of Parameters

Parameter to be optimized

WOA

GA

Length of the air channel, LM (m)

0.3

0.27948

Air channel depth, d (m)

0.1

0.00092

Fluid velocity at the inlet, VF (m/s)

1.5

1.37070
(continued)
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(continued)
Parameter to be optimized

WOA

GA

Temperature of fluid at inlet, Tin (°C)

4.98

3.62050
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Abstract. A photovoltaic integrated thermal (PVT) collector with thermoelectric material has
been proposed in this communication, where a channel or duct has been used below the
photovoltaic module in which air has been circulated to extract the heat taken by the
photovoltaic module. Hence in PVT system, electrical energy from photovoltaic and thermal
energy from duct are taken at the output. In this collector, thermoelectric (TE) is used to
change the thermal energy by removing the waste heat of photovoltaic module into electric
energy. In proposed PVT with thermoelectric system, TEs are generally appended at the back
of the photovoltaic to improve the efficiency of PVT collectors. Thermal modelling has been
presented for PVT collector with thermoelectric. The effect of thermoelectric material has been
analysed for PVT collector. The electrical energy gain for photovoltaic collector and overall
electrical energy gain with thermoelectric has been theoretically calculated. From the computed
results, the overall electrical output is observed of PVT system with thermoelectric material; it
is higher than only PVT system due to thermoelectric. As PVT system without thermoelectric
generates only electrical energy due to PV and thermal energy but PVT system with
thermoelectric generates electrical energy due to PV and thermoelectric both as well as thermal
energy so overall exergy of PVT system with thermoelectric is higher than only PVT system.
Hence PVT system with thermoelectric shows better results than only PVT system in respect
of electrical, thermal and overall exergy gain.
Keywords: PVT collector, PVT collector with thermoelectric, thermal modelling, electrical
gain, exergy gain

1. Introduction
Nowadays the renewable energy resources are very popular in terms of the energy generation process.
As per the survey, the production of energy through the renewable sources was 9% in the year 2009
will be expected to grow 23% in 2035. Solar power plant is an important source of clean energy and
generates a large amount of power in the present scenario. In solar photovoltaic, maximum of the
incident sunlight is transformed into heat and only 15%-20% is changed into useful output electrical
energy. The generated heat decreases its electrical efficiency as well as reduces the life time of PV
module [1]. An integration of photovoltaic with thermal technology has been presented as photovoltaic
thermal (PVT) system to use this waste heat. A channel or duct is applied below the PV panel in which
air/water is applied to take the heat energy from the photovoltaic by conductive or convective process
so as to improve the electrical performance of this hybrid system [2]. Hence both electrical and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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thermal energies are obtained at output of PVT system. A considerable number of researches have
been conducted in the designs of photovoltaic air/water collector because its performance is affected
by several parameters [3].
Mojumdera et al. [4] analyse single-pass PV/T air collector with thin rectangular fins throughout
the length of air channel to dissipate heat. Kumar & Rosen et al. [5] presented the comparative study
of double-pass PV/T air based collector with and without fins. Fins are used in this system at the base
to improve the efficiency of given system by enhancing heat transfer rate. Vats et al. [6] discussed the
effect of increasing packing factor on the overall annual energy of photovoltaic and found that
increase in packing factor not always increase the overall output energy because with increase in
packing factor, the temperature at the output of channel increases by absorbing the higher amount of
thermal energy. Dubey and Tiwari [7] outlined and exhibited integrated PV/T solar based water
collector. Some logical articulations were inferred as climatic conditions and design parameters, on the
basis of absorber area observed that if coverage area of PV is reduced to one third than instantaneous
eﬃciency rises from 33% to 64%.
Chow et al. [8] considered changes when coating on PV/T-thermosyphon system is used from
exergy and thermodynamics perspective. From exergy perspective observed that expansions of
packing factor, eﬃciency of cell, wind speed and proportion of water mass to collector region were
ideal for system without glazing while surrounding solar radiation and temperature were positive for
system with glazing. Mishra and Tiwari [9] examined water based PV/T-system based on constant
collector temperature. It was found that fully covered PV was appropriate for generation of electricity
as well as partially covered PV was reasonable for generation of heated water. Fudholi et al. [10]
presented of spiral/web/direct ﬂow absorber and observed that system’s total eﬃciency was 68.4% for
spiral absorber PV/T collector; it is found better than web and direct absorber. Dupeyrat et al. [11]
created PV/T water system having better lamination of cell to get more heat exchange in between ﬂuid
and absorber. Hazi et al. [12] created a numerical model; it measured monetary markers and energy
limits of PV/T water system and represented payback time was less for given system.
Thermoelectric (TE) are basically combination of many thermocouples and used to change the
thermal energy by removing the waste heat of photovoltaic module into electric energy. The
temperature of photovoltaic module can be reduce and control by using thermoelectric. In proposed
PVT-TE hybrid module, TEs are generally appended to the back of the photovoltaic to improve the
efficiency of PVT air/water based collectors [13].
A lot of research has been conducted in the field of PVT in last 30 years but there is very limited
study in the literature of PVT with thermoelectric system. Lertsatitthanakorn et al. [14] designed an air
based TE solar collector with double-pass in Thailand. It is reported that the overall efficiency of this
hybrid TE system is increased. Yang and Yin [15] based on theoretical approach observed for a hybrid
system comprising of photovoltaic, thermoelectric and hot water gives 30% more output electrical
power contrasted with photovoltaic hot water thermal system and only PV system. Deng et al. [16]
presented a hybrid design containing photovoltaic, thermoelectric generators with a heat collector.
Also, it is exhibited that the overall efficiency of thermoelectric generators and photovoltaic are
improved in this hybrid system. Onget. al. [17] assessed the execution of a PV based, evacuated tube
heat pipe system for water heating and additionally, TE modules for generating electrical energy.
Experimentally different temperatures are recorded by taking various water coolant flow rates and
electrical efficiency is calculated as about 0.16%. Li et al. [18] experimentally considered a hybrid
photovoltaic thermoelectric generator system in which TEG module is attached by a micro-channel
heat pipe with PV to remove the heat. The electrical performance of this given hybrid PV/TEG is
compared with a conventional PV system under different ambient conditions. It is found an
improvement in overall electrical efficiency by 0.82% of this hybrid system over conventional PV
system.
Dimri et al. [19, 20] presented thermal modelling of PVT-TE collector to observe the efficiency of
this hybrid system. The designed PVT-TE collector is compared with only PV and PV-TE collector,
and found that PVT-TE collector gives better overall electrical efficiency than PV-TE and PV
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collector by 4.7% and 7.3% respectively. Dimri et al. [21] considered a PVT-TE collector with
different kinds of base materials of photovoltaic modules. It is found that for opaque base material, the
overall electrical efficiency by 1.9 – 2.8% and thermal efficiency by 20.8 – 21.8% of PVT-TEC water
collector is more than PVT-TEC air collector. The performance of all three types of base cover
material (opaque, semitransparent and Aluminium) of PVT-TEC water collector is considered and on
comparing it is found that the performance for PVT-TEC water collector with Aluminium base is
much better than other. In literature, hybrid PV-TE generator system is found in many studies and
many of them having heat sink in the TE generators cold side to make a large temperature gradient.
However, the expelled heat for this situation is discharged to the environment so the overall efficiency
of the system is reduced as this energy is lost. Lekbir et al.[22] proposed a nanofluid based hybrid
PVT-TEG design. As nanofluid is having higher cooling potential than heat sink so in this design
nanofluid is used in place of heat sink to increase both photovoltaic and TE generators performance,
and also using waste heat as valuable energy.
2. System description
In this paper, a PVT collector with thermoelectric has been considered, where the thermoelectric
material is used below the PV module to convert waste heat in to electrical energy as shown in Figure
1. In this given model, a channel has been used below the photovoltaic and thermoelectric material in
which air is passed to absorb the heat of the panel. The electrical output of photovoltaic improves by
placing a thermal system below the PV and thermoelectric. Additional electrical energy is also
generated by using thermoelectric material. In this system, an insulation layer below the thermal
channel has been used to trap the heat so that heat may not dissipate through the bottom part of the
system. In this research work, analyse the electrical and thermal performance of the PVT system with
thermoelectric.
Glass cover
PV cell
Tedlar
Thermoelectric

Air/water in

Air/Water out

Insulation

Figure 1. Proposed photovoltaic thermal system with thermoelectric material [18]
3. Thermal modelling
The energy balance equations have been developed for photovoltaic thermal air collector integrated
with thermoelectric material [19-24], when taking an elemental area bdx. The following equations can
be given for different part of the integrated PVT thermoelectric system:
a) For photovoltaic module( )
(
)
+ (
)
(
)(
)
( )
(1)
b) For tedlar(2)
(
)
(
)
c) For TE module(
)
(
)
(
(3)
)
d) For fluid flowing below TE module-
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By taking the inlet and outlet boundary conditions, following expression for average fluid
temperature is computed:
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After putting ̅ from Eq. (8) in Eq. (7), the TE bottom end temperature,
is calculated.
Further, putting
in Eq. (6), the expression for TE top end temperature,
is obtained.
Finally, by putting
in Eq. (5), the expression for average solar cell temperature,
can be
computed.
4. Comparative results of PVT module with and without thermoelectric

Figure 2. Variation of solar radiation and ambient temperature with time
In this module, a channel is used below the PV module and thermoelectric in this air is used for
cooling and to absorb the heat from the photovoltaic and also to keep one terminal of thermoelectric as
cool. In the given model, the electrical efficiency is considerably enhanced by using channel and
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thermoelectric material below the photovoltaic module. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the solar
radiation (in W/m2) and ambient temperature (oC) for New Delhi, India from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
a day of January, 2019. It is observed from the graph as shown in Fig. 2 that solar radiation is
maximum at 1:00 p.m. and ambient temperature is in the range of 6–17 °C.
Fig. 3 indicates the variation of theoretically calculated electrical energy gain generated by
photovoltaic, thermoelectric material and overall gain for the PVT system with thermoelectric
material. The overall electrical energy of this hybrid system is the total electrical energy due to
photovoltaic and thermoelectric material; it is higher than the electrical energy only due to the
photovoltaic only. Hence the electrical energy of the given photovoltaic thermal collector with
thermoelectric is better than only PVT collector.

Figure 3. Variation of theoretically calculated electrical energy by PVT collector with thermoelectric
material

Figure 4. Variation of overall exergy of PVT collector with and without thermoelectric material
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Variation of overall exergy of the PVT collector with and without thermoelectric material is shown
in Fig. 4. It is observed that overall exergy of PVT collector with thermoelectric material having
component of thermal energy along with electrical energy of photovoltaic and thermoelectric is higher
than the overall exergy of PVT collector that is having component of thermal energy and electrical
energy of photovoltaic only.
5. Conclusions
In the given work, theoretical modelling for PVT collector with thermoelectric material has been
presented and compared with the PVT collector. TAs per the above study, the following points have
been concluded:
• The overall electrical energy of PVT collector with thermoelectric is higher than the PVT collector
only, as thermoelectric material is capable to generate electrical energy.
• In this proposed PVT module with thermoelectric material, TEs are appended to the back of the
photovoltaic to attain the improved performance of PVT air collectors.
• This PVT collector with thermoelectric material shows better overall exergy, when compared with
same type PVT collector.
6. Nomenclature
b
L

( )

Transmittivity of glass
width of collector(m)
length of collector(m)
Small length (m)
Area of solar cell(m2)
Solar radiation intensity(W m-2)
Efficiency of solar cell(%)
specific heat of fluid or (J kg-1 K)
Mass flow rate of fluid in channel(kg/s)
Temperature of top and bottom surface
of thermoelectric (0C)

Absorptivity of solar cell
Ambient temperature(0C)
Solar cell temperature(0C)
Temperature of air(0C)
Packing factor of thermoelectric
Efficiency of thermoelectric (%)
hp1, hp2,
Penalty factor due to glass, tedlar and
hp3
thermoelectric respectively
heat transfer coefficients (W/m2K)
,
,
,
,
,
,
, ,
,
- overall heat transfer
coefficients for different parts of hybrid system
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Abstract. In the last few decades, enormous attention is drawn towards PV/T systems due to
their advantages as compared to solar PV or solar thermal systems individually. In this
proposed paper, hybrid Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)-Cuckoo Search (CS) has been
implemented to optimize the parameters of glazed hybrid PVT air collector. Although there are
various parameters which affects the thermal and electrical performance of PVT system but in
this paper only four parameters namely Channel length below the PV panel, channel depth,
velocity of fluid flowing through the channel and temperature of fluid at the inlet of the
channel have been considered for optimization using the hybrid approach. The outcomes shows
that GSA-CS algorithm is proved to be very efficient techniques to be used to optimized the
parameters of hybrid PVT module. The result of the analysis shows that the average value of
exergy efficiency is 14.8228% when the parameters are optimized using hybrid GSA-CS
algorithm.

Key Words: Gravitational Search Algorithm; Cuckoo Search; PVT module

1. Introduction
The industrial reformation in the 18th century has tremendously hiked the energy demand globally.
Around 14% of total energy consumption globally is provided by sustainable power sources [1].
Amongst all the available renewable energy sources, the solar PV has the highest capital cost, but due
to its lower operational cost and maintenance [2], this technology is acknowledged around the world.
Other advantages of solar PV are increased efficiency and pollution free energy [3]. The installed
capacity of solar PV is increasing day by day worldwide due to its above-mentioned point of interests.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Figure 1. Worldwide installed capacity of PV
Banker & Pearce [4] discussed the development in PV technology over the last the two decades.
The PV technology gained popularity due to decline in the price of a photovoltaic module. This
reduction in cost is mainly due to competition among the manufacturers. Different governments in
various parts of the world also show interest in emerging PV technology. Incentives had also been
provided to the consumers in many parts of the world. Liou [5] discussed different silicon and nonsilicon based technologies utilized for photovoltaic applications as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Classification of PV technologies [5]
The crystalline silicon technology is widely accepted as compared to other solar cell technologies
because it exhibits higher efficiency as compared to other silicon based PV modules. In the most
recent research, efficiency of multi-crystalline silicon technology up to 23% is reported in the
literature [6]. But there are various hindrances such as easy availability of the sun energy, lesser
efficiency and high payback time. Most of the incident sunlight is converted into heat and only a small
portion (15%-19%) of it is converted into electrical energy. This heat energy not only reduces the life
time of PV module but also decreases its electrical efficiency [7]. In order to utilize the wasted heat,
the concept of PVT is introduced. The PVT system combines the solar PV technology and solar
thermal technology. In PVT system, a duct/channel/tube is used below or above the module and
circulating fluid is used in the channel to pull out the heat energy absorbed by the panel [8].
An experimental study is conducted by Ahn et al. [9] to examine the performance of PVT- air
collector. The heated air exhausted from the channel was again passed through heat recovery
ventilation (HRV) to preheat the heated air to improve the thermal efficiency (ɳth) of the system. It
has been observed from the experimental investigation that the thermal and electrical performance of
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the system has improved significantly. Slimani et al. [10] compared a single pass design of PVT-air
collector with a glazed double pass PVT- air collector. The outcomes of the experiments show that the
introduction of glazing (additional glass cover) caused an increase in temperature of all layers due to
the greenhouse effect. The outlet temperature of double pass design reached up to 47 °C while in
single pass design, the maximum temperature at the outlet was around 32 °C. The increase in
temperature of upper PV module surface causes the decrease in electrical efficiency (ɳele). Thus, the
double pass design has a lesser electrical efficiency compared to single pass design. Sarhaddi et al.
[11] worked upon a mathematical expression of overall energy of flat plate PVT air collector. From
the experimental evaluation, the electrical, thermal and overall efficiencies of the flat plate PVT
system are found to be 10.01%, 17.18%, and 45%, respectively. From the experimental analysis,
following inferences are drawn: 1.The ɳth and ɳoverall of PVT- air collector reduced with an increase
in input temperature at the channel, 2. The ɳth and ɳoverall increases with increase in inlet air
velocity, 3. The ɳth and ɳoverall initially increases with an increase in solar radiation intensity (up to
100 W/m2) but later the overall energy efficiency and electrical efficiency tend to reduce slightly.
Hegazy [12] experimentally investigated the effectiveness of the four different types of PVT-air
collector depicted in Table 1. These PVT configurations are classified as model A, B, C and D based
on the position of channel.
Table 1.Classification of PVT module based on position of air channel
Model
A
B
C
D

Air flow pattern
Above the PV panel
Below the PV panel
Single pass type with channel both sides of PV
Double pass type with channel both sides of PV

The effect of air velocity through the channel and selectivity of absorber plate has also been
examined. From the experimental investigation, following inferences are drawn: 1. The electrical
energy output and thermal output of model B and model D are almost similar and higher than that of
model A, 2. The model C demands least fan power, hence its electrical efficiency is better than other
three configurations discussed and 3. The thermal gain of any particular model increases with increase
in fluid mass flow rate through the channel but at the same time, this requires more fan power hence
has a slightly lower electrical efficiency. Qureshi et al. [13] discussed the impact of various
environmental parameters viz. Air velocity, humidity, atmospheric temperature and temperature of
solar cell on the performance of hybrid PVT- air collector.
PVT- system with upper glazing traps the heat from the sunlight and helps in improving the
thermal efficiency when compared with unglazed system. Additional glass cover (glazing) is used
above the PV surface to trap more heat energy which increases the thermal energy output almost
double that of unglazed PVT but decreases the electrical energy output [14]. Other effects of glazing
are edge shedding and increased temperature which may lead to reduction in electrical output [15] and
increase the sensitivity of photovoltaic module towards reflection losses and lead to the formation of
hot spots. The ɳele the PVT- air collector is inversely proportional to number of glass cover (glaze).
As the number of glass cover over the PV module increased, the ɳth of the system increases while the
ɳele reduces [16].
Jin et al. [17] worked upon modified PV/T air collector by adding rectangular tunnel heat
exchanger in the channel and compared its performance with conventional PV/T air collector. From
the experimental investigation, it has been concluded that the thermal and electrical efficiencies for the
modified system were 54.70% and 10.02% respectively which is significantly higher as compared to
conventional PV/T air collector. Hussain et al. [18] uses honeycomb heat exchanger of hexagonal
shape in the air channel. It has been concluded from the experimental investigation that the thermal
efficiency of the system was improved significantly with the modification in the air channel. At a solar
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irradiance level of 828 W/m2 and m
mass flow rate of 0.11kg/s, the ɳth of the system w
was found to be
87%.
2. System description
In the proposed work, a single chan
nnel gazed PVT module is considered having 36 cellls arranged in 9
rows as shown in Figure 3. The solaar cells are arranged in series and in parallel to increease the voltage
and current ratings respectively of the module. The objective of the proposed work iss to analyze the
exergetic performance of the PVT system using hybrid GSA-CS algorithm. In the propo
osed model, the
extra glass cover is used above the P
PV module to trap the sunlight. Below the PV moduule, a channel is
used in which air is circulated to ab
bsorb the heat energy of the panel. The layer of inssulation is used
below the channel so that the trappeed heat in the channel may not dissipate through thee bottom part of
the system. Only four variable paraameters i.e. Channel length, channel depth, velocity
y of air flowing
through the channel and temperatuure of fluid at the input of channel have been con
nsidered for the
analysis.

Figure 3.Proposedd single channel photovoltaic thermal module [20]
3. Optimization of the system
In this paper, the hybrid GSA-CS
S algorithm is used to find out the optimum valu
ue of objective
function (exergy efficiency) by conssidering the values of variable parameters within thee specified limit
(upper and lower bound). The hybriid GSA-CS algorithm combines the best properties of
o gravitational
search algorithm and cuckoo searchh algorithm. In GSA, each search agent is categorizeed according to
its position, gravitational mass, veelocity and inertial mass. In cuckoo-search (CS) algorithm, the
swarms were divided into various grroups according to their identity (roosters, chickens and hens). The
groups were decided on the basis oof fitness function. The swarms with highest fitness value will be
categorized as roosters while the sw
warms having lowest fitness value will be identified aas chickens and
rest will categorized as hens. Henss can choose a group for its survival haphazardly and
a the relation
between the hens and chickens is resolved arbitrarily. In Cuckoo Search algorithm, the initialization
i
of
population is arbitrary. That’s why
w
it can’t ensure success in every solution. The irregular
arrangements of population cause tthe solution to be far away from the optimized soolution. In each
selected group, every chicken cann be viewed as an answer, though a moved chicken is another
arrangement. The optimal arrangeement is held at last, which is the extreme objjective of this
calculation. The hybrid GSA-CS opptimization technique is applied to the PVT module and the fitness
value of each search agent is calcu
ulated according to gravitational search algorithm. T
The best fitness
value so far is the optimal location of the search agent. The position of the search agennt is updated in
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the next iteration according to the ccuckoo search algorithm [19]. The best updated solu
ution is find out
using the hybrid approach for t = t+
+1 iterations. The pseudo code for the hybrid GSA-C
CS algorithm is
shown in figure 4.

Pseudo-code for hybrid GSA-CS algorithm
Figure 4.P
4. Optimization results and analyysis
The exergetic performance of glazeed PVT module has been evaluated by optimizing its four different
variable parameters (length of the ch
hannel, depth of the channel, velocity of air flowing through the air
duct and temperature at the input off the air channel) using hybrid GSA-CS algorithm. In glazed PVT
module, a single channel is used bellow the PV module in which air is used as a cooling fluid to absorb
the heat energy from the PV surfface. By using channel/duct below the PV modulee, its electrical
efficiency is enhanced significantly. Therefore, the removal of heat from the PV module is necessary.
The hourly data for solar radiationss and ambient air temperature used for the optimizzation has been
taken from IMD, Pune for a day inn the month of January for the climatic conditions of New Delhi,
India as shown in Figure 5 [20]. There are various parameters which have an im
mpact over the
effectiveness of PVT module but inn this proposed work, only four parameters have beeen considered.
For the proposed module, the variation in temperature at the output of channel, exeergy efficiency,
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electrical energy and thermal energy have been calculated according to thermal modeling presented by
Agrwal and Tiwari [20].
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Figure 5. Variation in intensity and temperature with time

Figure 6.Convergence curve for PVT using GSA-CS algorithm
The convergence curve for the hybrid GSA-CS algorithm for the different time of a day shows that
the iteration converges at a very fast rate and it takes less time in the recognition of optimized value of
parameters. The curve showing the convergence rate is depicted in Figure 6 when the intensity of
sunlight is maximum i.e. 1:00 PM. From the plot, it has been observed that the exergy efficiency (ɳEx)
is highest when the intensity of sunlight is maximum.
The variation in ɳEx of the PVT module with time of a particular day is depicted in Figure 7. The
Trend for exergy efficiency is increasing when the intensity of sunlight is increasing i.e. from morning
08:00 AM to 13:00 PM and it shows decreasing trend when the intensity of sunlight is decreasing i.e.
from 13:00 PM to 17:00 PM. By using hybrid GSA-CS optimization algorithm, the solution converges
with less than 10 iterations and also the convergence time is very less. The average value of ɳEx of the
PVT system is 14.85228% at the optimized values of the parameters as shown in table 2.
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Table 2.Optimized values of variable parameters
Exergy
efficiency

Length of
channel

14.85228

0.414538 m

Depth
channel

of

the Temperature of fluid at
the input

0.3 m

2.3

Velocity of fluid
at the input
1.5 m/s

Figure 7.Variation in overall exergy efficiency of system with of a day
5. Conclusion
The following conclusions are drawn on the basis of above study:
• The convergence rate of hybrid GSA-CS algorithm is fast. The solution converges in less than 20
iterations.
• The average value of exergy efficiency (ɳEx) of the glazed PVT module is 14.85228% at the
optimized value of parameters.
• The hybrid GSA-CS algorithm is proved to be an efficient technique for optimizing the parameters
of PVT systems.
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Abtract: This paper includes details about a project to

[10] A remote village has limited access to electrical

build a human powered generator with the help of a bicycle.

power and, as a result, the village homes are lit with

This can be used for upto 120watts DC. This project will

candles and kerosene lamps after dark. Narrow

help to develop a clean way of generating electricity. It is

mountain paths limit the access to neighbouring

intended to be both achievable and affordable.

villages and limits the supply of diesel for the

Keywords: portable generator, clean electricity, low cost

village’s generators. The task is to develop a small

power generation

and sustainable source of electricity for the village. [7]
The intention is to create a system that can be used to

I. INTRODUCTION

generate and store enough energy to light an LED or
any other small appliance for about 10

The purpose of this project is to build a human
powered generator with the help of a bicycle which is

minutes.It is intended to be both achievable and

also portable and can be used to power small

affordable. [1] The chemical energy in a person’s

appliances such as dc fans, light bulbs etc. This

body is converted into mechanical energy with the use

project will help to develop a clean way of generating

of bicycle and then further into the electrical energy

electricity. It is intended to be both achievable and

with the motor. By hand-cranking the bicycle pedal at

affordable. By using principles of energy conversation

different speeds we will discover that at higher speeds

a small amount of power source can be developed

the lamp will get brighter. We shall also discover that

which can be used in rural and remote areas. The

the sound emitted by the speaker gets higher in

chemical energy in a person’s body is converted into

frequency and amplitude (volume) as the pedaling

mechanical energy using a bicycle and then further

speed is increased. If the speaker or lamp has weak

into the electrical energy with the motor. This energy

output, we will connect one at a time. An oscilloscope

is stored in a battery for further use.

can also be connected to the dynamo to show the
sinusoidal waveform. The loads provided should be
appropriately matched to the dynamo’s output. This

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

energy can be measured by using a microcontroller
and LCD display to display instantaneous power.
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circuit after the capacitor has charged to its full value

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

otherwise it can charge to a higher voltage level. This
The various components which are required to build

could be dangerous to the operator as well as for the

this project are mentioned below [2] A bicycle which

LED. A sudden very high peak current will most

can be of any size, the dynamo will be fixed at the hub

likely destroy the LED or change its color. [9] By

of its rear wheel, Dynamo, bridge rectifier, voltage

revolving the bicycle pedal at different speeds, we

regulator and a LED bulb. [8] Its working can be
explained

as

follows.

The

AC

from

will find that at higher speeds the lamp will get

the

brighter. We will also discover that the sound emitted

dynamo(present at the hub of the rear wheel) passes

by the speaker will be higher in frequency and

through a full-wave rectifier and feeds the LED bulb

amplitude. If the output of the speaker or lamp is

through the connected circuit elements. The current in

weak, we will connect one at a time. An oscilloscope

the LED is limited by the dynamo to about 0.5Amps -

can also be connected to the dynamo to show the

0.6Amps.LED should be capable of handling this

output

much amount of current without getting fuse. [6] The

a voltage

voltage source in a circuit may have fluctuations and

Capacitors offer infinite reactance to zero frequency

would not give the fixed voltage output. The voltage

so they are used for blocking DC components or

regulator IC maintains the output voltage at a

bypassing the AC signals. The capacitor undergoes

constant value. The xx in 78xx indicates the fixed

through a recursive cycle of charging and discharging

output voltage it is designed to provide. 7805 provides

in AC circuits where the voltage and current across it

+5V regulated power supply. Capacitors of suitable

depends on the RC time constant. For this reason,

values can be connected at input and output pins

capacitors are used for smoothing power supply

depending upon the respective voltage levels.

The instantaneous voltage produced by

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is an electronic

about 14 volts when

display module and find a wide range of applications.

measured through a multi meter. The light flickers

A 16x2 LCD display is very basic module and is very

when pedaling is done at low speed. Hence a

commonly

smoothing capacitor is used to reduce the flicker at
low speed and also to

7805 is

series of fixed linear voltage regulator ICs. The

capacitance (C) value and the voltage (V) applied to it.

pedaling at normal speed is

waveform.

regulator integrated circuit. It is a member of 78xx

charge (q) stored in a capacitor is the product of its

variations.

sinusoidal

used

circuits.A 16x2

increase a little bit of

in

various

LCD means

devices

and

it can display 16

characters per line and there are 2 such lines. In this

brightness. Capacitor C1 used has a high value so as

LCD each character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix.

to reduce the flickering caused at low speed. A small

This LCD has two registers, namely, Command and

value of capacitor C1will increase the flickering at

Data.

low speeds. The capacitor should withstand at least
4V.Its value is limited by the size & its cost hence
these factors should be kept in mind while choosing a
capacitor. LED should be disconnected from the
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IV. WORKING METHODOLOGY

This

energy

microcontroller

can
and

be

measured

LCD

display

by
to

using

a

display

instantaneous power. The chemical energy in a
person’s body is converted into mechanical energy
with the use of bicycle and then further into the
electrical energy with the motor. This electrical

Figure1: Block diagram of small power generation.

energy is stored in a battery which can be used to
A PMDC motor which is used as a generator is

drive LED light and some other small appliances. If

fixed at the hub of the rear wheel of the cycle.It is

we want to use AC power than a inverter can also be

then connected to any dc appliance to which it gives

used with this apparatus. VCO is used for constant

power.[5] The generated electrical power could be

output voltage. In this project we are using 7805

used to charge a battery and could be stored or could

voltage regulator which has an output of 5V.For an

be

appliances.The

average adult cycling at a normal rate it would take

instantaneous voltage developed is around 14 volts

around 1 hour to store approximately 150W of

which can be checked with the help of a multimeter.

power .Several cycle generators can be connected in

We could design an energy storage device that can be

parallel and connected to a battery which can store

hooked up to the bicycle and is portable. It should be

power or to an appliance which consumes more

easily removable, compact, durable and capable of

amount of power.More the cycling speed more is the

illuminating the LED via a current limiting resistor

instantaneous power developed.But a smoothing

for at least 10 minutes.

capacitor is to connected in the circuit which removes

used

to

directly

power

the ripples or the spikes from the voltage or current
waveform produced.This can also be used to power
AC

appliance

by

connecting

an

inverter

in

intermediate stages.The PMDC motor selected should
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An Ultra Thin Body Nanoscale Dual Material Double
Gate SOI MOSFET
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Abstract—In this paper, we compare the performance of
symmetrical dual material double gate (SDMDG) SOI MOSFETs
and asymmetrical dual material double gate (ADMDG) SOI
MOSFETs. We investigate the influence of gate engineering on
the analog performances of both the device structure for systemon-chip applications using a 2D device simulator (Silvaco TCAD).
The gate engineering technique used here is the dual metal gate
technology. The SDMDG structure shows better immunity to
DIBL, near ideal Sub-threshold Slope (SS), high Ion/Ioff ratio and
improved analog performance like trans conductance generation
factor, TGF (gm/Id), output conductance (gd).
Keywords— SDMDG, ADMDG, DIBL, trans conductance
generation factor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As the bulk MOSFET is scaled down, the control of short
channel effects becomes increasingly difficult leading to
increased sub-threshold leakage current.[1] This is because the
source/drain influence over the channel potential becomes
significant relative to the gate control. Advanced transistor
structures such as the UTB and the DG-MOSFET eliminate
sub-surface leakage paths and extend the scalability of Si
CMOS technology.[2] In the DMDG SOI MOSFETs
structure, the surface potential is characterized by a step
function, due to this potential profile the drain voltage is
screened, reducing the drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL).
The step potential profile is achieved by the use of different
gate materials.[3] The use of DMG also increases the carrier
transport efficiency and in turn increases the Ion of the
device.[4] In the DMDG MOSFETs structure, P+ poly is close
to the source end, named M1, and N+ poly is close to the drain
end, named M2. In conventional single metal gate device, the
electric field near the source is lowest and reaches the peak
value at the drain end. Due to this reason, the hot electron
injection between the gate and drain makes the device
unreliable, and reduces its lifetime. Thus, the primary
intention is to keep the peak electric field under the gate, and
not near the drain end, without degrading the Ion. Hence,
DMDG architecture is implemented for which the carriers will
be accelerated more rapidly and the hot electron injection
problem is also avoided. This architecture will thus improve
the average carrier velocity which in turn enhances the Ion. The
improvement in Ion and DIBL suppression is achieved for

lower work-function metal near the drain side (M1 > M2). [59]
In this paper, the parameters considered for the comparison
between SDMDG and ADMDG SOI MOSFETs are drain
induced barrier lowering (DIBL), the Sub-threshold Slope
(SS), the Ion/Ioff ratio, the threshold voltage (Vth), the trans
conductance (gm), the trans conductance generation factor
(gm/Id) and the intrinsic gain (Av). For ultralow-power, high
gain analog/RF circuits, the gate oxide thickness, (tf = tb = tox)
and the silicon body thickness, tsi are optimized with the help
of ATLAS 2-D numerical device simulator and a comparison
is performed between these devices.
The model used in the simulation are the inversion-layer
Lombardi constant voltage and temperature (CVT) mobility
model, that takes into account the effect of transverse fields,
along with doping and temperature dependent parts of the
mobility and the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) model simulates
the leakage currents that exist due to thermal generation. The
Gummel’s method (or the decoupled method) which performs
a Gummel iteration for Newton solution.
II. DEVICE STRUCTURE
Depending upon the way the gate material used, DMDG
MOSFETs may be categorized as following:
A. Asymmetrical DMDG (ADMDG)
An asymmetric DMDG-MOSFET consist of front gate
having P+ poly and N+ poly Si material contacting laterally
whereas the back gate have N+ poly Si material only. The
device structure is shown below as:

III. SURFACE POTENTIAL AND ELECTRIC FIELD

The unique feature of ADMDG and SDMDG SOI
MOSFET device is the step function in the surface potential
along the channel. Due to this the area under the P + poly in the
gate of the DMDG structures is essentially screened from the
drain potential variations. Hence, DIBL is reduced.

B. Symmetrical DMDG (SDMDG)
A symmetric DMDG-MOSFET consist of front gate and
back gate having P+ poly Si and N+ poly Si material contacting
laterally.

Surface Potential, V

Fig.1. Structure of ADMDG SOI MOSFET.
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Position along the channel length, L ( m)

Fig.3. Surface-potential profiles of ADMDG and SDMDG SOI MOSFETs for
a channel length L = 20nm, Vgs = 0V, Vds = 0V, 0.5V and 1V.

TABLE I
TYPICAL PARAMETER VALUES
DMDG SOI MOSFETs
S. No.
1.

Channel Length, L

ADMDG /
SDMDG
20nm

2.

Front gate oxide, tf

2nm

3.

Back gate oxide, tb

2nm

4.

Film thickness, tsi

4nm

5.

Body doping, NA

1x1021m-3

6.

Source / drain doping, ND

5x1025 m-3

7.

Length of source/drain regions
Distance between S/D contact and
gate
Work function P+ poly

10nm

8.
9.
10.

Parameters

+

Work function N poly

5nm

Surface Potential, V

Fig.2. Structure of SDMDG SOI MOSFET.

Fig.3 shows the variation of surface potential along channel
length. It can be seen from fig.3 that as the drain voltage
increases (Vds= 0V, 0.5V and 1V) the surface potential
increases at the drain end and the source side is screened by
the N+ poly gate. Further it can be observed from fig.3 that the
gate control over the surface potential is more in case of
SDMDG compared to ADMDG. Hence, the SCEs are reduced
in case of SDMDG.
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position along the channel length, L ( m)

5.25eV
4.17eV

Fig.4. Surface-potential profiles of ADMDG and SDMDG SOI MOSFETs for
a channel length L = 20nm, Vds = 0V, Vgs = 0V, 0.5V and 1V.

1.80E-05
sdmdg at Vds=0.1v

1.60E-05

sdmdg at Vds=1v

Drain Current, I (A/µm)

Fig.4. Shows the variation in the Surface potential along with
the channel length for different value of gate voltage (Vgs =
0V, 0.5V and 1V ) and drain voltage ( Vds =0V) for both the
structures, we can observe that as the gate voltage is increases
the surface potential curve shifted upwards because of the
vertical electric field increases. The surface potential curve is
more deeper which shows that the SDMDG structure has more
control over the channel in comparison to ADMDG structure.
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Fig.6. Drain current versus Gate voltage for SDMDG and ADMDG SOI
MOSFET with Vds = 0.1 V and 1 V. Vgs = 0.1 V and 1 V. Channel length
L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.
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B. ID -VDS CHARACTERSTICS
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Fig.5. Shows the variation in the Electric field along with the
channel length for gate voltage (Vgs = 1V ) and drain voltage
( Vds=1V) for both the structures, we can observe that in case
of SDMDG SOI MOSFET the electric field at the source and
in the middle of the channel where the two gate material
(P+ poly and N+ poly) contacted laterally, is higher than the
ADMDG SOI MOSFET. Therefore, the average electric field
along the channel is high for SDMDG SOI MOSFET. This
results in better carrier transport efficiency along the channel.
IV. I-V CHARACTERSTICS
A. ID-VGS CHARACTERSTICS

ADMDG

Drain Current

Fig.5. Electric-field variation along the channel length of the ADMDG and
SDMDG SOI MOSFETs for Vds = 1V and Vgs = 1V. Channel length, L =
20nm, L1 = L2.
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Fig.7. Drain current versus Drain voltage for SDMDG and ADMDG SOI
MOSFET with Vds = 0V to 1 V and Vgs = 1 V. Channel length L = 20 nm,
L1 = L2.

In fig.6 and fig.7, the comparison of current–voltage
characteristics is shown for both the structures. We find that
the drivability of SDMDG SOI MOSFET is not as good as
that of ADMDG SOI MOSFET.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Ion/Ioff RATIO
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Fig.9. (a) Threshold voltage versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) Threshold
voltage versus Silicon body thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V and
1V). Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

ADMDG

8

Fig.9. shows that as we increase the body thickness (Tsi) the
threshold voltage (Vth) of both the device increases but Vth is
higher in case of SDMDG SOI MOSFET. That results in a
decrease in leakage current.

6
4
2

C. SUBTHRESHOLD SLOPE (SS)

0
4nm

5nm

6nm

Tsi (nm)

The Sub threshold Slope (SS) is the major parameter for
calculating the off state current. Furthermore, SS is calculated
as:

(b)

ss =

(

(1)

)

Fig.8.

(a) log (Ion/Ioff) versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) log (Ion/Ioff)
versus Silicon body thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V and 1V).
Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.8. shows that the Ion/Ioff ratio of SDMDG is far better than
the ADMDG SOI MOSFET. As the body thickness decreases,
both Ion and Ioff decreases but the Ioff current decreases to a
great extent. That results in an increase in the Ion/Ioff ratio.

The SS value is extracted by calculating the inverse of
maximum slope of Vgs versus log(Id) curve.

SS (mV/decade)

B. THRESHOLD VOLTAGE (Vth)
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Fig.10. (a) Subthreshold slope versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) Subthreshold
slope versus Silicon body thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V and 1V).
Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.11. (a) DIBL versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) DIBL versus Silicon body
thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V and 1V). Channel length L = 20
nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.10. shows that for Tsi=4nm and Tox=2nm we got near
ideal value of subthreshold slope in case of SDMDG SOI
MOSFET. As Tsi decreases, SS will also decreases. We got
better SS for SDMDG SOI MOSFET.

Fig.11. shows that the DIBL effect is low in case of SDMDG
SOI MOSFET. This is because of the symmetry in the gate
electrode material used. The n+ poly will screened the source.
Hence there is very less effect of drain voltage variation on
surface potential near source.

D. DRAIN INDUCED BARRIER LOWERING (DIBL)
E. TRANSCONDUCTANCE (gm)
As we know:

The value of DIBL is calculated as per the relation:

=

=

(2)
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and trans conductance generation factor (Gm/Id) also helps the
analysis of Analog response of the Device of the device.
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Fig.12. (a) Trans-conductance versus Gate oxide thickness. (b) Trans
conductance versus Silicon body thickness. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 0.1V
and 1V). Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.12. shows that as Gm is lower in case of SDMDG SOI
MOSFET. Because of the high threshold voltage the drive
current doesn’t attain its saturation value for Gate voltage,
Vgs=0V to 1V.
TABLE II
OPTIMIZED S IMULATION R ESULT
For a Channel length, L=20nm and Tox=2nm & Tsi=4nm
DMDG SOI MOSFETs
S.No.
Parameters

ADMDG

SDMDG

1.

Vt1 (at Vds=0.1V)

0.280006

0.858033

2.

Vt2 (at Vds=1.0V)

0.357699

0.822379

3.

Subthreshold
Slope (mV/dec)

76.2044

4.

gm (S)

2.62x10-05

1.88x10-05

5.

Ion/Ioff

2.72x104

1.51x1011

6.

Ion (A/um)

1.69x10-05

3.34x10-06

7.

Ioff (A/um)

6.19x10-10

2.21x10-17

8.

DIBL (mV/V)

86.3256

39.6156

0.00E+00
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1

Fig.13. Transconductance versus Gate voltage. (Vgs = 0V to 1V & Vds = 1V).
Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.13. demonstrates the variation in the transconductance
(Gm) with respect to applied gate voltage (Vgs) for both the
structures. It can be observed that due to higher threshold
voltage trans conductance (Gm) has been reduced for the
SDMDG structure than ADMDG SOI MOSFETs. The lower
trans-conductance is an advantage instead of a drawback,
because it stands for smaller sub-threshold swing or faster
current turning off.
B. OUTPUT CONDUCTANCE (Gd)
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III A NALOG PERFORMANCES
Transconductance (Gm) and output conductance (Gd) are the
parameters mainly analyses the Analog performance of any
Device. Other two derived parameters intrinsic gain (Gm/Gd)
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Fig.14. Output Conductance versus Drain voltage. (Vds = 0V to 1V & Vgs =
1V). Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.14. demonstrates the variation in the output conductance
(Gd) with respect to applied drain voltage (Vds) for both the
structures. It can be observed that the value of output
conductance (Gd) decreased in case of SDMDG structure over
ADMDG SOI MOSFETs.

C. INTRINSIC GAIN, (Gm/Gd)

Fig.16. shows that the trans-conductance generation factor
(TGF) or Gm/Id ratio is viewed as the available gain per unit
value of power dissipation. We got better Gm/Id ratio for
SDMDG SOI MOSFET.

Intrinsic Gain, (Gm/Gd)
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The SDMDG SOI MOSFET shows better suppression
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Fig.15. Intrinsic Gain versus applied gate voltage (at Vds=1V). Channel
length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.

Fig.15. demonstrates the variation in the intrinsic gain
(Gm/Gd) with respect to applied gate voltage (Vgs) for both
the structures. Because of a decrease in the Trans conductance
and a decrease in the drain conductance, the voltage gain of
the SDMDG structure is lower when compared with that of
the ADMDG structure.
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D. TRANSCONDUCTANCE GENERATION FACTOR, TGF
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Fig.16. Trans-conductance generation factor versus Gate voltage. (Vgs = 0V
to 1V & Vds = 1V). Channel length L = 20 nm, L1 = L2.
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Abstract
In the recent decades, there has been a huge energy demand due to the exponential increase
of the human population and consequently, the depletion of non-renewable energy sources. This
creates the need to explore alternate routes for renewable energy resources. The solar energy was the
best alternative of the conventional energy system in last few decades, but because of intermittent
energy and huge land area requirement it is the need of the hour to look for an alternate solar energy
system. Space-based solar power (SBSP) is a step towards this technology to overcome the limitation
of intermittent supply as solar energy is always available in the space. SBSP is the concept of
collecting solar power in outer space and distributing it to Earth. Potential advantages of collecting
solar energy in space include a higher collection rate and a longer collection period due to the lack of
a diffusing atmosphere, and the possibility of placing a solar collector in an orbiting location where
there is no night.
1.

Introduction
Energy generation to meet the demand is a very big issue, and almost 10-15% of the total
economic expenditures in the world are used for meeting this supply and demand [1]. The total
resources which can be used for energy generation in the world can be broadly categorized into fossil
fuels, renewable sources and nuclear resources. The fossil fuels and nuclear sources comes under the
category of non-renewable sources further[2]out of these three sources of energy, fossil fuels are the
conventional sources which are used to meet the major portion of the energy requirements in the
world but they are depleting with time and also have adverse consequences such as global warming.
Nuclear sources are also harmful for the living beings. This lead to shift towards renewable sources
which is the best promising alternative of energy generation as compared with the above two
categories of energy sources. The renewable energy source includes solar energy, wind energy, and
hydel energy. Out of these solar energy was used and researched in last few decades, but because of
its intermittent supply, it is not a very efficient energy generation system. So, the researchers thought
to overcome this limitation by generating the energy directly in space where the availability of
sunlight is always there using satellite and then transmit it to the earth. SBSP is an effort related to
this initiative. Although the proposed system is in research state and not in use anywhere till now, but
the researchers are targeting to achieve it till the end of 2025. In the present system which converts
solar energy in to electrical energy, a considerable fraction of incoming solar energy (55–60%) is lost
on its way through the Earth's atmosphere by the effects of reflection and absorption. But in Spacebased solar power, the system convert sunlight to microwaves outside the atmosphere, avoiding these
losses and the downtime due to the Earth's rotation, but at great cost due to the expense of launching
material into orbit. SBSP is considered a form of sustainable or green energy, renewable energy, and
is occasionally considered among climate engineering proposals. It is attractive to those seeking largescale solutions to anthropogenic climate change or fossil fuel depletion (such as peak oil).

1.1 History
In 1941, science fiction writer Isaac Asimov published the science fiction short story
"Reason", in which a space station transmits energy collected from the Sun to various planets using
microwave beams. The SBSP concept, originally known as satellite solar-power system (SSPS), was
first described in November 1968[6]. In 1973 Peter Glaser was granted U.S. patent number 3,781,647
for his method of transmitting power over long distances (e.g. from an SPS to Earth's surface)
using microwaves from a very large antenna (up to one square kilometer) on the satellite to a much
larger one, now known as a rectenna, on the ground[7]. Glaser then was a vice president at Arthur D.
Little, Inc. NASA signed a contract with ADL to lead four other companies in a broader study in
1974. They found that, while the concept had several major problems – chiefly the expense of putting

the required materials in orbit and the lack of experience on projects of this scale in space – it showed
enough promise to merit further investigation and research[8]. Between 1978 and 1986,
the Congress authorized the Department of Energy (DoE) and NASA to jointly investigate the
concept. They organized the Satellite Power System Concept Development and Evaluation
Program[9][10]. The project was not continued with the change in administrations after the 1980 US
Federal elections. In 1997 NASA conducted its "Fresh Look" study to examine the modern state of
SBSP feasibility. In assessing "What has changed" since the DOE study, NASA asserted that the "US
National Space Policy now calls for NASA to make significant investments in technology (not a
particular vehicle) to drive the costs of ETO [Earth to Orbit] transportation down dramatically. This
is, of course, an absolute requirement of space solar power"[30]. On Nov 2, 2012, China proposed
space collaboration with India that mentioned SBSP is a Space-based Solar Power initiative so that
both India and China can work for long term association with proper funding along with other willing
space faring nations to bring space solar power to earth[32].
2. Space Solar Power Exploratory Research and Technology program
In 1999, NASA's Space Solar Power Exploratory Research and Technology program (SERT) was
initiated for the following purposes:
•
•
•
•
•

Perform design studies of selected flight demonstration concepts.
Evaluate studies of the general feasibility, design, and requirements.
Create conceptual designs of subsystems that make use of advanced SSP technologies to benefit
future space or terrestrial applications.
Formulate a preliminary plan of action for the U.S. (working with international partners) to
undertake an aggressive technology initiative.
Construct technology development and demonstration roadmaps for critical Space Solar Power
(SSP) elements.

SERT went about developing a solar power satellite (SPS) concept for a future Gigawatt space power
system, to provide electrical power by converting the Sun's energy and beaming it to Earth's surface,
and provided a conceptual development path that would utilize current technologies. SERT proposed
an inflatable photovoltaic gossamer structure with concentrator lenses or solar heat engines to
convert sunlight into electricity. The program looked both at systems in sun-synchronous
orbit and geosynchronous orbit. Some of SERT's conclusions:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The increasing global energy demand is likely to continue for many decades resulting in new
power plants of all sizes being built.
The environmental impact of those plants and their impact on world energy supplies and
geopolitical relationships can be problematic.
Renewable energy is a compelling approach, both philosophically and in engineering terms.
Many renewable energy sources are limited in their ability to affordably provide the base load
power required for global industrial development and prosperity, because of inherent land and
water requirements.
Based on their Concept Definition Study, space solar power concepts may be ready to reenter the
discussion.
Solar power satellites should no longer be envisioned as requiring unimaginably large initial
investments in fixed infrastructure before the emplacement of productive power plants can begin.
Space solar power systems appear to possess many significant environmental advantages when
compared to alternative approaches.
The economic viability of space solar power systems depends on many factors and the successful
development of various new technologies (not least of which is the availability of much lower
cost access to space than has been available); however, the same can be said of many other
advanced power technologies options.

•

•

Space solar power may well emerge as a serious candidate among the options for meeting the
energy demands of the 21st century. Space Solar Power Satellite Technology Development at the
Glenn Research Center—An Overview. James E. Dudenhoefer and Patrick J. George,
NASA Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
Launch costs in the range of $100–$200 per kilogram of payload to low Earth orbit are needed if
SPS are to be economically viable[11].
.

3. Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
The May 2014 IEEE Spectrum magazine carried a lengthy article "It's Always Sunny in Space" by Dr.
Susumu Sasaki[33]. The article stated, "It's been the subject of many previous studies and the stuff of
sci-fi for decades, but space-based solar power could at last become a reality—and within 25 years,
according to a proposal from researchers at the Tokyo-based Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA)."
JAXA announced on 12 March 2015 that they wirelessly beamed 1.8 kilowatts 50 meters to a small
receiver by converting electricity to microwaves and then back to electricity. This is the standard plan
for this type of power.[34][35] On 12 March 2015 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries demonstrated
transmission of 10 kilowatts (kW) of power to a receiver unit located at a distance of 500 meters (m)
away[36].
4.

Design

Space-based solar power essentially consists of three elements[2]:
(1) Collecting solar energy in space with reflectors or inflatable mirrors onto solar cells
(2) Wireless power transmission to Earth via microwave or laser
(3) Receiving power on Earth via a rectenna, a microwave antenna
The space-based portion of collecting solar energy will not need to support itself against gravity (other
than relatively weak tidal stresses). It needs no protection from terrestrial wind or weather, but will
have to cope with space hazards such as micrometeors and solar flares. Two basic methods of
conversion have been studied: photovoltaic (PV) and solar dynamic (SD). Most analyses of SBSP
have focused on photovoltaic conversion using solar cells that directly convert sunlight into
electricity. Solar dynamic technology uses mirrors to concentrate light on a boiler which is not
suitable to use in the space. The orbital location also matters a lot for placing a satellite in the
space. According to the researchers, the SBSP satellite should be place in the geostationary
orbit. The main advantage of locating a space power station in geostationary orbit is that the
antenna geometry stays constant, and so keeping the antennas lined up is simpler. Another
advantage is that nearly continuous power transmission is immediately available as soon as the
first space power station is placed in orbit; other space-based power stations have much longer
start-up times before they are producing nearly continuous power.
Wireless power transmission was proposed early on as a means to transfer energy from
collection to the Earth's surface, using either microwave or laser radiation at a variety of
frequencies.The wireless power transmission via Microwave is based on the conclusion of
demonstration done by William C. Brown demonstrated in 1964, during Walter
Cronkite's CBS News program, a microwave-powered model helicopter that received all the
power it needed for flight from a microwave beam. Between 1969 and 1975, Bill Brown was
technical director of a JPLRaytheon program that beamed 30 kW of power over a distance of 1
mile (1.6 km) at 84% efficiency[43].

Microwave power transmission of tens of kilowatts has been well proven by existing tests
at Goldstone in California (1975)[43][44][45] and Grand Bassin on Reunion Island (1997)[46].

Figure 1.

Comparison of laser and microwave power transmission. NASA diagram

More recently, microwave power transmission has been demonstrated, in conjunction with solar
energy capture, between a mountain top in Maui and the island of Hawaii (92 miles away), by a team
under John C. Mankins[47][48]. Technological challenges in terms of array layout, single radiation
element design, and overall efficiency, as well as the associated theoretical limits are presently a
subject of research, as it is demonstrated by the Special Session on "Analysis of Electromagnetic
Wireless Systems for Solar Power Transmission" to be held in the 2010 IEEE Symposium on
Antennas and Propagation[49]. In 2013, a useful overview was published, covering technologies and
issues associated with microwave power transmission from space to ground. It includes an
introduction to SPS, current research and future prospects[50]. Moreover, a review of current
methodologies and technologies for the design of antenna arrays for microwave power transmission
appeared in the Proceedings of the IEEE [51]
Laser power beaming can also be used for the transmission of electricity generated from the space to
the earth. It was envisioned by some at NASA as a stepping stone to further industrialization of space.
In the 1980s, researchers at NASA worked on the potential use of lasers for space-to-space power
beaming, focusing primarily on the development of a solar-powered laser. In 1989 it was suggested
that power could also be usefully beamed by laser from Earth to space. In 1991 the SELENE project
(Space Laser Energy) had begun, which included the study of laser power beaming for supplying
power to a lunar base. The SELENE program was a two-year research effort, but the cost of taking the
concept to operational status was too high, and the official project ended in 1993 before reaching a
space-based demonstration[52].
In 1988 the use of an Earth-based laser to power an electric thruster for space propulsion was
proposed by Grant Logan, with technical details worked out in 1989. He proposed using diamond
solar cells operating at 600 degrees to convert ultraviolet laser light.

The designing receiver for receiveing the electricity generated in the space on the earth is one of
the major hurdle in this project. Such receivers are called Rectennas on the earth. The Earthbased rectenna would likely consist of many short dipole antennas connected via diodes.
Microwave broadcasts from the satellite would be received in the dipoles with about 85%
efficiency[54]. With a conventional microwave antenna, the reception efficiency is better, but its cost
and complexity are also considerably greater. Rectennas would likely be several kilometers across.
5. Launching costs
One problem for the SBSP concept is the cost of space launches and the amount of material that
would need to be launched.
Much of the material launched need not be delivered to its eventual orbit immediately, which raises
the possibility that high efficiency (but slower) engines could move SPS material from LEO to GEO
at an acceptable cost. Examples include ion thrusters or nuclear propulsion. Power beaming
from geostationary orbit by microwaves carries the difficulty that the required 'optical aperture' sizes
are very large. For example, the 1978 NASA SPS study required a 1-km diameter transmitting
antenna, and a 10 km diameter receiving rectenna, for a microwave beam at 2.45 GHz. These sizes
can be somewhat decreased by using shorter wavelengths, although they have increased atmospheric
absorption and even potential beam blockage by rain or water droplets. Because of the thinned array
curse, it is not possible to make a narrower beam by combining the beams of several smaller satellites.
The large size of the transmitting and receiving antennas means that the minimum practical power
level for an SPS will necessarily be high; small SPS systems will be possible, but uneconomic. To
give an idea of the scale of the problem, assuming a solar panel mass of 20 kg per kilowatt (without
considering the mass of the supporting structure, antenna, or any significant mass reduction of any
focusing mirrors) a 4 GW power station would weigh about 80,000 metric tons[58], all of which
would, in current circumstances, be launched from the Earth. Very lightweight designs could likely
achieve 1 kg/kW[59], meaning 4,000 metric tons for the solar panels for the same 4 GW capacity
station. This would be the equivalent of between 40 and 150 heavy-lift launch vehicle (HLLV)
launches to send the material to low earth orbit, where it would likely be converted into subassembly
solar arrays, which then could use high-efficiency ion-engine style rockets to (slowly) reach GEO
(Geostationary orbit). With an estimated serial launch cost for shuttle-based HLLVs of $500 million
to $800 million, and launch costs for alternative HLLVs at $78 million, total launch costs would range
between $11 billion (low cost HLLV, low weight panels) and $320 billion ('expensive' HLLV, heavier
panels. To these costs must be added the environmental impact of heavy space launch missions, if
such costs are to be used in comparison to earth-based energy production. For comparison, the direct
cost of a new coal[60]or nuclear power plant ranges from $3 billion to $6 billion per GW (not including
the full cost to the environment from CO2 emissions or storage of spent nuclear fuel, respectively);
another example is the Apollo missions to the Moon cost a grand total of $24 billion (1970s dollars),
taking inflation into account, would cost $140 billion today, more expensive than the construction of
the International Space Station.
6. Potential and Drawbacks
Potential
The SBSP concept is attractive because space has several major advantages over the Earth's surface
for the collection of solar power:
•
•

•

It is always solar noon in space and full sun.
Collecting surfaces could receive much more intense sunlight, owing to the lack of obstructions
such as atmospheric gasses, clouds, dust and other weather events. Consequently, the intensity in
orbit is approximately 144% of the maximum attainable intensity on Earth's surface.
A satellite could be illuminated over 99% of the time, and be in Earth's shadow a maximum of
only 72 minutes per night at the spring and fall equinoxes at local midnight[37]. Orbiting

satellites can be exposed to a consistently high degree of solar radiation, generally for 24 hours
per day, whereas earth surface solar panels currently collect power for an average of 29% of the
day[38].
• Power could be relatively quickly redirected directly to areas that need it most. A collecting
satellite could possibly direct power on demand to different surface locations based on
geographical baseload or peak load power needs. Typical contracts would be for baseload,
continuous power, since peaking power is ephemeral.
• Elimination of plant and wildlife interference.
• With very large scale implementations, especially at lower altitudes, it potentially can reduce
incoming solar radiation reaching earth's surface. This would be desirable for counteracting the
effects of global warming.
Drawbacks
The SBSP concept also has a number of problems:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The large cost of launching a satellite into space
The thinned-array curse preventing efficient transmission of power from space to the Earth's
surface
Inaccessibility: Maintenance of an earth-based solar panel is relatively simple, but construction
and maintenance on a solar panel in space would typically be done telerobotically. In addition to
cost, astronauts working in GEO (geosynchronous Earth orbit) are exposed to unacceptably high
radiation dangers and risk and cost about one thousand times more than the same task done
telerobotically.
The space environment is hostile; panels suffer about 8 times the degradation they would on
Earth (except at orbits that are protected by the magnetosphere)[39].
Space debris is a major hazard to large objects in space, and all large structures such as SBSP
systems have been mentioned as potential sources of orbital debris[40].
The broadcast frequency of the microwave downlink (if used) would require isolating the SBSP
systems away from other satellites. GEO space is already well used and it is considered unlikely
the ITU would allow an SPS to be launched[41].
The large size and corresponding cost of the receiving station on the ground.
Energy losses during several phases of conversion from photons to electrons to photons back to
electrons[42].
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Abstract–High information rate applications in smart grid can
incredibly increase energy consumption, which has incited to an
emerging trend of addressing the energy efficiency aspect of
communication technology. Green energy powered cognitive
radio (Green-CR) network is important technology to meet the
high information rate prerequisites as well as to improve
spectrum and energy efficiency. However, designing Green-CR
networks for smart grid is challenging as it requires not only the
optimization of dynamic spectrum access but also the optimal
utilization of green energy sources. In this paper, spectrum aware
and energy efficient Green-CR network model is introduced to
overcome spatio-temporally varying spectrum characteristics
and harsh environmental conditions for smart grid applications.
Subsequent to presenting fundamental outline standards
potential advantages and network architecture of Green-CR, a
multi layered approach with small cells for efficient design
methodology is proposed to provide energy efficient CR network
at the smart grid utility.
Keywords–green cognitive radio network, smart grid, energy
harvesting, green communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication plays an imperative part in
realizing all essential features of smart grid such as, efficiency,
reliability, resilience, sustainability and security [1], as it can
offer smart grid a much greater degree of freedoms for
information accumulation, dissemination, and processing than
wired communication infrastructure. With the unique features
of dynamic spectrum access technique, CR networks have the
potential to make best utilization of scarce spectrum and
support increasing demand for wireless applications including
smart grid.
CR networks are context-aware reconfigurable wireless
networks consisting two frameworks: the primary user (PU)
framework and the secondary user (SU) framework. PUs are
licensed users i.e. the have selected benefit to get to the
licensed bandwidth, while the SUs are the unlicensed users in
cognitive radio, which can just get to the bandwidth that is not
utilized by the PUs [2]. Proposed CR framework based
communications infrastructure guarantees to use possibly all
spectrum resources efficiently in the smart grid. The idea of
applying CR technology to smart grid was first proposed by A.
Ghassemi et al. [3] in which the authors proposed to utilize
CR based IEEE 802.22 standard in wireless regional area
networks (WRANs) for smart grid backhaul data streams.
Different from current CR systems powered by the reliable
on-grid energy source, continuous advances in green energy
978-1-5386-6472-8/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE

motivated us to concentrate on green energy powered networks.
On the off chance that the green energy source is ample and
stable in the sense of accessibility, CR system can be powered
to opportunistically exploit the underutilized spectrum by
harnessing free energy without requiring energy supplement
from external power grid or battery [4]. As the smart grid
advances and develops, green power farms that harvest energy
from green sources can substantially reduce carbon footprints.
The need for adopting green communication has been realized
worldwide. There is a focus on following holistic approach for
power optimization. The next generation architectures focus on
developing new technology, cell deployment strategies and
resource allocation policies to improve the energy efficiency of
a wireless communication network. Akshita et al [5] surveyed
various techniques for power optimization of the next
generation wireless networks. Further, [6] developed green
communication model for next generation wireless networks,
which considers both the access and backhaul network
elements. So far, a green communication architecture for smart
grid communication architecture has not been premeditated.
The aim of this paper is to offer a comprehensive review on
the recent works on the applications of CR network technology
in smart grid, based on which we want to show an evolutional
path of smart grid development based on spectrum aware and
energy efficient Green-CR networks.
The rest of this paper is outlined as takes after Section II
expounds energy challenges in cognitive radio. Section III
presents the Green-CR network technology in the smart grid
communication infrastructure. In the same segment, energy
efficient CR systems with small cells are additionally talked
about. Step by step instructions to green energy utilization in
the smart grid environment, is examined first, in which only the
energy dynamics is considered. This will provide some insights
for the information transmissions in the CR system. At that
point, with the introduction of spectrum dynamics, the energy
utilization is discussed in Green-CR networks. Section IV
discusses system model for smart grid communication
infrastructure, followed by the conclusion drawn in Section V.
II. COGNITIVE RADIO ENERGY CHALLENGES

A CR system must make real-time decisions on continuous
choices about which spectrum hole to sense, when, and for what
surviving. The detected range data must be adequately sufficient
to achieve exact conclusions with respect to the radio
environment. Besides, spectrum sensing must be quick so as to
track the transient varieties of the radio environment. Such
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prerequisite of spectrum sensing does not put CR energy
challenges stringent prerequisites on the equipment usage of
CRs as far as the detecting data transfer capacity, the handling
speed, and the RF hardware, additionally speak to the
fundamental energy-hungry segment of a CR. In what tails,
the energy consumption challenges in CR transceivers and
CRNs are examined, which are outlined in Fig 1.
A. CR Hardware High Energy Consumption
There exist various factors that altogether adds to the energy
utilization of spectrum sensing in CR system. In any case, the
CR transceiver hardware is required to accomplish adequately
high affectability for a wide range (e.g., various GHz) while
precisely identifying assorted and frequency-dependent
primary signals at various received power levels. These spots
serve necessities on the affectability, linearity, and element
scope of the hardware in the RF front-end, and all the more
particularly, the receiving wires, power enhancers and the
analogue-to-digital transformation units [5], [6].
Moreover, preparing powers necessities of the signal
processing units that investigate the detected range are high all
together for the subjective radio to settle on a choice with
generally low defer. Note that the environment is dynamic and
the obstruction is adjusted both by the bursty traffic of primary
clients and channel fading. Such stringent execution and
preparing prerequisites require the CR transceiver hardware be
power-hungry, and consequently, not green.
For example, the energy consumption of the High Power
Amplifier (HPA) of a radio handset is ordinarily 70% of the
aggregate energy utilized amid transmission - in any case the
communication standard [1]. On the off chance that the energy
utilization of the HPA in CR terminal can be proficiently
overseen, e.g., by means of Peak to Average Power Ratio
(PAPR) sensor, it can fundamentally lessen the energy
utilization of the CR. This requires the configuration of
adaptive HPA that can be tuned on the fly to increase
distinctive signs that have a place with various communication
benchmarks [1].

B. Listen-Before-Talk Idle Sensing
Talk Idle Sensing Existing range detecting systems rely upon
identifying the exercises of the primary transmitters. Primary
transmitter recognition plans are divided into matched filter
detection, energy detection, feature detection, and interference
temperature estimation. Right now, there does not exist any
feasible way that permits CR terminals to estimate the
interference at primary network receivers [5], [6] since primary
clients are uninvolved and do not offer data with the CRN
terminals. Despite the fact that there exists spectrum detecting
procedures that adventure the bidirectional behavior of some
primary systems or the weak leakage power of primary recipient
RF circuits to surmise the presence or the non-attendance of a
neighboring primary collector [7], such plans do not give an
approach to quantify the cumulative interference at the primary
recipient.
The basic component of all above spectrum detecting strategies
is that they just think of one form or another of the conventional
Listen-before-talk (LBT) methodology to identify primary
transmitters. LBT procedures normally has the CR consistently
listening to the distinctive range groups keeping in mind the end
goal to get to the accessibility of spectral opportunities. While
the CR is not really accepting information amid the unmoving
listening process, regardless it still utilizes power that is
comparable to the power consumed amid data reception. Since
idle listening used as a part of LBT plans is constantly run by
the CR over the spectrum bands of interest, it altogether adds to
the energy utilization of the CR. Broad estimations in [8] have
demonstrated that 60% of the energy utilized in real-world
wireless innovations that utilize LBT is utilized in idle listening,
even with the use of power saving modes. So as to diminish the
energy utilization of CRs, LBT should be visited again to
permit the CR to recognize the spectral opportunities taking into
account the liminal measure of non-gainful idle listening.

Cognitive Radio Energy Challenges

Listen-before-talk
idle listening

Hardware energy
consumption

Wideband RF High processing TX HPA power
frontend
power
consumption: 70%
Compressive
spectrum sensing

Adaptive PAPR
sensors

Used in all
sensing
approaches

Continuous
Operation

Spectrum coordination
messaging CO2 emission

60% of total
energy
consumed

Collaborative
spectrum sensing

Wireless sensor network added CRN

Spectrum sharing
decision making

Network
management

Autonomous protocol design

Fig.1 Energy challenges of CR sytem. The CR hardware and the LTB idle listening are the key energy consumption sources in CRNs. In the interim, the incessant
range coordination message trade is the primary donor to the CO2 outflow.
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It merits saying that the limited detecting length of CR
likewise restrains the precision of spectrum detection. Given a
constrained detecting period, just a specific detecting precision
can be ensured. As the sensing span expands, the
dependability of the sensing data may increment. In any case,
longer spectrum sensing windows are not as a matter of course
helpful since the environment is dynamic and the energy on a
given channel is regulated both by the bursty traffic,
asynchronous initiation and end of packet transmissions, and
channel fading.
C. Spectrum Coordination Messaging CO2 Emission
In multi user CR systems, the coordination between numerous
CR clients is a noteworthy challenge from networking
perspective as well as from energy utilization viewpoint. In
the event that legacy Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocols intended for traditional networks were to be used as
a part of CRNs, all CR clients that construe spectral
opportunity will greedily endeavor to exploit the sensed
opportunity. Review that legacy MACs frequently receive
greedy procedures that attempt to best use a channel access
(e.g., by using the most astounding transmission rate or
picking the best channel). Such greedy methodologies
disintegrate the good put of the CRN as the quantity of CR
clients increment because of expanded blocking probability
[4]. Moreover, such greedy MACs known to suffer from
unfairness issues that may bring about some cognitive senderreceiver pairs sets to dominate different sets. A few
centralized and distributed helpful MAC approaches have
been as of late created for CR systems [9]-[11].
In any case, such plans depend on the explicit coordination
between various transmissions which is a principle challenge
in CRNs as it requires assembling and circulating spectrum
information over the CRN and/or synchronizing the exercises
of various flows. The use of a typical control channel for
between stream coordination (and additionally for the
coordination between a sender and its individual recipient)
makes it the bottleneck of a CRN and the single point of
failure for the whole framework [4].
Besides, the trading of spectrum coordination messages
essentially adds to the CO2 outflow of CRNs. This is because
of the gigantic number of messages exchanged so as to gather
the spectrum information from various CR terminals and after
that to disseminate the joint spectrum access discussion among
them. With a specific end goal to diminish the measure of
CO2 outflow of CRNs, spectrum sharing and access
algorithms ought to minimize the explicit information sharing
by either depending on local choices as much as possible or
exploiting, learning and forecast techniques.
III. GREEN-CR NETWORKS WITH SMALL CELLS
As opposed to depending on cautious arrangement of
ordinary CR systems, heterogeneous systems (HetNet's),
which are comprise of a macrocell network overlaid by small
cells, are proposed to determine the capacity demand issue.

The small cells prompt higher spatial frequency reuse and lower
power consumption. Furthermore, proposed green energy
powered CR network is capable of liberating the wireless access
networks from spectral and energy constraints. The limitation of
the spectrum is alleviated by exploiting CR technology and
dependence on the traditional unsustainable energy is assuaged
by adopting energy harvesting (EH).
Green-CR network imposes more challenges than a regular
CR system because the nodes with available spectrum, the nodes
with sufficient power and the ones with data traffic to serve may
all be different [5]. As compared with cellular networks powered
by distributed green generators or green power farms, the
operation of Green-CR network is more perplexing, because
various framework architectures require different energy
distribution within the network, e.g., the centralized controller
needs more energy in the spectrum sensing phase while
secondary systems demand more energy in the information
transmission phase. Besides, Cognitive functionality relies on
upon the energy availability while spectrum availability in turn
affects the energy consumption. In our proposed model energy
harvesting is applied to address the problem of tapping energy
from readily available ambient sources that are free for users,
including wind, solar, biomass, hydro, geothermal, tides, and
even radio frequency signals.
Contingent upon whether there is a storage capability for the
power output of the harvesting system, the generic system model
is ordered into:
 Harvest-use modeling: Mandates that the instantaneous energy
harvesting rate should always be no less than the energy
consumption rate.
 Harvest-store-use modeling: Provides a storage component, e.g.
rechargeable batteries, to hoard the harvested energy for future
utilization.
The energy harvesting procedure and energy consuming
procedure i.e., sensing, transmission, reception, etc, can be
scheduled simultaneously, or in a time switching manner.
Energy Harvesting

Sensing

Transmit

t

⋯

Transmit

Wait
(a)

⋯

t

t

⋯

α

1-α

(b)
Fig. 2. The harvest-store-use mechanism of cognitive device
(a) Simultaneous energy harvesting and consuming (b) Time switching
between energy harvesting and consuming

The unified model of the energy collecting method of these
structures is given in Eq. (1).
Eh = αηE

(1)
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where Eh represents the energy harvested, E is the green power
source. 0 < α ≤ 1 is the time switching ratio that is consumed
for energy harvested, and 0 < η < 1 is the energy conversion
efficiency.
Except for the isolated energy harvester and information
recipient like Fig. 2(a), helped to establish energy harvester
and information beneficiary can grasp two valuable designs:
power splitting and time switching. As delineated in Fig. 3(a),
when the RF signal achieves the recipient, some portion of it
is used for power extraction and the rest for the concurrent
data detection. Note that Fig. 2(b), which requires just one
arrangement of antenna for both energy and information, is a
special example of Fig. 1(b). The unified model of the RF
energy harvesting process of these structures is given below in
Eq. 2.
Eh = α η |h2|E

(2)

where h is the channel condition between the RF energy
harvester and the RF energy source. |h2|E gives the energy of
the recipient RF signals.

α
1-α

Energy
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Sensing Transmit Transmit

⋯

Wait

⋯

t

IV. GREEN-CR BASED SMART GRID SYSTEM MODEL
The communication architecture based on Green-CR for
smart grid is comprised of three tired hierarchical structure
counting Home Area Network (HAN), Neighborhood Area
Network (NAN), and Wide Area Network (WAN) [7].
A. Cognitive Home Area Networks
HAN is basically a heterogeneous system with small
cognitive cells, to give energy efficiency administration and
demand reaction. In cognitive HAN, there is a key segment
called cognitive home gateway (HGW) which can be
coordinated into smart devices to provide two-way
communications for smart grid by establishing a contact with
various devices within the HAN to collect power-related data
occasionally.
B. Cognitive Neighborhood Area Networks
As indicated in Fig. 4, a cognitive gateway in a NAN unites
several HGWs together. The cognitive neighborhood gateway
(NGW) is an information combination point, which is by and
large a utility pole-mounted gadget, a power substation, or a
communication tower. To inadequate the expense of obtaining
spectrum bands, the NGW and the HGWs bestow in approved
bands using CR innovation. The NGW circulated available
spectrum bands to each HGW as indicated by the transmission
request. The circulated generation frameworks offer advantages
to electricity transmission since they are nearer to clients than
traditional centralized power frameworks and facilitate demand
response management in a NAN.

t

(a)
⋯

t

(b)
Fig. 3. The RF energy harvesting mechanism (a) Power splitting in the
receiver (b) Time switching in the receiver

Energy harvested in the current time slot can only be
utilized in subsequent time slots, inferable to the energy halfduplex constraint as indicated in Fig. 2(a) and Fig 3(a). Thus,
before performing the cognitive functionality, the available
residual energy is observable in all of the architectures.
Proposed Green-CR is different in the sense of the dynamic
nature of energy supply, i.e., opportunistic energy harvesting
makes the energy-arrival rate no longer constant [6].
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Fig. 4 Heterogeneous CR networks powered by Green energy
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C. Cognitive Backhaul Networks in Wide Area Networks
WAN comprises of two interconnected systems, i.e., the
center systems and backhaul systems. The center systems
provide connection to the control center and commonly use
fiber optics or cell systems to guarantee high information
rates and low latency. The backhaul systems handle the
broadband connection to NANs and monitoring devices.
Applying CR technology in backhaul systems contributes to
reducing the expanse for investment and enhancing the
C. Cognitive Backhaul Networks in Wide Area Networks
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Abstract— Energy generated from either conventional or nonconventional resources are generally not fully utilized in
efficient way results in overconsumption, reduced energy
efficiency & increased cost. Effective energy scheduling
through energy audit results in smart & efficient energy
consumption. Energy auditing had been conducted based on
one year KWH consumption in KIET Group of Institutions
Ghaziabad and various recommendations through this paper
will be necessarily helpful for all educational buildings to
minimize energy consumption & improving energy
conservation.
Keywords-- Energy audit, energy scheduling, energy
consumption

I.

INTRODUCTION

Krishna
Institute
of
Engineering
and
Technology (KIET) is a private engineering institute
affiliated to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University,
situated in Ghaziabad in the National Capital Region of
India 30 km from Delhi. The institute is ISO certified and
NBA accredited. The institute was started in 1998 under the
aegis of the Krishna Charitable Trust. The institute has 8
academic departments, 3 boys hostels, 3 girls hostel,
Auditorium, TBI, Central Library, a Multi-Purpose
Complex with a focus on education in engineering, sciences,
pharmacy and management. As on the date, the student
strength of the institute is about 5341 with total faculty plus
staff strength of about 529 and over an area of about 21
acre. The institute connected load is 1112 KVA and annual
electricity bill keeps up in several (Cr). This huge electricity
bill attracts the attention naturally. Making the institute
energy efficient will not only concern with reduction in
electricity expenses but also helps us to remind our moral
responsibilities of not wasting this precious resource which
may be used by people of the country in need.
A. Objective of the work
The objective of Energy Audit is to promote the idea of
Energy Conservation in the Campus of KIET Ghaziabad.
The purpose of the energy audit is to identify, quantify,

XXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/$XX.00 ©20XX IEEE
978-1-5386-6472-8/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE

describe and prioritize cost saving measures relating to
energy use in the Hostels, Departments and Institute Central
Facilities [3].
The work eligible for Energy Audit Study should be
directed towards:
•Identification of areas of energy wastage and estimation of
energy saving potential in Hostels, Departments and Central
Facilities.
• Suggesting cost-effective measures to improve the
efficiency of energy use.
• Estimation of implementation costs and payback periods
for each recommended action.
• Documenting results & vital information generated
through these activities.
•Identification of possible usages of co-generation,
renewable sources of energy (say Solar Energy) and
recommendations for implementation, wherever possible,
with cost benefit analysis, and to reduce environmental
effects.
B. Audit Methodology
The methodology adopted for this audit was a three step
process comprising of:
1. Load Calculation & Testing of measuring devices In
preliminary load calculation phase, exhaustive data
collection was performed using different tools such as
observation, interviewing key persons, and measurements.
Power analyzer, lux meter used for this purpose is well
tested by Lamp Load methods [14].
Following steps were taken for Load collection:
•
•
•
•
•

The team walk through each department, center, hostel
etc.
Information about the general electrical appliances
was collected by observation and interviewing.
The power consumption of appliances was measured
using power clamp meter.
The details of usage of the appliances were collected
by interviewing key persons e.g. Warden (in case of
hostels), caretaker (in case of departments) etc.
Light intensity was measured using lux meters at
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•

the places where light intensity was either very low
or very high.
Approximations and generalizations were done at
places with lack of information.

• These two costs were compared to calculate the
capital cost recovery time which defined as the total
time by which the saving in energy bill balances the
capital cost involved.

Fig.1. Testing of power clamp meter

2. Load Analysis & interpretation-- is divided into two
parts• Time Schedule-Working hours in each block and
rooms with reference to time table provided.
• Load Analysis- it is basically energy utilized in KWH
for whole year is tabulated.
• In data analysis, the data collected is processed to draw
significant conclusions to pinpoint loopholes and
identify the areas to focus upon. Analysis of the power
consumption observations obtained was used to obtain
the power consumption pattern and also to get the
information about the points where electric power is
wasted.
2.1-Time Schedule•

Working hours of each room in every block of the
institute, hostels, central library, multipurpose
complex, laboratories, auditorium, TBI, streets etc.
were observed.

Fig.2. Flow chart of the proposed work

II. POWER CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
A. The power consumption by each block per year is shown
in Fig. 3.

2.2-Load AnalysisLoad of each electrical equipment like tube lights,
CFL, Air Conditioners, Refrigerators, Microwave
Ovens, Fans, Projectors, Computers, Laboratory
equipments, etc. were calculated of each room in each
block and the power consumption was analyzed and
then compared with total energy consumption of last
year.

•

3. Recommendation –
On the basis of results of Load calculations and
observations, some steps for reducing power consumption
without affecting the comfort and satisfaction were
recommended along with their cost analysis and finally
payback period is calculated.
Following will be the steps involved in this process:
• The capital cost involved in replacing an appliance
and/or process will be estimated.
• The energy saving by the move will be calculated in
terms of price of energy per year.

Fig.3 comparative analysis of different blocks

B. Overall campus consumption analysis:
In the above chart maximum consumption is observed in
Boys and Girls Hostels because there are 6 hostels
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altogether. Second largest consumption was seen in Block
A because it is the Administrative block and works
continuously carried throughout the year. It was observed
that huge amounts of Air conditioners (split and windows)
together with centralized one consumes power
significantly. E Block was third highest consumption area
as it has 4 departments including CSE, CIVIL, IT, MCA.
The reason was clear that more numbers of Fans, FTLs
with more time duration of use, also blocks open for 5
days generally but it was not the case of Hostels which
were open all over the week.
C. Equipment wise consumption:
Fig.5. Comparative analysis of different hostels

E. Equipment wise hostel consumption:
As far as hostels are concerned, summer cooler loads were
found to be 27% as almost all the room there is cooler and
in operation during the summers. Second largest
consumption was seen in heating elements which only used
120 days nearby but its wattage value is very high and
attracts the attention to replace by some other mode of
heating e.g. solar etc. Fans are in larger quantity with higher
wattage value, however used only 200 days per year and it
consumes third highest 20% of all hostels energy.
Fig.4 Percentage consumption of different equipment

It was observed from above pie chart that maximum
consumption of energy per year due to AC which was 17%
and it might be due to the large numbers of AC in A Block
classes and in all the faculty cabins of various departments.
Fans, tube lights, summer coolers and geysers share about
equal energy per year and that is about 12-15% each. 5%
energy is consumed by water coolers and exhaust Fans due
to high wattage consumption, mainly in toilets, and also by
motors that are used in Sewage plants, Fountains, etc. Rest
of loads are very negligible as seen in figure 4.
D. Overall Energy Consumption of Hostels:
There are 3 boys’ hostel and 3 girls’ hostel in KIET with
separate Mess for each. Most of rooms are triple seater with
three Tube lights, two Fans and single seated with one fan
and two tube lights. In winter season warm water facility is
available through electric geysers in each boys’ hostel. In
girls’ hostel also electric geysers of 2KW in each washroom
are provided. Here we compare per year electricity
consumption of individual hostel. Girls’ hostels together
with mess load is compared with boys’ hostel.

Fig.6. Equipment wise hostel consumption

F. Overall acedemic block energy consumption:
In KIET, there are 7 academic blocks and 1 academic cum
administrative Block A. Block A consumes maximum
energy per year and it is due to the fact that this block
utilizes maximum number of Air conditioners (split &
windows) along with centralized AC. Large quantities of
Fans, FTLs and Water coolers. Second largest consumption
was seen in Block E where CSE, CIVIL, MCA, IT
departments classes run weekly along with Laboratories and
Faculty cabins. Third highest consumption is of C Block as
it takes the considerable share of energy consumption due to
the college cafeteria, machine labs and mechanical
workshop. Fourth largest is the MBA Block in which CRPC
and Soft Skill departments are present including MBA
classes.
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Fig.9. Power consumption by other equipments
SEWAGE PLANT MOTOR

Fig. 7 Comparative analysis of academic blocks

G. Equipment wise acedemic block consumption:
Maximum energy consumption per year was found by Air
conditioner and second largest by Fans and tube lights
equally. However it is easily noticeable point that working
period for Air conditioner is about 120 days and for Fans it
is 140 days during summer days, of course it dominates Fan
load due its high wattage consumption of AC’s. Third
largest consumption area was Desktops due to abundance
of computer labs. Water cooler, Central AC, Exhaust Fans
and LED and CFL were sharing the load equally with 4%
each.

S.N

Motors

Measured Power
rating in watt

Quantity

hours
/day

1

3 HP

2138

2

12

2

5HP

3360

2

12

3

7.5HP

4600

1

12

4

7HP

4220

1

8

5

3HP

2138

2

8

6

10HP

5300

2

6

7

5HP

3360

1

6

Table 1. Power consumption by different facilities

I. Equipment wise consumption of other facilities:

Fig. 8 Equipment wise academic blocks consumption

H. Other facilities consumption:
Motors take the highest amount of energy in the other
facilities provided in the college campus in which the most
prominent motor which take highest energy are Water
Sewage Plant motors. It consumes huge electricity whole
the year which is really the matter of discussion. In sewage
plant, there are 11 motors of different HP ratings.

Fig.10. Equipment wise consumption

III. RECOMMENDATION
There are various ways of improving present situation.
Based on previous analysis it is quite clear that as far as
overall campus & hostels are concerned, if Fans of low
rating is used it may be very useful in reducing the
electricity bill. However during block wise load
analysis it was found that UPS and Air conditioners
cannot be underestimated as these areas seems to be
having a lot of potential of improving energy
efficiency.
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A. Installation of bio gas plant:
Calorific value of biogas = 19.5 MJ/m3
Calorific value of LPG = 46.1 MJ/m3
Observed food wastage of 190 kg per day
Total LPG
consumption in boys
and girls hostel
=
14 per day
Weight of one LPG
(commercial cylinder)
= 19 kg
Cost (varies time to
time) of one LPG
cylinder = 1200 Rs.
1 m3 biogas = 0.45 kg
of LPG
40 kg food waste
produces 20 m3 biogas
per day
190 kg food wastage produces 95 m3 biogas per day
95 m3 biogas = 42.75 kg LPG or 2 LPG cylinder per day
Total cost of LPG per year (assume 280 days in a year
working) = Rs.4704000
Cost of biogas produced per year = Rs. 756000 Per year
Installation cost = Rs. 600000
Annual saving = Rs. 756000
Payback period = 600000/ 756000 = 0.79 years (Approx.)
B. Lightning saving:
As per the Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC) –
2006, published by the Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE),
Govt. of India, and the recommended luminance are as
given below in Table 2.
Table 2. Recommended Illuminance

Type of Interior Or Activity

Minimum Illuminance
Required ( Lux)

General

200

Reading room

200

Reading tables

200

Bathrooms

200

Computer workspace

300

Interior parking area

20

Music rooms

200

Sports hall

200

Corridors, cafeterias, mess

150

Food , cooking

300

Table 3. Observed Illuminance in campus (Lux meter reading)

Different areas
Hostel rooms

Measured Lux
250

Reading areas

300

Class room

250

Corridor

220

The lighting that is currently used in most of the hostels is
T8 FTL with conventional ballast. It consumes 40 watt
approximately measured by power meter. According to
ECBC standard it was clearly observed that everywhere
lighting standard violates and higher so first of all numbers
of lighting elements are supposed to be reduced such that it
may come within the specified region specially corridors.
B.1 FTL calculation
NO of T8 FTL in KIET = 2800
Observed working days = 250
Total KWH = 250*40*2800 = 28000
Total energy consumption cost per year = Rs. 231000 per
year
Recommended T5 LED e.g. SYSKA 18 W LED more
lumens (1880 lumens) and more hours life (50000 Hrs.)
Cost of each LED after discount (purchase in large amount)
= Rs 300.
Total installation cost =2800*300 = Rs. 840000
Total payback period = 840000/231000 = 3.6 years
B.2 Recommendation for Metal Hallide
Currently, 30 Metal halide are placed throughout the college
premise and some additional halides are also used time to
time and it consumes 32850 KWH per year which cost Rs.
261157 per annum. Recommendation is to use LED in place
of halide. We recommend 180 Watt LED e.g. Wipro LED
180 Watt with Lux luminous near about this particular
Halide. It reduces electricity charges about less than 50%.
C. Low wattage ceiling fans:
Audit Team found that more than thousand Fans in college
consumes approximately 60-70 watt power depending upon
their ages (old) and due to after some maintenance also
some Fans in mess were found in the range of 90 watt also.
One biggest bottleneck was seen in some academic class
rooms was that all Fans run without speed regulator and
further one switch starts 3 Fans simultaneously ( similar
case for FTL also) which consumes energy unnecessarily
without need. First of all, audit team suggest that every fan
should be operated with electronic regulator so that Fan
would run at required speed and a saving of 8-10 W per fan
can be achieved and second for individual Fan separate
switch is required.
One important point here must be discussed is that if all Fan
is replaced by new one with 40-50 watt e.g USHA 43 watt
ceiling Fans, large energy saving would be achieved per
annum.
During data collection it was observed that old Fans are in
the range of 90 Watt and some Fans consumes more than 75
which was undergone maintenance and winding
replacement. Thus, efforts should be to minimize repair
work and should be done, if needed, by expert worker only
D. Use of motion sensors in corridor:
Corridors and toilets have large potential of saving energy
as we discussed earlier that these area crosses the ECBC
standard lighting criteria and energy may be saved by use of
automation tools. Motion sensors automatically switched on
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the light when there is any movement appears and switch off
if not. This work greatly reduce the consumption in
corridors and toilets. According to IIT Roorkee report on
Audit [16], total cost of installation will be 750 Rs. Only in
single corridor and payback period approximately one year.
Hence, the capital cost recovery time for installing motion
sensors in corridors is 0.95 years. Toilets are also having
comparable capital cost recovery time. Hence, this is a
highly recommended step to largely reduce the consumption
in corridors and toilets.
E. Guidelines for better use of Air conditioner:

Litre

Area (m2)

100
200
300
500
1000

2
4
6
8
16

Table 3 Typical standard data (MNRE)

There is also some incentive schemes provided by
government of India for SWHS users.
1) Capital subsidy@3300 per m2FPC

The institute has in total 212 window type ACs and 117
split type ACs which make a very large part of total energy
consumption of the campus. But, at many places it was
found that AC is not used with best recommended
practices. Even simple things, such as insulation, are not
taken care of. Window panes were found broken at many
places. Also, at certain places ACs were found to be used
without keeping curtains. These poor practices account for
increase in AC load and thus consumption [14].
Summarized below are some guidelines for most efficient
use of ACs:
Proper Insulation – Good quality insulation must be
maintained in the air conditioned rooms by keeping all
doors and windows closed properly so as to prevent cool
air go out and hot air come in.
Curtains – Always keep curtains on windows to prevent
direct sunlight inside the room to avoid heating of cooled
air. This reduces AC load significantly.
Maintenance – Proper maintenance and cleaning of ACs
is required at regular intervals to make it work at highest
efficiency. Any dirt in filter may reduce efficiency of ACs
very significantly.
Operating – The ACs should be switched on 15 minutes
before actual use and should be switched off before
leaving the room.

2) Soft loan @5% per annum from IREDA, New Delhi

Use of master switch outside the room:
Installation of Master switch outside a room is essential [14]
especially Hostel rooms where students generally forget to
switch off while leaving the room. Second, it was observed
in faculty cabins that unnecessarily all FTLs and Fans
switched on whole day irrespective of presence of faculty in
their cabin. Implementation of Master switch is not feasible
in faculty cabin as in most of the places there is no
individual seating arrangement and improvement can only
be achieved by proper awareness and instructions.
F.

G. Installation of Solar Water Heating System:

Calculation for all the boys and girls hostels was done and
payback period was calculated. According to Department of
Renewable energy and ministry of New & Renewable
Energy (MNRE) as well as Indian Renewable Energy
Development Agency (IREDA) few important points
regarding solar water heater and size and cost of Flat Plate
Collector (FPC) was collected and summarized below.
A typical 100 liters insulated tank with 2 m2collector area
will supply water at a temperature of 60-80°C.

3) For 100 litre 2m2 FPC area is required
4) Cost of FPC = 22000 Rs. and subsidy 3300*2 = 6600 Rs.
5) Cost of FPC after subsidy = 22000-6600 = 15400 Rs
Let us calculate payback period for all the hostels
combined• Total no. of users (students) = 1450
•

Total amount of hot water used per user = 14 litres / day

•

Total amount of water used per day in Hostel = 20300
litre

•

2 m2 FPC area provides 100 litres hot water per day

•

FPC area required = 406 m2

•

Cost of 2 m2 FPC after subsidy = 22000-6600 =Rs.
15400.

•

Total capital cost required for installation of SWHS =
Rs.3126200

•

Total electricity bill due to heating elements
=Rs.2426880 Per year

•

Payback period = 3126200 /2426880 Per year = 1.29
Years

Results shown above are very optimistic and also beneficial
for society as according to MNRE report SWH of 100 litre
capacity can prevent 1.5 Ton CO2 emissions per year.
H. Formation of student community:
There has to be college level student community that keeps
track record of all energy consumption parameters and
wastages. Its duty should be to spread the awareness
program to save the energy throughout the institute.
I. Some hidden Loads:
Audit team noticed that there are about 150 electric kettles
used mainly in boys’ hostel having high wattage value near
to 1.5 KW, in some cases, which moves on here and there.
Further about 50 electric iron of very high wattage is used in
both boys and girls hostels. Girls are provided a separate
kitchen with induction heater and it is recommended to
provide the same in boys’ hostel to save huge amount of
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wastages unnecessarily. There are about 550 laptops in boys
hostels and 430 laptops in girls hostels along with 50 for
faculty members used per day but it is not considered in
load but it also consumes a lot of energy and mainly
students are advised to use economically and avoid its usage
whole night without shut down although Master switch
installation reduce these wastages in large extent.
IV

MEASURING TOOLS USED

A. Lux meter:
Digital Lux meters are the devices used to measure
luminous level at different points. This device is really
helpful for light intensity measurement due to its good
portability, robustness and accuracy. For light intensity
measurement placement of lux meter is very important
which is always the point of interest e.g. in study room it
is placed on reading table and similarly various
measurements were recorded.

Fig. 11. Typical Lux meter

B. Three phase clamp meter:
It is used to measure all kind of power e.g. active, reactive
and apparent power along with the voltage L-N & L-L,
current in phase and power factor. In our project, we used
three phase clamp type meter which is easy to handle and
measure the power at very complex points also. Frequency
range between 20Hz to 200 Hz and voltage range upto 600
V with current range of upto 100 ampere. Power upto 750
KVA or KW or KVAR can be measured.

Fig. 12. Typical clamp meter
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Abstract—Solar Photovoltaic array is non-linear power
source and under varying environmental conditions it is
time consuming and extravagant to obtain operating
characteristics. In order to overcome these restrictions
an improved model of solar module/array has been
proposed, this paper presents a step-by-step method for
the
simulation
of
SPV
panels/arrays
in
MATLAB/Simulink. The governing curves of SPV array
are also investigated for vast range of environmental
conditions,
substantial
parameters
and
array
configurations. The proposed method gives an exact
decisive and easy to tune model of SPV array. Moreover,
it provides an improved analysis of SPV array for
various substantial parameters (series, parallel
resistance, diode factor etc.) and environmental
conditions (irradiance, temperature and partial shading)
aspects.
Keyword—photo-voltaic
array,
photo-generated
current, solar irradiance, ambient temperature, singlediode model, series and parallel resistance

I.

INTRODUCTION

Solar power is a fast-growing industry in India and as of
December 2016, the country's solar grid had a total capacity
of 9 giga watts (GW). In January 2016, the Indian
government expanded its solar plans to 100 GW of
capacity, including 40 GW directly from solar rooftop, by
2022. The infinite, renewable, clean and noiseless nature of
the solar energy makes it the most preferred sources of
renewable energies which are increasingly finding
application areas in today’s human life [1]. However,
despite of the mentioned advantages, this clean energy
source has some disadvantages which should be overcome

for an efficient use. High production costs of Photo Voltaic
panels, less availability of efficient energy storage devices
and dependency of energy production on the environmental
conditions is some of the main issues which comes while
production of solar energy[2,3,4].
The elemental entity responsible for the conversion of solar
energy directly into electrical energy in a Solar Photo
Voltaic (SPV) system is referred as SPV cell [6, 7]. The
congregation of these SPV cells generally connected in
series forms a SPV module. In order to get desired voltage
level these modules are connected in series and to get
desired current level modules are connected in parallel or
surface area of each cell is increased. A SPV array can be a
module or combination of modules in series and parallel
configuration [8].
There are two ways to use output of SPV array 1) using DC
output of array without any processing 2) using Power
electronics converter for further processing of output power
[16, 21]. The second method helps operates SPV array at
optimal point by altering parameters at load side and
controlling flow of power in grid connected system [4]. In
order to study the performance of SPV system we require
model that correctly stand for SPV cells, modules and
arrays.
The main work in this paper is improved mathematical
modeling of SPV cell/module/array and development of
simulation model of module as well as array that correctly
represents prevailing modules/array.
II.

IDEAL PV CELL

When PV cell is exposed to light (photon), electrons are
pushed out creating electron-hole pair in semiconductor
material. If positive and negative terminals are connected to
the conductors, having a closed electric network, constitutes
photon generated current IPh. Therefore PV cell is PN

junction diodes that operate as a current source which is
compelled by solar irradiance. The PV cell is ineffective in
darkness and it work as PN junction diode, it will generate
current Id when large supply voltage is connected across this
diode during darkness that is reason why it is known as dark
current(Id). The Shockley diode equation represents this
current as described by equation (1) [2].

 qVd

I d  I S  e kTc  1



practically both have finite values that would change the
characteristics. The equivalent considered is single diode
model as shown in figure 2 of a PV cell includes a current
source, diode, and series and shunt resistances.

(1)

Where, Vd is the voltage across the diode (D).For the ideal
case, this voltage is equal to the cell voltage, VC, k is
Boltzmann constant (1.38 × 10-23 J/oK), q is electron charge

Figure 2 Single diode equivalent circuit of a Photovoltaic cell.

(1.602 × 10-19 C), I S is reverse saturation current of diode
(0.000025 A), TC is typical cell operating temperature (25
°C).
The simple (Ideal) equivalent circuit of PV cell is
represented in figure.1. It consists of current source (IPh) and
diode connected in antiparallel.
IC
R
A
D
I
A
T
I
O
N

VC

Figure 3 Equivalent circuit of a Photovoltaic array

IC

Five parameters model of PV cell is represented by figure 2,
The cell current can written as [1]:

Id
Iph
PV

Load

Isc

Vd VC

L
o
a
d

(3)

Figure 1 Ideal equivalent circuit of PV cell.

The Photon generated current flows in reverse direction of
dark current and its value is independent of external voltage
and this is reason why it is called as short circuit current(I SC
= IPh). This current is linear function of solar irradiance as
increased irradiance causes incremented charge carriers. It
can be seen from figure.1 that output cell current is the
difference between photon generated current and dark
current. As per standard convention photon generated
current is reversed to represent the current from
semiconductor theory. Mathematically Current-Voltage
characteristics of a PV cell can be written as [9,10]:

I C  I Ph  I d
III.

(2)

MODELING OF PV CELL

Current-Voltage characteristics of a PV cell described by
equation (2) are derived for ideal condition (internal
resistance is zero and shunt resistance is infinite). However
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(4)

Where: a is called as the “ideality factor of junction” (“a” is
also represented as “n”). After rearranging the equation (4)
we can write i-v equation as shown below.
VC 
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ln
q
IS
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(5)

In order to get practically utilizable power output, PV cells
are connected together to form PV module and further
series, parallel connection of modules form a PV array. PV
module is obtained by connecting number of PV cells in
series. The equation 1 gives relation of module current and
voltage at given insolation S [21].
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akT
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(6)

PV module described by equation (6) is also known as five
parameter model with parameters as IPh, IS, q, a, Rsand Rp.
Model parameters can be obtained either from
manufacturer’s data sheet or determined experimentally.
These model parameters are variable and dependent with
solar insolation and temperature. The photon generated
module current is dependent on solar insolation and
temperature given by equation (7).
(

)

(7)

Where IPh,typis typical photon generated module current at
1000 W/m2 (Styp) and 25 °C, ∆T is temperature difference
between typical/standard temperature and module
temperature, S is irradiance on the module and CI is current
coefficient.
The temperature dependence of diode saturation current is
represented by equation 8 [11-13]:
(

)

[

(

)]

(8)

Such that Eg being energy gap of the semiconductor (for Si,
which has energy gap of 1.1eV at 25 °C and IS,typ is the
typical saturation current:

(

)

(9)

Where Vt,typ is called as the voltage equivalent of
temperature at standard temperature Ttyp.
The PV cell’s saturation current I S has dependence on cell’s
active area and the density of saturation current of
semiconductors that forms device (Jo, [A/cm2]). The
saturation current density (Jo) further depends on various
intrinsic parameter of semiconductors. This set of data is
mostly unavailable for commercial PV modules. From the
available experimental data, we indirectly acquired the
typical saturation current IS,typ (9) and that is accessed by
examining equation (6) at standard open circuit of PV
module, having V= Voc,typ, I=0 and IPv= ISC,typ. The initial
value of diode ideality constant “a” can be arbitrarily
selected. Various researchers addressed methods to estimate
the accurate value of this constant.[2,16]. Generally 1 ≤ a≤

1.5 and choice rely upon the other parameters of the I-V
model. An empirical analysis (R) may be used to get certain
values of “a”. “a” is completely empirical since represents
ideality of diode. Some initial value of constant may be
taken which can further modified based on curve fitting and
its alteration improve model accuracy as represented by
equation 10.
(10)
IV.

UPGRADING THE MODEL

The reverse saturation current follows complex relation
given by equation 8. Last section presents a PV model,
which can be upgraded if equation (8) is changed by:

(

)

(11)

Where Isc,typ[A] is typical short circuit current, Voc,nis
typical open circuit voltage at the standard condition
(usually 25 ◦C and 1000 W/m2),CV is the voltage
coefficient.
The purpose of correction is to co-relate with experimental
results of VOC (open-circuit voltage) for very wide range of
temperature. The current coefficient (CI) and voltage
coefficient (CV) is taken into account to get equation (11)
from equation (8). The temperature surely effects the
reverse saturation current and there is unlike way suggested
by equation (11) to represent the dependence of I S on the
temperature. The above equation facilitate the PV model
and wipes out model error around the open-circuit voltage
and following different domains of the I-V curve.
The validity of upgraded model has been verified from
computer simulation and from resemblance with
experimental results. The voltage coefficient CV
incorporated in equation (11) can be obtained from the
manufacturer’s data sheet. For the temperatures different
from the standard values it is now possible to get excellent
I-V curve fitting by including voltage coefficient (CV).
If one urge to use conventional equation (8) [14, 15, 16],
rather than equation (11), it is likely to get the correct value
of band gap Eg for the model such that VOC obtained by
model and VOC of actual PV array must be similar in the
extent Ttyp≤T ≤ Tmax..
TABLE – 1
Parameters of PV module at standard conditions
(1000W/m2, 25°C)[23]

Maximum power output
Current at maximum power
Open circuit voltage
Voltage at maximum power
Short circuit current
Number of cell connected in series

200.143 W
7.61 A
32.9 V
26.3 V
8.21 A
54

V.

STEPWISE METHOD FOR MODELING OF
PV MODULE/ARRAY WITH TAGS
PV array’s mathematical model containing basic elements
as current source, diode, parallel and series resistors is
modeled with tags in Simulink. The PV module is simulated
on the basis of equations presented in previous section and
accomplished in the trailing steps.

Figure.4. Simulation of Photon generated module current.

Step1
Specify input parameters for modeling:
ISC,typ is short circuit current of the PV module at 1000W/m2
and 25°C= 8.21 A; VOC,typ is open circuit voltage of the PV
module at 1000W/m2 and 25°C = 32.9 V; RS is series
resistance, generally it has a small value = 0.221Ω; Rp is
shunt resistance, generally it has a large value = 414.405Ω;
Ttyp represent standard temperature = 298 K; A represents
diode ideality factor = 1.3; K represent Boltzmann constant
=1.38*10^-23.
Step2
The Photon generated module current is expressed by
equation (7) and simulated as figure 4.

Figure.5. Simulation of saturation current.

Step3
Module Saturation current is expressed by equation (11) and
simulated as figure. 5
Step 4
Modeled current is expressed by equation (6) and simulated
as figure. 6
Step 5
Modeled circuit for PV array subsystem is as expressed by
equation (6) as figure.7
Step 6
The PV module/array simulation process is presented from
figure 4 to 7. The PV simulation presented in this section
can be used for a single PV module or a PV array having
NSS number of modules connected in series and Npp number
of parallel strings of modules as shown in Figure7.

Figure 6 Simulation of PV array.

VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The array characteristics of presented PV model are
assessed as:
1.

With changing solar insolation and fixed temperature IV and P-V characteristics as shown in figure 10 and11.
Available insolation varies from 400 to 600 to 800 and
1000 W/m2 whereas temperature remains fixed at 25°C.
I-V and P-V characteristics indicates with increase in

solar insolation, there is increment in output current,
voltage which finally results boost in power output.
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Figure.10. I-V characteristics at variable Sx.
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Figure .7. Simulation of PV array having Solar Insolation(S) and
Temperature (T) as input parameter
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Figure.8. I-V characteristics at standard condition

With changing temperature and fixed solar insolation, IV and P-V characteristics are plotted as shown in figure
12 and 13. Available temperature changes with values
of 25°C, 35°C, 45°C and 55°C while insolation level
remains fixed at 1000W/m2. I-V and P-V characteristics
indicate with increase in temperature, there is
insignificant increment in output current whereas the
output voltage reduces greatly. This results in
decrement of output power with increase in
temperature.
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Figure.11. P-V characteristics at variable Sx.
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Figure.12.I-V characteristics at variable temperature.
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Figure.9. P-V characteristics at standard condition.

I-V and P-V characteristics are plotted for variable RS
(Series resistance) and constant RP (Parallel resistance),
insolation, temperature as shown in figure.14 and 15.
Available RS changes with values 0.055, 0.110, 0.221,
0.442 and 0.884Ω respectively.

Table: 3.2
Response of RS on maximum power output,
Voltage at maximum power and Current maximum
power.
VMP(V)
IMP(A)
RS (Ω)
PMAX(W)
27.44
7.64
0.055
209.7
26.98
7.65
0.110
206.5
26.31
7.61
0.221
200.1
25
7.5
0.442
187.6
22.41
7.284
0.884
163.34
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Figure.13.P-V characteristics at variable temperature.

It can be seen from I-V and P-V characteristics as value of
series resistance increases from standard value (at which
experimental maximum power output is equal to maximum
power output evaluated from equation 6) maximum power
output decreases whereas when value of R S decreases from
standard value then there is increment in maximum power
output.
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Figure.16. I-V characteristics of array at standard condition.
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4.

I-V and P-V curves for PV array having N SS & NPP =
10 are obtained as shown in figure 16 and 17. PV
modules are connected in series to increase the voltage
level of array and series strings of PV modules are
connected in parallel to increase the current level of
array. The module considered has 54 series connected
cells. The PV array having 10 modules connected in
series i.e. NSS=10, the value of array voltage is 10 times
that of single module and there are 10 such series
strings connected in parallel so, the output current of

array is 10 times that of single string, so the output of
array will be 100 times of single module.
VII.

[15]

CONCLUSION
[16]

A step wise simulating procedure is presented for PV
module/ array. The presented modeling technique helps to
serve people in understanding I-V & P-V characteristics of
PV modules. Further it can be used as powerful tool to
anticipate the performance of SPV cells, panels and array
under fluctuating environmental conditions (irradiance,
temperature and partial shading) and substantial parameters
(series, parallel resistance, diode factor etc.). The effect of
change in solar irradiance and operating temperature are
also presented. The typical value of series and shunt
resistance (RS and RP) are also evaluated in iterative manner
so that the MATLAB/Simulink model parameter matches
with the practical PV array.

[17]
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A Bibliographical View on Research
and Developments of Photovoltaic
and Thermal Technologies
as a Combined System: PV/T System
Anmol Gupta, Sourav Diwania, Sanjay Agrawal, Anwar S. Siddiqui
and Yash Pal
Abstract In this hybrid photovoltaic thermal (PV/T) system, air or water is utilized
as a circulating fluid which helps in maintaining electrical efficiency as well as utilization of thermal energy (space heating, crop drying, etc.) at the output. In this
article, a review of innovative work in the field of PV/T system and thermal modelling of PV/T collector is presented. The thermal model having different equations
for PV-integrated flat plate collector, energy balance for air or water heating system stored thermal energy, the instantaneous energy efficiency and the instantaneous
exergy efficiency has been presented. Analytical articulations for different thermal
parameters and electrical parameters, considering energy balance for several segments or components of PV/T collector is obtained. Various optimization techniques
used in the field of PV/T collector, in view of the exergy concept is also presented.
Keywords Exergy efficiency · Photovoltaic thermal · Optimization · Genetic
algorithm
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Area of the solar cell (m2 )
Solar radiation intensity (W m−2 )
Efficiency of the solar cell (%)
Specific heat of air/water (J kg−1 K)
Mass flow rate of air/water in the channel (kg/s)
Useful heat gain for N no. of channels (kWh)
Penalty factor due to the presence of solar cell material, glass and EVA
Ambient temperature (°C)
Solar cell temperature (°C)
Temperature of the back surface (°C)
Temperature of air/water (°C)
Absorptivity of solar cell
Packing factor of solar cell
Heat transfer coefficient of tedlar (W/m2 K)
Transmittivity of glass
An overall heat transfer coefficient from the solar cell to ambient (W/m2 K)
Convective heat transfer coefficient through the tedlar (W/m2 K)
Penalty factor due to the presence of an interface between tedlar and working
fluid

1 Introduction
Hybrid PV/T technology is a combination of both solar thermal and solar photovoltaic
technology. A solar photovoltaic system changes sunlight into electric power while
solar thermal changes sunlight into heat yet a PV/T system converts sunlight into
heat and electricity simultaneously. The temperature of the PV module increases
tremendously when light radiations of certain intensity fall on it, causing reduction
in electrical efficiency. It is found that for every 1°C rise in temperature of PV surface,
it will cause 0.4–0.5% decrement in its electrical efficiency.
PV/T system has gained greater attention in the last four decades because of
its quality to generate both electric power/energy and thermal energy all the while
and joins the electrical and thermal parts in one element over the conventional PV
system and solar thermal system. The application areas of PV/T technology are space
heating, water heating, drying, integration of photovoltaic thermal in buildings, etc.
[1] (Fig. 1).
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PV/T System

Type of PV Cells

1. Monocrystalline c-Si
2. Polycrystalline pc-Si
3. Amorphous a-Si
4. Thin film solar cells

Air based PV/T
On the basis
of design
1. Single Channel
2. Dual Channel

Type of Concentrator

Type of covered panel

1. Low- Flat plate, Compound
parabolic concentrator (CPC)
2. Medium- Linear parabolic reflector, linear Fresnel reflector
3. High- 3D Fresnel lens

On the basis of approach
to enhance cooling effect
(types of absorber)
On the basis of arrangement of WHE
(water heat extraction)

Modified design

1. Natural flow
2. Forced flow
3. Laminar flow

Water based PV/T

PV/T Combi

1. WHE underneath the
PV module
2. WHE in between AHE
3. WHE at bottom surface

1. Attached fins underneath PV panel
2. V –groove absorber
3. Rectangular tunnel
4. hexagonal honeycomb heat exchanger

1. Glazed
2. Unglazed

Type of fluid flow

On the basis of arrangement of AHE
(air heat extraction)
1. AHE underneath the
PV module
2. AHE in between WHE
3. AHE at bottom surface

1. PV/T dual TMS model
2. PV/T dual FIN model
3. PV/T dual TMS/RIB model

On the basis of
design/ type of
absorber
1. Aluminium hollow tube
shape
2. Copper hollow tube shape
3. Single glazed flat plates
with fins
4. Square/rectangular shape
5. Direct flow design
6. Serpentine flow design
7. Oscillatory flow design
8. Spiral flow design
9. Web flow design

Fig. 1 Classification of PV/T system in view of various literatures

2 PV/T Air Collector
A considerable number of researches have been conducted in the designs of PV/T air
collector because its performance is affected by several parameters such as position,
dimensions of air duct, input temperature, velocity of flowing air into channel and
surface roughness of air duct. A channel or duct is applied below the PV panel
in which air is used to absorb the heat energy from the solar cell by conductive
or convective process so as to improve the electrical efficiency of the system. The
critical factor about the popularity of PV/T is the low efficiency of the cell that
varies from 6% to 16% at the temperature of 25 °C but in some of the countries,
the ambient temperature rises up to 35 °C. The rising of temperature decreases the
module efficiency, hence heat removal from the module is necessary [2].
Hegazy [3] presented four different designs of PV/T collectors based on airflow
and investigated the thermal, electrical and overall performance as shown in Fig. 2.
The comparative study shows that system-(c) gives appropriate result as it converts
solar energy in the form of high-grade electrical energy and low-grade thermal energy,
and also it is simple to install in rural areas. Wolf [4] performed the analysis of PV/T
system and individual solar PV and solar thermal system and concluded that exergy
analysis is a valuable method for the evaluation and comparison of various solar
systems.
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Fig. 2 Cross-sectional view of common designs of PV/T air collector
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Fig. 3 Cross-sectional view of single-pass and double-pass PV/T air collector with fins

2.1 Effect of Glazing
The overall energy output or thermal energy output can be maximized by using
glass cover above the PV surface to trap the extra heat energy which will increase
the thermal energy output almost double that of unglazed PV/T, but decreases the
electrical energy output [5] (Fig. 3).

2.2 Effect of Adding Thin Metallic Sheets (TMS) and Fins
Tripanagnostopoulos et al. [6] presented a study of PV/T air collectors and suggested that the surface roughness and thin metallic sheets (TMS) used in the air
channel are the cost-effective and simple methods for heat removal from the PV
panel. Mojumdera et al. [7] experimentally observed the electrical and thermal efficiencies of the system with TMS as 13.75 and 56.19%, respectively.
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2.3 Effect of Packing Factor
Packing factor refers to the area of the module covered by the solar cell to the left
blank and it affects the output power and operating temperature of the photovoltaic
module. Vats et al. [8] found that with an increase in packing factor, the temperature
at the output of the channel increases by absorbing the higher amount of thermal
energy. Hence, the temperature of the PV module increases which causes a decrease
in electrical efficiency. At lower packing factor, the absorber area is less, hence the
electrical efficiency if further reduced.

3 PV/T Water
PV/T air has the main problem of temperature issue because an air-based system
cannot work effectively at high-temperature areas as there are constraints of low
heat capacity, low density, etc.; instead of air, water can carry maximum heat so
researchers work in the field of PV/T water. In some areas, during summer season
the ambient temperature is very high and for the PV/T air standard, operating is at
20 °C temperature so PV/T water is preferred due to its higher density [9] (Fig. 4).
Huang et al. [10] relate the performance of conventional solar water heater system
with a new design which is a combination of the photovoltaic and thermal solar
system and evaluated electrical efficiency of 9%. Ji et al. [11] fabricated a flat box
aluminium alloy PV for large contact area with a circulation water heating system
and the experimental results are obtained with its electrical efficiency of 10.15%,
thermal efficiency of 45% and daily total energy of 52%. Chow et al. [12] designed
and presented a PV/T system having aluminium alloy flat box collector. In this work,
electrical efficiency of the system is 10% with a thermal efficiency of 45–48% for
closed circuit and thermal efficiency of 49–52% for open circuit.
The logical articulation of PV/T water heater in steady flow rate of hot water
is acquired by Tiwari et al. [13]. Ibrahim et al. [14] executed simulation on seven
types of water absorbers. The spiral flow configuration indicates the best result, it
has the highest thermal efficiency and parallel cell efficiency of 50.12% and 11.98%,
respectively. Dupeyrat et al. [15] investigated the impact of water flow in a flat plate
PV/T having single glazing and found thermal efficiency as 79%, electrical efficiency
Glass cover
PV cell
Water in

Water out
Graphite layer
Insulation

Fig. 4 Cross-sectional view of PV/T water system
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Comparison of efficiencies for PV/T water
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Fig. 5 Comparison of thermal and electrical efficiency for PV/T water system

as 8.8% and in totality, the efficiency is 88% for the propelled configuration. Liang
et al. [16] composed a PV/T water collector combined with graphite; it produced
the highest electrical efficiency of 7.2% and essential energy saving efficiency of
45%. Yazdanpanahi et al. [17] numerically estimated exergy efficiency of PV/T
considering pressure drop in flow channels and maximum efficiency of 13.95% is
observed experimentally. Yazdanifard et al. [18] presented mathematical modelling
and simulation of flat plate PV/T water system with and without glass cover. It is
found that PV/T system with glazing has better energy efficiency (Fig. 5).

4 PV/T Combi
To improve the absorption process on photovoltaic and to get maximum performance
of the overall system, the combination of various types of coolant media are utilized
(Fig. 6).
PV/T combi achieved better overall energy efficiency, particularly in the generation of electrical energy since heat is removed from the photovoltaic module by
integrating both air and water media [19]. Six PV/T combi system designs based on
Transparent PV
Air in
Air out
Water tubes

Insulation layer

Fig. 6 Cross-sectional view of PV/T-combined system
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Fig. 7 Cross section of PV/T/dual solar system with TMS modification and with fins
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Fig. 8 Combination of TMS with ribs on opposite air channel

the arrangement of air-type and water-type absorber are presented and their performances are observed by Tripanagnostopoulos [20]. Tripanagnostopoulos et al. [21]
worked on PV/T combi unit with slight modifications in the air heat extraction unit.
A thin metallic sheet (TMS) is placed between the air channel and the modification
is named as PV/T/dual-TMS. This result in a temperature rise of TMS leads to
an increase in temperature of the circulating air and hence the thermal efficiency
improves (Fig. 7).
A fin plate element is used throughout the length of the air duct and the modification is named as PV/T/dual-fin. This results in increasing the temperature of
the air at the output which will further help in improving the thermal efficiency. In
the PV/T/dual-TMS/RIB model, ribs are used on opposite channel wall. This model
combines the advantages of the above two models mentioned (Fig. 8).

5 Modelling of PV/T Collector
The transfer of heat can take place by means of three mechanisms: conduction,
convection and radiation. Heat transfer coefficients of different modes are essential
for analysis [22, 23].
Energy balance for solar cells of the PV module (for glass—tedlar PV module)—
τg [αc βc + αt (1 − βc )]Isl bd x = [Uca (Tc − Ta ) + Ut (Tc − Tbs )]bd x + ηc αc τg βc Isl bd x
(1)
Energy balance for the back surface of tedlar—
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Ut (Tc − Tbs )bd x = h t (Tbs − Taw )bd x

(2)

Energy balance for air/water flowing below the tedlar—



d
m a/w Ca/w Taw .d x + [Uwa (Taw − Ta ) ∗ bd x] = h t (Tbs − Taw )bd x
dx

(3)

Thermal efficiency of PV/T collector—
ηth =

Q u,N
bL Isl

(4)

Electrical Efficiency of PV/T collector—
ηel = ηo [1 − β0 (Tc − To )]

(5)

where ηo —efficiency at standard test condition, β0 —temperature coefficient, To —
outlet temperature
Overall thermal energy gain—


Q overall,ther mal =




Q ther mal +

Q Electrical
ηc, power

(6)

Overall Exergy gain—



E xgther mal = Q ther mal 1 −

Exergy Efficiency η E X G


Ta + 273
Tawout + 273


E xgout f low
× 100
=
E xgin f low

(7)
(8)

6 Optimization Using Soft Computing
Optimization using soft computing techniques is proved to be very efficient to evaluate the design parameters of PV/T air and water collector. Singh et al. [24] optimized
the parameters of a single-channel hybrid photovoltaic thermal air collector using
the genetic algorithm (GAs). The overall exergy efficiency of the system is found to
be 16.88% at the optimized value of parameters. Singh and Agrawal [25] work on
improving the results of GA approach by using the fuzzy-based rules. The overall
exergy efficiency with GA–FS approach is observed as 15.82% which is much better
than an optimized system with GAs and an unoptimized system. Singh et al. [26]
used Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) for parameter optimization of glazed SCPV/T.
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An annual carbon emission reduction of around 88% is observed than unoptimized
system. Sobhnamayan et al. [27] presented an optimized PV/T water collector system in view of the exergy concept. To optimize exergy efficiency, genetic algorithm
is utilized for the given PV/T water collector system. Maximum exergy efficiency of
11.36% is experimentally obtained with optimum inlet velocity and pipe diameter.

7 Conclusion
The PV/T system is in the emerging phase and at present, there is vast acceptability
for facilitating development as well as advancement in the presently available PV/T
system. Numerous researchers are in this field to enhance the performance of the
ordinary air and water PV/T system; whereas, some researchers have presented a
small number of innovative ideas in the field of PV/T as heat pipe, nanofluid and
phase change materials. The purpose of the review of traditional PV/T systems, so
that bibliophile will be assessed advancement in the field of PV/T. Summary of
essential PV/T methods and additional attributes of thermal and electrical systems
like efficiency, exergy and energy is obtained towards the finish of each section, in
order to obtain real facts with respect to technical improvement in PV/T systems
initially. Apart from the advantages, further research is required to optimize cost,
improvement in efficiency and technological design development.
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Exergetic Analysis of Glazed
Photovoltaic Thermal (Single-Channel)
Module Using Whale Optimization
Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm
Sourav Diwania, Anmol Gupta, Anwar S. Siddiqui and Sanjay Agrawal

Abstract Photovoltaic thermal (PV-T) system gains greater attention in the last four
decades because of its quality to produce both electrical and thermal energy simultaneously and unites the electrical and thermal components in a single unit over the
conventional photovoltaic system and solar thermal system which are capable of
producing electricity and thermal energy, respectively. There are various parameters
which affects the performance of the PV-T system such as dimensions of the channel (duct), depth of the tedlar, thickness of insulation layer, solar cell fabrication
technology, velocity of fluid flowing through the channel, temperature of the fluid
at the inlet and outlet of the channel ,and cell temperature but in this paper, only
four of the above parameters have been considered for optimization study. But in
the proposed work, only four parameters such as air channel length (L M ), depth of
the air duct (d), fluid velocity through the duct (V F ), and temperature of the air at
the inlet of duct (T in ) have been considered for optimization using two dissimilar
optimization algorithms such as whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and genetic
algorithm (GA). The outcomes show that an improvement around 31.147% in exergy
efficiency and 41.29% in thermal efficiency of glazed PV-T (single-channel) module
is observed using WOA technique when compared with GA. Furthermore, WOA
is better in contrast to GA because of faster rate of convergence in identifying the
parameters.
Keywords Exergy efficiency · Photovoltaic thermal (PV-T) · Whale optimization
algorithm (WOA)
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1 Introduction
In today’s scenario, the demand for renewable energy is increasing day by day because
the energy generated from conventional energy sources is not pollution-free. Apart
from all the renewable energy sources available, solar photovoltaic is most popular
because of the availability of sunlight in most part of the globe. A PV system converts
sunlight into electricity while solar thermal converts sunlight into heat, but a PV-T
system converts sunlight into heat and electricity simultaneously. A channel or duct
is used below the PV panel in which air/water is used as a circulating fluid or cooling
medium to assimilate the heat energy from the PV panel by conductive or convective
process in order to enhance the electrical efficiency of the system. It was reported
in the literature that electrical efficiency of the solar cell decreases with increase in
temperature of upper surface of solar cell. The crucial factor about the popularity
of PV-T collector is the low efficiency of the solar cell that varies from 6 to 16% at
the temperature of 25 °C but in some of the countries the ambient temperature rises
up to 35 °C. The rising of temperature decreases the module efficiency therefore,
the extraction of heat energy from the backend surface of PV module is necessary.
Depending upon the type of cooling medium, PV-T system is classified as PV-T
air collector, PV-T water collector, and PV-T combi system in which both air and
water are used as cooling medium. From the last three decades, a lot of research and
development is done in this field in order to reduce the cost and complexity of the
PV-T system. In this direction, Wolf [1] performed the experimental investigation on
PV-T system and individual solar PV and solar thermal system. The PV-T is installed
in Boston, USA to supply a single family residence. The area of designed collector
is 50 m2 and the collector is of non-concentrating type as shown in Fig. 1.
Crystalline silicon technology is used in the fabrication of solar PV array. From
the outcomes obtained from the experimental investigation, it was concluded that that
PV-T system is technically feasible and cost-effective as compared to the individual
system used for electricity and thermal production. An active cooling system was
designed by Teo [2] in which parallel array of cooling ducts was attached with
back side of PV panel. The results obtained from the experimental analysis show

Glass layer
Solar cell
Tedlar
Air In

Air Out

Insulation

Fig. 1 PV-T air collector
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Fig. 2 PV-T water collector system with PCM

that the electrical efficiency of the system was enhanced by 4–5% with the active
cooling system. Kalogirou et al. [3] reviewed the applications of various solar thermal
collectors. The author discussed the latest advancement in the PV-T technology,
i.e., application of phase changing materials (PCM) in the channel so that better
thermal and electrical performance of the PV-T system is achieved. PCMs are used
in the cooling medium due to its high latent heat of fusion, it increases the thermal
absorbing capacity of cooling medium and keep the temperature fluctuations under
the controlled range. Stropnik et al. [4] discussed the advantage of using PCM in
the cooling medium as shown in Fig. 2. It was concluded that the average electricity
production in the city of Ljubljana was enhanced by around 7.3% by mixing PCM
in the cooling medium. Certain design modifications such as use of additional glass
cover (upper glaze), use of thin metallic sheets and fins in the channel, etc., were also
adopted by various researchers around the globe because these design modifications
help in achieving the better the performance of the PV-T system. An additional glass
cover (glaze) is used above the PV surface in order to trap more heat energy due
to which thermal efficiency of the system improves significantly. It was reported
that thermal output of the glazed PV-T system is almost double that of unglazed
PV-T but decreases the electrical energy output [5]. Apart from this, there are certain
disadvantages of the glazing such as edge shedding and increased temperature of the
surface which leads to reduction in electrical output [6] and increases the sensitivity
of photovoltaic module toward reflection losses and leads to the formation of hot
spots.
The reflection losses are then reduced by using antireflective coating and hence
improves the electrical efficiency of the system as compared to an ordinary glass
cover [7]. Since there are a lot of design parameters which affect the performance
of PV-T system. Therefore, optimization of parameters using soft computing techniques proved be very efficient in the designing of the system. In this direction,
Singh et al. [8] use the genetic algorithm (GA) approach to optimize the parameters
of single-channel photovoltaic thermal air collector. The outcomes demonstrate that
the thermal and electrical performance of the system enhances significantly when
the parameters were optimized using GA as compared to un-optimized system. In
another study, the author [9] investigates the performance of the system with multiobjective function using genetic algorithm for the climatic conditions of New Delhi
(India). Singh and Agrawal [10] implemented the hybrid GA-FS approach to the
single-channel PV-T and the performance is compared with GA and un-optimized
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system. The objective function during the course of optimization is exergy efficiency.
The conclusions drawn from the outcomes showed that the exergetic performance of
the PV-T system is significantly enhanced using GA-FS approach as compared to GA
and an un-optimized system. Singh et al. [11] worked upon evolutionary algorithm
approach to optimize the parameters of glazed PV-T module and concludes that the
performance of the system is improved when compared with un-optimized system.

2 System Description
In the proposed work, two different algorithms such as whale optimization algorithm
(WOA) and genetic algorithm (GA) have been implemented on a single-channel
glazed hybrid PV-T air collector system to find out the optimum value of parameters
in order to maximize the exergetic performance of the system. There are various
parameters which affect the performance of the PV-T system such as dimensions of
the channel (duct) below the panel, depth of the tedlar, thickness of insulation layer,
type of solar cell fabrication technology, velocity of fluid flowing through the channel,
temperature of the fluid at the inlet and outlet of the channel, and temperature at the
upper surface of the PV panel but in this paper, only four of the above parameters
have been considered for optimization study. These four parameters were air channel
length (L M ), depth of the air duct (d), fluid velocity through the duct (V F ), and
temperature of the air at the inlet of duct (T in ). The overall exergy efficiency is
considered as an objective function. The exergy efficiency, thermal efficiency, and
electrical efficiency of the system are calculated according to the thermal modeling
given by Agrawal and Tiwari [12].

3 Tool Used for Optimization
In this paper, two dissimilar optimization algorithms such as whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and genetic algorithm (GA) have been used to optimize the parameters
of glazed PV-T (single-channel) module. WOA is a recently developed algorithm
which was based upon the hunting behavior of humpback whales. WOA is introduced in 2016 by Mirjalili and Lewis [13]. For feeding themselves, humpback whale
kills the little fishes close to the upper water surface. During this process, they formed
a spiral or nine-like structure of bubbles in order to encircle its prey. They go down
to 12 m and formed spirals of water bubbles to confuse the fishes and then swim up
toward the surface as shown in Fig. 3.
This foraging behavior of humpback whales is called bubble-net feeding method.
The movement of whale is classified in two ways, one in which whale goes down,
make bubbles, and then goes up and second method includes different stages: coral
loop, lobtail, and capture loop. When one of the whales updates its position to reach
an optimal location, other whales are also attracted toward that and updated their
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Fig. 3 Bubble-net feeding
behavior of humpback
whales [13]

positions according to Eq. 1.


−
→
 =  P · Y ∗ (t) − Y (t)
D

(1)

−
→
−
→
·Q

Y (t + 1) = Y ∗ (t) − D

(2)

→
 are coefficients, −
P and Q
Y ∗ is the position vector of best position obtained so
far, and Y is the position vector. The P and Q vectors are calculated as follows:
 = 2 · ar − a
Q

(3)

P = 2 · r

(4)

where a decreased from 2 to 0. The searching location dimension of whale is based
upon the number of tuning variables. Since four design parameters have been considered for optimization, so a hypercube for searching space can be considered in which
either optimal position or area around optimal position is the target of whale. The
optimal location for whale will be that for which value of exergy the set of searching
space parameters will be highest among nearby searching space positions. The flow
chart which explains the proposed work is shown in Fig. 4.

4 Result and Discussion
The optimization is performed on the data for a day taken from Indian Meteorological
Department, Pune for New Delhi India climatic conditions as shown in Table 1. We
have compared the results obtained by optimizing the parameters with WOA with
the results obtained when the parameters were optimized using genetic algorithm
(GA) using the same input data.
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Fig. 4 Flow chart for WOA algorithm
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Daytime (h)

Intensity of sunlight
(W/m2 )

Ambient temperature
(°C)

08:00

132.99

7.90

09:00

355.56

7.90

10:00

554.69

7.90

11:00

680.73

6.60

12:00

726.74

6.40

13:00

733.85

7.70

14:00

656.08

10.60

15:00

500.00

13.00

16:00

311.46

15.00

17:00

106.42

16.50

The optimization techniques are used to solve nonlinear complex programming
problems as in this work and good optimization is validated only if the iterations
convergence reaches earlier and no further variation in the results is observed.
The results show that the iterations converge at a faster rate when WOA is used
as an optimization technique and also it takes very less time for the identification of
optimum value of design parameters for the Glazed PV-T module. The convergence
curve is shown in Fig. 5. WOA optimization is best in terms of convergence rate when
compared with GA. The optimization curve shows that the iteration is converging
after 32 iterations in case of WOA whereas, in case of GA, it is converging after 60
iterations.
For the proposed study, exergy efficiency is considered as an objective function.
Exergy efficiency is high-grade electrical energy obtained from the PV-T system.
Figure 6 demonstrates that pattern for exergy efficiency is increasing from 08:00
to 13:00 h and maximum when the intensity is maximum. When the intensity of

Fig. 5 Convergence curve of WOA and GA at 13 h
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Fig. 6 Overall exergy efficiency of glazed PV-T module using WOA and GA

sunlight is decreasing, i.e., from 13:00 to 17:00 h, the exergy efficiency is decreasing.
From the optimization curve, it is observed that exergy efficiency obtained when the
parameters were optimized using WOA is 15.0119% and by using GA, the exergy
efficiency is 11.58211%. Hence, from the results, significant improvements in the
exergy efficiency of the system were observed using WOA.
The variation in thermal performance of the glazed PV-T system with time is
shown in Fig. 7. The observations from the plot demonstrate that the thermal efficiency is maximum when the intensity of sunlight is maximum (i.e., around 12–
13 pm) and thermal efficiency is minimum when the intensity of sunlight is minimum. The outcomes show that significant improvement in thermal efficiency was
observed when the parameters were optimized using WOA.
The deviation in overall thermal efficiency with time is shown in Fig. 8. The outcomes demonstrate that the calculated value of overall thermal efficiency of the PV-T
system is 43.67272% by using WOA while the calculated value of overall thermal
efficiency is 33.30057% by using GA at the optimized values of parameters. The

Fig. 7 Thermal efficiency of glazed PV-T module using WOA and GA
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Variation in overall thermal efficiency with time
70
Overall thermal efficiency using
WOA

60
50

Overall thermal efficiency using
GA

40
30
20
10
0

Fig. 8 Comparison of thermal efficiency using WOA and GA

outcomes demonstrate that an improvement of around 31.147% in overall thermal
efficiency was observed when the parameters of glazed PV-T were optimized using
WOA.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, two different optimization techniques have been implemented to glazed
PV-T (single-channel) module to optimize its four variable parameters. For this purpose, the exergy efficiency of the system is considered as objective function. The
outcomes of the proposed analysis demonstrate that exergy efficiency and thermal
efficiency of the PV-T system were significantly enhanced by optimizing the parameters using WOA. The optimum value of exergy efficiency at the optimized value of
parameters is shown in Appendix. The results show that an improvement of around
31.147% in overall thermal efficiency and 41.29% in exergy efficiency was observed
when the parameters were optimized using WOA. The proposed work concludes that
WOA is proved to be an efficient technique for optimizing the parameters of glazed
PV-T (single-channel) module as its convergence rate is faster as compared to GA.

Appendix: Optimized Value of Parameters

Parameter to be optimized

WOA

GA

Length of the air channel, LM (m)

0.3

0.27948

Air channel depth, d (m)

0.1

0.00092

Fluid velocity at the inlet, VF (m/s)

1.5

1.37070
(continued)
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(continued)
Parameter to be optimized

WOA

GA

Temperature of fluid at inlet, Tin (°C)

4.98

3.62050
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Abstract. A photovoltaic integrated thermal (PVT) collector with thermoelectric material has
been proposed in this communication, where a channel or duct has been used below the
photovoltaic module in which air has been circulated to extract the heat taken by the
photovoltaic module. Hence in PVT system, electrical energy from photovoltaic and thermal
energy from duct are taken at the output. In this collector, thermoelectric (TE) is used to
change the thermal energy by removing the waste heat of photovoltaic module into electric
energy. In proposed PVT with thermoelectric system, TEs are generally appended at the back
of the photovoltaic to improve the efficiency of PVT collectors. Thermal modelling has been
presented for PVT collector with thermoelectric. The effect of thermoelectric material has been
analysed for PVT collector. The electrical energy gain for photovoltaic collector and overall
electrical energy gain with thermoelectric has been theoretically calculated. From the computed
results, the overall electrical output is observed of PVT system with thermoelectric material; it
is higher than only PVT system due to thermoelectric. As PVT system without thermoelectric
generates only electrical energy due to PV and thermal energy but PVT system with
thermoelectric generates electrical energy due to PV and thermoelectric both as well as thermal
energy so overall exergy of PVT system with thermoelectric is higher than only PVT system.
Hence PVT system with thermoelectric shows better results than only PVT system in respect
of electrical, thermal and overall exergy gain.
Keywords: PVT collector, PVT collector with thermoelectric, thermal modelling, electrical
gain, exergy gain

1. Introduction
Nowadays the renewable energy resources are very popular in terms of the energy generation process.
As per the survey, the production of energy through the renewable sources was 9% in the year 2009
will be expected to grow 23% in 2035. Solar power plant is an important source of clean energy and
generates a large amount of power in the present scenario. In solar photovoltaic, maximum of the
incident sunlight is transformed into heat and only 15%-20% is changed into useful output electrical
energy. The generated heat decreases its electrical efficiency as well as reduces the life time of PV
module [1]. An integration of photovoltaic with thermal technology has been presented as photovoltaic
thermal (PVT) system to use this waste heat. A channel or duct is applied below the PV panel in which
air/water is applied to take the heat energy from the photovoltaic by conductive or convective process
so as to improve the electrical performance of this hybrid system [2]. Hence both electrical and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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thermal energies are obtained at output of PVT system. A considerable number of researches have
been conducted in the designs of photovoltaic air/water collector because its performance is affected
by several parameters [3].
Mojumdera et al. [4] analyse single-pass PV/T air collector with thin rectangular fins throughout
the length of air channel to dissipate heat. Kumar & Rosen et al. [5] presented the comparative study
of double-pass PV/T air based collector with and without fins. Fins are used in this system at the base
to improve the efficiency of given system by enhancing heat transfer rate. Vats et al. [6] discussed the
effect of increasing packing factor on the overall annual energy of photovoltaic and found that
increase in packing factor not always increase the overall output energy because with increase in
packing factor, the temperature at the output of channel increases by absorbing the higher amount of
thermal energy. Dubey and Tiwari [7] outlined and exhibited integrated PV/T solar based water
collector. Some logical articulations were inferred as climatic conditions and design parameters, on the
basis of absorber area observed that if coverage area of PV is reduced to one third than instantaneous
eﬃciency rises from 33% to 64%.
Chow et al. [8] considered changes when coating on PV/T-thermosyphon system is used from
exergy and thermodynamics perspective. From exergy perspective observed that expansions of
packing factor, eﬃciency of cell, wind speed and proportion of water mass to collector region were
ideal for system without glazing while surrounding solar radiation and temperature were positive for
system with glazing. Mishra and Tiwari [9] examined water based PV/T-system based on constant
collector temperature. It was found that fully covered PV was appropriate for generation of electricity
as well as partially covered PV was reasonable for generation of heated water. Fudholi et al. [10]
presented of spiral/web/direct ﬂow absorber and observed that system’s total eﬃciency was 68.4% for
spiral absorber PV/T collector; it is found better than web and direct absorber. Dupeyrat et al. [11]
created PV/T water system having better lamination of cell to get more heat exchange in between ﬂuid
and absorber. Hazi et al. [12] created a numerical model; it measured monetary markers and energy
limits of PV/T water system and represented payback time was less for given system.
Thermoelectric (TE) are basically combination of many thermocouples and used to change the
thermal energy by removing the waste heat of photovoltaic module into electric energy. The
temperature of photovoltaic module can be reduce and control by using thermoelectric. In proposed
PVT-TE hybrid module, TEs are generally appended to the back of the photovoltaic to improve the
efficiency of PVT air/water based collectors [13].
A lot of research has been conducted in the field of PVT in last 30 years but there is very limited
study in the literature of PVT with thermoelectric system. Lertsatitthanakorn et al. [14] designed an air
based TE solar collector with double-pass in Thailand. It is reported that the overall efficiency of this
hybrid TE system is increased. Yang and Yin [15] based on theoretical approach observed for a hybrid
system comprising of photovoltaic, thermoelectric and hot water gives 30% more output electrical
power contrasted with photovoltaic hot water thermal system and only PV system. Deng et al. [16]
presented a hybrid design containing photovoltaic, thermoelectric generators with a heat collector.
Also, it is exhibited that the overall efficiency of thermoelectric generators and photovoltaic are
improved in this hybrid system. Onget. al. [17] assessed the execution of a PV based, evacuated tube
heat pipe system for water heating and additionally, TE modules for generating electrical energy.
Experimentally different temperatures are recorded by taking various water coolant flow rates and
electrical efficiency is calculated as about 0.16%. Li et al. [18] experimentally considered a hybrid
photovoltaic thermoelectric generator system in which TEG module is attached by a micro-channel
heat pipe with PV to remove the heat. The electrical performance of this given hybrid PV/TEG is
compared with a conventional PV system under different ambient conditions. It is found an
improvement in overall electrical efficiency by 0.82% of this hybrid system over conventional PV
system.
Dimri et al. [19, 20] presented thermal modelling of PVT-TE collector to observe the efficiency of
this hybrid system. The designed PVT-TE collector is compared with only PV and PV-TE collector,
and found that PVT-TE collector gives better overall electrical efficiency than PV-TE and PV
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collector by 4.7% and 7.3% respectively. Dimri et al. [21] considered a PVT-TE collector with
different kinds of base materials of photovoltaic modules. It is found that for opaque base material, the
overall electrical efficiency by 1.9 – 2.8% and thermal efficiency by 20.8 – 21.8% of PVT-TEC water
collector is more than PVT-TEC air collector. The performance of all three types of base cover
material (opaque, semitransparent and Aluminium) of PVT-TEC water collector is considered and on
comparing it is found that the performance for PVT-TEC water collector with Aluminium base is
much better than other. In literature, hybrid PV-TE generator system is found in many studies and
many of them having heat sink in the TE generators cold side to make a large temperature gradient.
However, the expelled heat for this situation is discharged to the environment so the overall efficiency
of the system is reduced as this energy is lost. Lekbir et al.[22] proposed a nanofluid based hybrid
PVT-TEG design. As nanofluid is having higher cooling potential than heat sink so in this design
nanofluid is used in place of heat sink to increase both photovoltaic and TE generators performance,
and also using waste heat as valuable energy.
2. System description
In this paper, a PVT collector with thermoelectric has been considered, where the thermoelectric
material is used below the PV module to convert waste heat in to electrical energy as shown in Figure
1. In this given model, a channel has been used below the photovoltaic and thermoelectric material in
which air is passed to absorb the heat of the panel. The electrical output of photovoltaic improves by
placing a thermal system below the PV and thermoelectric. Additional electrical energy is also
generated by using thermoelectric material. In this system, an insulation layer below the thermal
channel has been used to trap the heat so that heat may not dissipate through the bottom part of the
system. In this research work, analyse the electrical and thermal performance of the PVT system with
thermoelectric.
Glass cover
PV cell
Tedlar
Thermoelectric

Air/water in

Air/Water out

Insulation

Figure 1. Proposed photovoltaic thermal system with thermoelectric material [18]
3. Thermal modelling
The energy balance equations have been developed for photovoltaic thermal air collector integrated
with thermoelectric material [19-24], when taking an elemental area bdx. The following equations can
be given for different part of the integrated PVT thermoelectric system:
a) For photovoltaic module( )
(
)
+ (
)
(
)(
)
( )
(1)
b) For tedlar(2)
(
)
(
)
c) For TE module(
)
(
)
(
(3)
)
d) For fluid flowing below TE module-
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(
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(

(
)
The expressions for
(

)

(4)
are obtained, after solving Eqs. (1-3) and given as:
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)
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By taking the inlet and outlet boundary conditions, following expression for average fluid
temperature is computed:
̅
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)
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(
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After putting ̅ from Eq. (8) in Eq. (7), the TE bottom end temperature,
is calculated.
Further, putting
in Eq. (6), the expression for TE top end temperature,
is obtained.
Finally, by putting
in Eq. (5), the expression for average solar cell temperature,
can be
computed.
4. Comparative results of PVT module with and without thermoelectric

Figure 2. Variation of solar radiation and ambient temperature with time
In this module, a channel is used below the PV module and thermoelectric in this air is used for
cooling and to absorb the heat from the photovoltaic and also to keep one terminal of thermoelectric as
cool. In the given model, the electrical efficiency is considerably enhanced by using channel and
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thermoelectric material below the photovoltaic module. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the solar
radiation (in W/m2) and ambient temperature (oC) for New Delhi, India from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
a day of January, 2019. It is observed from the graph as shown in Fig. 2 that solar radiation is
maximum at 1:00 p.m. and ambient temperature is in the range of 6–17 °C.
Fig. 3 indicates the variation of theoretically calculated electrical energy gain generated by
photovoltaic, thermoelectric material and overall gain for the PVT system with thermoelectric
material. The overall electrical energy of this hybrid system is the total electrical energy due to
photovoltaic and thermoelectric material; it is higher than the electrical energy only due to the
photovoltaic only. Hence the electrical energy of the given photovoltaic thermal collector with
thermoelectric is better than only PVT collector.

Figure 3. Variation of theoretically calculated electrical energy by PVT collector with thermoelectric
material

Figure 4. Variation of overall exergy of PVT collector with and without thermoelectric material
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Variation of overall exergy of the PVT collector with and without thermoelectric material is shown
in Fig. 4. It is observed that overall exergy of PVT collector with thermoelectric material having
component of thermal energy along with electrical energy of photovoltaic and thermoelectric is higher
than the overall exergy of PVT collector that is having component of thermal energy and electrical
energy of photovoltaic only.
5. Conclusions
In the given work, theoretical modelling for PVT collector with thermoelectric material has been
presented and compared with the PVT collector. TAs per the above study, the following points have
been concluded:
• The overall electrical energy of PVT collector with thermoelectric is higher than the PVT collector
only, as thermoelectric material is capable to generate electrical energy.
• In this proposed PVT module with thermoelectric material, TEs are appended to the back of the
photovoltaic to attain the improved performance of PVT air collectors.
• This PVT collector with thermoelectric material shows better overall exergy, when compared with
same type PVT collector.
6. Nomenclature
b
L

( )

Transmittivity of glass
width of collector(m)
length of collector(m)
Small length (m)
Area of solar cell(m2)
Solar radiation intensity(W m-2)
Efficiency of solar cell(%)
specific heat of fluid or (J kg-1 K)
Mass flow rate of fluid in channel(kg/s)
Temperature of top and bottom surface
of thermoelectric (0C)

Absorptivity of solar cell
Ambient temperature(0C)
Solar cell temperature(0C)
Temperature of air(0C)
Packing factor of thermoelectric
Efficiency of thermoelectric (%)
hp1, hp2,
Penalty factor due to glass, tedlar and
hp3
thermoelectric respectively
heat transfer coefficients (W/m2K)
,
,
,
,
,
,
, ,
,
- overall heat transfer
coefficients for different parts of hybrid system
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Abstract. In the last few decades, enormous attention is drawn towards PV/T systems due to
their advantages as compared to solar PV or solar thermal systems individually. In this
proposed paper, hybrid Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)-Cuckoo Search (CS) has been
implemented to optimize the parameters of glazed hybrid PVT air collector. Although there are
various parameters which affects the thermal and electrical performance of PVT system but in
this paper only four parameters namely Channel length below the PV panel, channel depth,
velocity of fluid flowing through the channel and temperature of fluid at the inlet of the
channel have been considered for optimization using the hybrid approach. The outcomes shows
that GSA-CS algorithm is proved to be very efficient techniques to be used to optimized the
parameters of hybrid PVT module. The result of the analysis shows that the average value of
exergy efficiency is 14.8228% when the parameters are optimized using hybrid GSA-CS
algorithm.

Key Words: Gravitational Search Algorithm; Cuckoo Search; PVT module

1. Introduction
The industrial reformation in the 18th century has tremendously hiked the energy demand globally.
Around 14% of total energy consumption globally is provided by sustainable power sources [1].
Amongst all the available renewable energy sources, the solar PV has the highest capital cost, but due
to its lower operational cost and maintenance [2], this technology is acknowledged around the world.
Other advantages of solar PV are increased efficiency and pollution free energy [3]. The installed
capacity of solar PV is increasing day by day worldwide due to its above-mentioned point of interests.
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Figure 1. Worldwide installed capacity of PV
Banker & Pearce [4] discussed the development in PV technology over the last the two decades.
The PV technology gained popularity due to decline in the price of a photovoltaic module. This
reduction in cost is mainly due to competition among the manufacturers. Different governments in
various parts of the world also show interest in emerging PV technology. Incentives had also been
provided to the consumers in many parts of the world. Liou [5] discussed different silicon and nonsilicon based technologies utilized for photovoltaic applications as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Classification of PV technologies [5]
The crystalline silicon technology is widely accepted as compared to other solar cell technologies
because it exhibits higher efficiency as compared to other silicon based PV modules. In the most
recent research, efficiency of multi-crystalline silicon technology up to 23% is reported in the
literature [6]. But there are various hindrances such as easy availability of the sun energy, lesser
efficiency and high payback time. Most of the incident sunlight is converted into heat and only a small
portion (15%-19%) of it is converted into electrical energy. This heat energy not only reduces the life
time of PV module but also decreases its electrical efficiency [7]. In order to utilize the wasted heat,
the concept of PVT is introduced. The PVT system combines the solar PV technology and solar
thermal technology. In PVT system, a duct/channel/tube is used below or above the module and
circulating fluid is used in the channel to pull out the heat energy absorbed by the panel [8].
An experimental study is conducted by Ahn et al. [9] to examine the performance of PVT- air
collector. The heated air exhausted from the channel was again passed through heat recovery
ventilation (HRV) to preheat the heated air to improve the thermal efficiency (ɳth) of the system. It
has been observed from the experimental investigation that the thermal and electrical performance of
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the system has improved significantly. Slimani et al. [10] compared a single pass design of PVT-air
collector with a glazed double pass PVT- air collector. The outcomes of the experiments show that the
introduction of glazing (additional glass cover) caused an increase in temperature of all layers due to
the greenhouse effect. The outlet temperature of double pass design reached up to 47 °C while in
single pass design, the maximum temperature at the outlet was around 32 °C. The increase in
temperature of upper PV module surface causes the decrease in electrical efficiency (ɳele). Thus, the
double pass design has a lesser electrical efficiency compared to single pass design. Sarhaddi et al.
[11] worked upon a mathematical expression of overall energy of flat plate PVT air collector. From
the experimental evaluation, the electrical, thermal and overall efficiencies of the flat plate PVT
system are found to be 10.01%, 17.18%, and 45%, respectively. From the experimental analysis,
following inferences are drawn: 1.The ɳth and ɳoverall of PVT- air collector reduced with an increase
in input temperature at the channel, 2. The ɳth and ɳoverall increases with increase in inlet air
velocity, 3. The ɳth and ɳoverall initially increases with an increase in solar radiation intensity (up to
100 W/m2) but later the overall energy efficiency and electrical efficiency tend to reduce slightly.
Hegazy [12] experimentally investigated the effectiveness of the four different types of PVT-air
collector depicted in Table 1. These PVT configurations are classified as model A, B, C and D based
on the position of channel.
Table 1.Classification of PVT module based on position of air channel
Model
A
B
C
D

Air flow pattern
Above the PV panel
Below the PV panel
Single pass type with channel both sides of PV
Double pass type with channel both sides of PV

The effect of air velocity through the channel and selectivity of absorber plate has also been
examined. From the experimental investigation, following inferences are drawn: 1. The electrical
energy output and thermal output of model B and model D are almost similar and higher than that of
model A, 2. The model C demands least fan power, hence its electrical efficiency is better than other
three configurations discussed and 3. The thermal gain of any particular model increases with increase
in fluid mass flow rate through the channel but at the same time, this requires more fan power hence
has a slightly lower electrical efficiency. Qureshi et al. [13] discussed the impact of various
environmental parameters viz. Air velocity, humidity, atmospheric temperature and temperature of
solar cell on the performance of hybrid PVT- air collector.
PVT- system with upper glazing traps the heat from the sunlight and helps in improving the
thermal efficiency when compared with unglazed system. Additional glass cover (glazing) is used
above the PV surface to trap more heat energy which increases the thermal energy output almost
double that of unglazed PVT but decreases the electrical energy output [14]. Other effects of glazing
are edge shedding and increased temperature which may lead to reduction in electrical output [15] and
increase the sensitivity of photovoltaic module towards reflection losses and lead to the formation of
hot spots. The ɳele the PVT- air collector is inversely proportional to number of glass cover (glaze).
As the number of glass cover over the PV module increased, the ɳth of the system increases while the
ɳele reduces [16].
Jin et al. [17] worked upon modified PV/T air collector by adding rectangular tunnel heat
exchanger in the channel and compared its performance with conventional PV/T air collector. From
the experimental investigation, it has been concluded that the thermal and electrical efficiencies for the
modified system were 54.70% and 10.02% respectively which is significantly higher as compared to
conventional PV/T air collector. Hussain et al. [18] uses honeycomb heat exchanger of hexagonal
shape in the air channel. It has been concluded from the experimental investigation that the thermal
efficiency of the system was improved significantly with the modification in the air channel. At a solar
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irradiance level of 828 W/m2 and m
mass flow rate of 0.11kg/s, the ɳth of the system w
was found to be
87%.
2. System description
In the proposed work, a single chan
nnel gazed PVT module is considered having 36 cellls arranged in 9
rows as shown in Figure 3. The solaar cells are arranged in series and in parallel to increease the voltage
and current ratings respectively of the module. The objective of the proposed work iss to analyze the
exergetic performance of the PVT system using hybrid GSA-CS algorithm. In the propo
osed model, the
extra glass cover is used above the P
PV module to trap the sunlight. Below the PV moduule, a channel is
used in which air is circulated to ab
bsorb the heat energy of the panel. The layer of inssulation is used
below the channel so that the trappeed heat in the channel may not dissipate through thee bottom part of
the system. Only four variable paraameters i.e. Channel length, channel depth, velocity
y of air flowing
through the channel and temperatuure of fluid at the input of channel have been con
nsidered for the
analysis.

Figure 3.Proposedd single channel photovoltaic thermal module [20]
3. Optimization of the system
In this paper, the hybrid GSA-CS
S algorithm is used to find out the optimum valu
ue of objective
function (exergy efficiency) by conssidering the values of variable parameters within thee specified limit
(upper and lower bound). The hybriid GSA-CS algorithm combines the best properties of
o gravitational
search algorithm and cuckoo searchh algorithm. In GSA, each search agent is categorizeed according to
its position, gravitational mass, veelocity and inertial mass. In cuckoo-search (CS) algorithm, the
swarms were divided into various grroups according to their identity (roosters, chickens and hens). The
groups were decided on the basis oof fitness function. The swarms with highest fitness value will be
categorized as roosters while the sw
warms having lowest fitness value will be identified aas chickens and
rest will categorized as hens. Henss can choose a group for its survival haphazardly and
a the relation
between the hens and chickens is resolved arbitrarily. In Cuckoo Search algorithm, the initialization
i
of
population is arbitrary. That’s why
w
it can’t ensure success in every solution. The irregular
arrangements of population cause tthe solution to be far away from the optimized soolution. In each
selected group, every chicken cann be viewed as an answer, though a moved chicken is another
arrangement. The optimal arrangeement is held at last, which is the extreme objjective of this
calculation. The hybrid GSA-CS opptimization technique is applied to the PVT module and the fitness
value of each search agent is calcu
ulated according to gravitational search algorithm. T
The best fitness
value so far is the optimal location of the search agent. The position of the search agennt is updated in
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the next iteration according to the ccuckoo search algorithm [19]. The best updated solu
ution is find out
using the hybrid approach for t = t+
+1 iterations. The pseudo code for the hybrid GSA-C
CS algorithm is
shown in figure 4.

Pseudo-code for hybrid GSA-CS algorithm
Figure 4.P
4. Optimization results and analyysis
The exergetic performance of glazeed PVT module has been evaluated by optimizing its four different
variable parameters (length of the ch
hannel, depth of the channel, velocity of air flowing through the air
duct and temperature at the input off the air channel) using hybrid GSA-CS algorithm. In glazed PVT
module, a single channel is used bellow the PV module in which air is used as a cooling fluid to absorb
the heat energy from the PV surfface. By using channel/duct below the PV modulee, its electrical
efficiency is enhanced significantly. Therefore, the removal of heat from the PV module is necessary.
The hourly data for solar radiationss and ambient air temperature used for the optimizzation has been
taken from IMD, Pune for a day inn the month of January for the climatic conditions of New Delhi,
India as shown in Figure 5 [20]. There are various parameters which have an im
mpact over the
effectiveness of PVT module but inn this proposed work, only four parameters have beeen considered.
For the proposed module, the variation in temperature at the output of channel, exeergy efficiency,
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electrical energy and thermal energy have been calculated according to thermal modeling presented by
Agrwal and Tiwari [20].
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Figure 5. Variation in intensity and temperature with time

Figure 6.Convergence curve for PVT using GSA-CS algorithm
The convergence curve for the hybrid GSA-CS algorithm for the different time of a day shows that
the iteration converges at a very fast rate and it takes less time in the recognition of optimized value of
parameters. The curve showing the convergence rate is depicted in Figure 6 when the intensity of
sunlight is maximum i.e. 1:00 PM. From the plot, it has been observed that the exergy efficiency (ɳEx)
is highest when the intensity of sunlight is maximum.
The variation in ɳEx of the PVT module with time of a particular day is depicted in Figure 7. The
Trend for exergy efficiency is increasing when the intensity of sunlight is increasing i.e. from morning
08:00 AM to 13:00 PM and it shows decreasing trend when the intensity of sunlight is decreasing i.e.
from 13:00 PM to 17:00 PM. By using hybrid GSA-CS optimization algorithm, the solution converges
with less than 10 iterations and also the convergence time is very less. The average value of ɳEx of the
PVT system is 14.85228% at the optimized values of the parameters as shown in table 2.
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Table 2.Optimized values of variable parameters
Exergy
efficiency

Length of
channel

14.85228

0.414538 m

Depth
channel

of

the Temperature of fluid at
the input

0.3 m

2.3

Velocity of fluid
at the input
1.5 m/s

Figure 7.Variation in overall exergy efficiency of system with of a day
5. Conclusion
The following conclusions are drawn on the basis of above study:
• The convergence rate of hybrid GSA-CS algorithm is fast. The solution converges in less than 20
iterations.
• The average value of exergy efficiency (ɳEx) of the glazed PVT module is 14.85228% at the
optimized value of parameters.
• The hybrid GSA-CS algorithm is proved to be an efficient technique for optimizing the parameters
of PVT systems.
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Introduction
Radio spectrum plays a major role in vital technological innovations in wireless communications, but it is also very important for
the economic growth of a country (Bhattarai, Park, Gao, Bian, & Lehr, 2016).With the advent of various emerging wireless
products, the usage of limited spectrum has grown exponentially in the recent years. Zhou et al.(2017) stated in their work that in
the next few years, it is expected that global mobile data traffic will grow up to 49 EB/ month, which is nearly a seven times
increase over year 2016. Kumar et al. (2018) reveals the trend in growth of mobile data traffic as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Trend in growth of mobile data traffic
978-1-5225-7335-7.ch021.f01(https://igiprodst.blob.core.windows.net:443/source-content/9781522573357_206185
/978-1-5225-7335-7.ch021.f01.png?sv=2015-12-11&sr=c&sig=K0laF2PeJN1r36VAUQ1uiPbVqenm51fv48L3IL66mDE%3D&
se=2019-11-14T22%3A31%3A08Z&sp=r)
Therefore, it will become extremely difficult to satisfy the ever increasing demand through the current fixed spectrum assignment
policy in which spectrum band is exclusively used for the particular applications and it has also led to under-utilization of a
significant portion of the spectrum (like TV bands). It is almost impractical to find new frequency spectrum bands from the already
in adequate spectrum resources to improve overall system capacity. To tackle the above challenges, a paradigm change is
required in which spectrum is shared with more flexibility and dynamically among all categories of users. (Federal
Communications Commission [FCC], 2003) has proposed to enable any unlicensed user to use the licensed frequency band such
that no interference to the primary license holders is ensured. The solution to this problem is implemented by the use of cognitive
radio by making dynamic spectrum access possible (Kumar, Dhurandher, & Woungang, 2018). Further, an eminent example of
wireless standard that benefits from the recent developments in the area of cognitive radio is the IEEE 802.22 Wireless Regional
Area Networks standard. In the rest of the chapter, an introduction to the cognitive radio networks, their application and then
wireless regional area networks is provided in detail followed by game theoretic analysis of post handoff target channel sharing by
the SUs. The last section draws the conclusion.
Top

Cognitive Radio
The concept of cognitive radio was proposed by (Mitola, 2000). Cognitive radio techniques present the ability to utilize or share
the spectrum band in an opportunistic manner. The under-utilization of spectrum is described in cognitive radio networks as a
spectrum hole (Haykin, 2005).As shown in Figure 2 (Akyildiz et al.,2009), a spectrum hole is a band of frequencies which is
assigned to a licensed user, but, not being utilized by that user at a particular time and specific geographic location.
Figure 2. Concept of spectrum holes
978-1-5225-7335-7.ch021.f02(https://igiprodst.blob.core.windows.net:443/source-content/9781522573357_206185
/978-1-5225-7335-7.ch021.f02.png?sv=2015-12-11&sr=c&sig=K0laF2PeJN1r36VAUQ1uiPbVqenm51fv48L3IL66mDE%3D&
se=2019-11-14T22%3A31%3A08Z&sp=r)
Cognitive radio is the technology that enables the efficient use of spectrum holes. Akyildiz et al. (2006) formally define the
cognitive radio as follows:

A “Cognitive Radio” is a radio which is capable of interacting with the surrounding environment and based upon it’s learning, it can
change it’s operating parameters (e.g. frequency, transmission power, modulation technique etc.) in real time to effectively utilize
the spectrum band.
According to this definition two main characteristics of the cognitive radio can be defined as (Haykin, 2005;Thomas et al., 2007):

Key Terms in this Chapter
Spectrum Handoff (/dictionary/spectrum-handoff/72490): It is a process of pausing the ongoing transmission by the secondary
user whenever a primary user reclaims its licensed channel and gets triggered to switch to some new target channel for resuming
its transmission.
Spectrum Sensing (/dictionary/spectrum-sensing/43597): It is the process of observing the frequency bands by the unlicensed
users and sensing any activity of a licensed user, which helps in detecting the spectrum holes.
Target Channel Sharing (/dictionary/target-channel-sharing/72491): It is the situation where multiple users want to share a single
channel and a secondary user has selected this channel as a target for spectrum handoff.
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Game Theory (/dictionary/game-theory/11839): It is the study of mathematical models involving conflict and cooperation between
intelligent but rational or selfish decision-makers.
Geo-Location Database (/dictionary/geo-location-database/72489): It stores the information about protected TV and low power
devices operations in the area along with other IEEE802.22 operations.
Cognitive Radio (/dictionary/cognitive-radio/4248): A radio which is capable of interacting with the surrounding environment, and
based upon its learning, it can change its operating parameters (e.g., frequency, transmission power, modulation technique, etc.)
in real time to effectively utilize the unused part of the spectrum band.
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Through the previous decade, an ever increasing demand of wireless radio spectrum
has been observed due to expeditious use of various wireless applications and devices.
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I. Introduction
The unprecedented essential technological revolutions in the area of
wireless communications that we are witnessing today is majorly due to
the radio spectrum and, also make a positive impact on the economic
growth of a country [1], [2]. The advancement in wireless technology has
allowed seamless connectivity across various wireless devices. The
enhanced Quality of Experience and Quality of Service provided by the
service providers has seen exponential growth in mobile data traffic and
it is predicted that by 2020, there will be approximately ten times
increase in the data traffic globally as compared to the year 2015 [3], [4].
Therefore, it has now become exceedingly hard to meet the increasing
spectrum re-quirment through the current fixed spectrum assignment
policy where spectrum channels are particularly used by licensed users
only for the exclusive applications which also led to wastage of a
Sign in to Continue Reading
considerable spectrum channels like TV bands [5]. Practically it is not
possible to obtain new frequency bands from the already inadequate
spectrum resources to enhance overall capacity of the wireless system.
This fact has inspired the development of various wireless technologies,
like exposure of millimeter wave spectrum [6], femtocells [7], [8], multiinput multi-output systems (MIMO) [9], and dynamic spectrum access
with the help of cognitive radio technology [10]. To address these
challenges, the “Federal Communications Commission (FCC)” has
recently proposed to allow interference less use of the licensed spectrum
to the primary license holders by the unlicensed users [11]. By making
dynamic spectrum access possible with the help of cognitive radio, FCC
has intended to achieve the solution to this problem [12]. Next,
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